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The Ultimate Animated Interactive Adventure
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The Write
Choice For
Your Left
Brain.

The Only
Choice Left
For Your

Right Brain.
Who else gives you high-speed editing of up to four

documents at a time, support for graphic proportional

fonts, image importation and spell checking, all in one

highly intuitive package?— only Script.

Produce professional looking letters and documents

with ease using different fonts and sizes. Add headers,

footers and footnotes -— you can even insert the current

page number, time or date. Make any text bold, italic,

underlined, superscript or subscript. Import and crop

graphic images. All of this is done on-screen while

you edit. Print the results using the highest resolution

of your printer; whether 9-pin, 24-pin, inkjet, or laser.

Using proprietary text imaging routines Script outper-

forms GDOS based word processors hands down.

Wait no more— get Script!

From fancy letterheads and logos to precision illustra-

tions and image touchup, Sketch makes high-resolu-

tion painting a breeze.

Use ultra high-speed tools to paint lines, rectangles,

ovals and splines (smooth curves). Cut and paste with

surgical precision. Create unusual effects such as

bending, stretching and distorting. Customize the

brush shape, fill pattern, fonts, line style and spray

pattern. Work with large images up to 1280 by 1600

pixels. Use the 3D modeler to layout and position

objects, then use the painting tools to add shading—
no other paint program gives you this ability. So

unleash your creativity with Sketch!

1200E.COLLINS,#214 RICHARDSON. TX 75081

tth require 1Mb RAM and a high resolution n

Script and Sketch 1 9B9 by Application S; ieidelberg. All rights



ATARIWRITER 80 ATARI XEP 80
» 80COLUMN BOOTHS
rDTTARir PRINTER DRIVER

t If) MO WURIJ DH 'FIONA RV
• MAM VIW.I
•ON 5* DISKETTE

S49
• CONNl'lTS TOANYCOMPOSIII
MONITOR

• Micot.raspi.AY
• (HINTI IX IVIEKIAI I $79

The Bookeeper w/ Keypad
•Profrt,l.o*sSta*>rnent
• A.i.i.-Sfjyjlit
• '..... ,-.-...-
• And Many other Features?

$14.95

COLOR
PRINTER
PLOTTER

© $14.95complete with:
2 pen sits

irou. paper FYTRA PFM SFTS

1025
DOT MATRIX
PRINTER

I $69

800
COMPUTER
48K MEMORY

I $49

DISK DRIVES FOR
800/XL/XE

JAM 81(1* SSSI) $12900
JARI IU50* SSED SI79.00

mcAnir ATARI XF551 DSDD SI99.00
POBW/MANUM .RECONDITIONED

$35

THE BEST
LIGHT GUN
FOR YOUR 800/XL/XF

OR THE PACKAGE
LIGHT GUN
CRIME BUSTERS
CROSSBOW
lULNVMiD BLASTER

$109

HARDWARb; &
ACCESSORIES
JOYSTKK EXTCABUSIO' $2 95

MONITOR CABLE (GOIDPLT) $4 95

BEST JOYSTICK $4.95

WICO COMMAND JOYSTICK $1995

WICO THE BOSS JOYSTICK $19 95

ATARI TRACKBAl.t,S

ATARI SX212 MODEM
Da Re ATARI BOOK
POS2.5W/MANUAL
WXlXI . (NO Transformer)

4OOifl0,8SO,1200Xl.Tran!lbmer $14.95

XIJXi: Transformer $24.95

W.95

$79.95

17.95

$4.95

$19.95

Best Joystick

$4.95
CARTRIDGES FOR THE 800/XL/XE

BASIC CARTRIDGE S4.95 ARCHON $19.95

OJX $4.95 $4.95 JUNG -E HUNT $19.95 KARATEKA $19.95

mCMAN(nobo>i)
DONKEY KONG (no Ikh)

ET(noI»x)
MISSILE
COMMAND (no Ixi*) $4.95

GORE (40(1,800)

CHICKEN EH Ci DUG $14.95 BASKETBALL $19.95

SI.1ME(400,800) W.95 MJLIJPEDE 114.95 DE.SERTEALCON SI 9.9.

5

$29.95

CLAIM JUMPER
DEIAJXEINVADEKS
JOURNEY TO THE $29.95

PLANETS $4.95 $29.95

STAR RAIDERS 14.95 MARIO BROS (Xl./XE) $19.95 STAR RAIDERS II $19.95 MJCROFUXR fchlabase) $39.95

DONKEY KONG JR $19,95 DAVID'S M1DNIGI IT MAGK $19.95

DISK SOFTWARE FOR THE 800/XL/XE
DAVID'S MIDNIGHT MAGK $4.95 NATO COMMANDER S4.95 AIJEN AMBUSH $4.95 SI IENT SERVICE $9.95

SPIDERMAN $4.95 CROSSCHECK $4.95 DROPZONE $4.95 DISPATCH RIDER $9.95

CRYSTAL RAIDERS $4.95 $4.95 JAWBREAKER $7.95 SNJCON DREAMS $9.95

REPTON $4.95 PREPP1E 1 $4.95 SUMMER GAMES $7.95 E-J5 STRIKE EAGLE $9.95

BANDITS (4MK 400,800) $4.95 THE COUNT $4.95 IIEY DIDDLE DIDDIE $9.95 TI1ENEWSROOM(1050-MK $15.00

CIAIM JUMPER $4.95 SF.CRET MISSION $4.95 SPY VS SPY $9.95 BOOKKEEPER
DEOSION IN THE DESERT 54.95 VOODOO CAST!J $4.95 TOP GUNNER CO(.I.ECTK» W/ nutn keypad $14.95

CRU5ADE IN EUROPE $4.95 STRANGE ODYSSEY $495 O GAMES) $9.95 BOOKKEEPER (Only) $9.95

KENNEDY APPROACH $4.95 SOIAR STAR $4.95 J >'.> 1
.'.!. $995 HOME ACCOUTANT $29.95

CONFLICT IN VIETNAM $4.95 HULK $4,95 JEWELS of DARKNCXSU050 S»>i

An Educational
CBS LineaE Equations

CBS Fractions: X *

Math Encounter

Peal

$4.95

NUMERIC
KEYPAD

W/Software

The Atari \-\

Portfolio S t--~r:\
Itnili lo: Lotus Comp. UgS
Spread Sheet, Appointment

lj -£^l
"-:"-'--'

-

Calendar w/Alarms, lcxt Processor, Database

w/Dialcr, (Calculator, IBM Dos Compatible!

Also Available
Only $347

Printer/Xter Interface $49.95 RamCarJ 64K $99,95

Serial Interface $79.95 RamCaru I28K $199.95

KAMCaid 32K $79.95

Newsroom



Flat rate ss.oo
shipping
Can's arc $10.00

ON ALL GROUND ORDERS IS THE
CONTINENTAL US. "

SUPER (Nuke em
Fry'em} DEALS

\
BLANK DISK

\ SPECIAL
3.5 BULK PACKS WITH LABELS

1 - $.99 25 - $24.75 1000 - $750.00

MEMORY UPGRADES
Z-Ram 3-D 2/4MeB $149.95

NEW WORLD UPGRADE 2/4Meg $139.95

ARCO BOARD l/2/4Meg $169.95

JRI SIMM Upgrade l/2/4Meg $139.95

ATARI
520ST ^5&
& Softnurc

520&TFM & Software $399
Mega 2 ST & Software $1199

Mega 4 ST & Software SI 699

Included With Everj ST Purchase!

Art & lllm Dltecuu. Sub I'.. ill \'.-: Sword. Ban

Ship. . ; Wre-.tl.nn. Dme ii.i-.j-- llnal \ - -.:.

Mi : • - - A -: I
<-"• !>,••- Mission

hniur. loan TbuplPt. Caldrn Paili*. S*r.tt v .

SlafnlidPt. Tterkpt*. The l*awn. Advanred AilSludio.

Guild o( Thirvm.. i-.i . Qi

PCBoard
Designer

$49
Rc«. SI99.95

FAX IS \Ol R OKI
FOR FASTER SERVICE PLEASE INCLUDE:

•NAME
•BILL TO ADDRESS
•SI IIP TO ADDRESS
• PI (ONE n
- iti-.m;si voi i wisil
TO PURCHASE

(4m) 224-857*

(olden Path*

Tracker*

Champion Wrestling

Final Assault

Battleship

Knieht Ore

Advanced Art Studio

Guild of Thieves

The Pawn

Jinxter

Sentry

StarGlider

Soccer

Zero Gravity

Tetra Quest

Universal Military

Simulator

Sub Battle

Tower Topplcr

Winter Games

Death Sword

99C

$1.95

S9.95

S9.95

S9.95

S9.95

S9.95

S9.95

S9.95

S9.95

S9.95

S9.95

SI4.95

$14.95

$14.95

$14.95

$14.95

$14.95

$19.95

$19.95

Mission Impossible

Axe of Rage

Devon Aire

Space Station

Oblivion

World Games
Karate

California Games
The Games (Winter)

Boulder Dash

Dive Bomber

Mctrocross

Tcchno-Cop

Art & Film Director

Carrier Command
Hit Disk(4 Games)

Goldrunncr II

Paint Pro

Data Trieve

S19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

' Works with TOS 1.0 only!

HARDWARE ITEMS
JRI GENLOCK SYSTEM $650

ST/1ME MODULE
Battery Backed up Clock $59

Migraph Hand Scanner $499

R/C Aerochopper Simulator $199

Turbol6 by Fast Technology $299

Moniterm Monitor 19" Display $2099

Cordless Mouse $129

THE
BEST
MOUSE

HI I'l.U HUM
MOUSE FOR THE ST!$49

EMULATORS
EOR YOUR ST
PC DITTO II

PCSPERD
MAGIC SAC PLUS
w/Roms
SPECTRE 128

SPECTRE OCR
MAC ROMS MK
MAC ROMS 128K

SCall

SW9

$79.95

$169.95

$299.95

$19.95

$149.95

SAN JOSE COMPUTER
THE ATARI STORE

640 BLOSSOM HILL RD. SAN JOSE, CA 95123

STORE (408) 224-8575 • FAX (408) 224-8574

WARRANTY 90 DAY WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS. I AX: CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD 7<* SALIJ. IAX.

Prices subject to change without notice.

Brand and Air product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.

Ad produced on an ATARI ST using CAl-AMUS and printed on an ATARI S1.M804 PostScrjilcannatible laser prinec



MarkWilliams Raises
CProgramming TbANew Level.

New source level debugger, csd,

cuts development time
in half!

$»*•
Now, on top of the

world's best C compiler,

Mark Williams brings you

csd, the world's only

source level debugger for

the Atari ST!

With csd, you actually

debug in C. Forget about

trying to find bugs in clunky

assembler and struggling

with long dumps, csd gives

you the interactive advan-

tages of an interpreter plus

the speed of a compiler. An
indispensable companion for Mark Williams C.

Reviewers have been raving about the IBM version

of csd for years:

"csd is close to the ideal debugging environment...

a

definite aid to learning C and an indispensable toolforpro-

gram development" ___. _ TTr ——«
-William G. Wong, BYTE

"This is a powerful and sophisticated debugger built on

a welt-designed, 'serious' compiler."

-Jonathan Sachs, Micro/SystemsJournal

FEATURES
Mark Williams C For the Atari ST

* New! Resource EdilDr includes compiler/

decompilet tor direct access to

resource text

* Mew! Peephole optimization-taster com-
pile times and taster code

• Full access to AES/VDI libraries

with complete documentation

and examples

• Source and object code for RAM
disk cuts compile time in half

• Integrated edit/compile cycle:

editor automatically points to

errors.

MicroEMACS full-screen editor

with commented source code

• FullK& R plus ANSI extensions

• Microshell Command Processor,

a powerful UNIX style shell

• Complete symbolic debugger

and assembler

-%&*-
« Powerful utilities: make. n/J.

linker, archiver, egrep, sort, '

diff and more

• Over 600 pages of documentation

with more than 100 sample
programs

New! csd C SOURCE DEBUGGER:

• Cuts development time in half!

Debug in C source code not

assembler

• Provides separate source, evalua-

tion, program and history windows

• Ability to set trace points and

monitor variables

• Can interactively evaluate any C
expression

• Can execute any C function in your

program

• Trace back function

• On-line help screens

MARK WILLIAMS C FOB THE ATARI ST: $179.95

csd C SOURCE DEBUGGER: $69.95

60 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

WE'VE UPPED COMPILER
PERFORMANCE, TOO!

Our new Resource Editor

makes creating window
driven interfaces with icons,

alerts, pull down menus and

dialogue boxes a snap. And its

exclusive compiler/decompiler

lets you directly access

resources, making changes

quick and easy while simplifying project management.

Unparalleled compiler speed, fast, compact code,

complete utilities and outstanding documentation

have made Mark Williams C the preferred compiler

for the Atari ST. Reviewers enthusiastically agree:

"Mark Williams C may be the best implementation o/C

on the Atari ST to date. . . not onlyfor the experienced, profes-

sional developer, but alsofor the weekendprogrammer."

-George Miller, COMPUTE.' 'S Atari ST Disk and Magazine

".
. . the all-around best choicefor serious software

development on the ST."

-Douglas Weir, Analog Computing

COUNT ON AM UPSTANDING REPUTATION.

Mark Williams has been producing and improving

quality programming tools since 1976. A good reason

why the Mark Williams C compiler is the one chosen by

Atari. And just one more reason you should choose Mark
Williams, too.

SPECIAL UPDATE OFFER AVAILABLE NOW!

If you already own Mark Williams C
T
a special

update offer is available for version 3.0 and csd by calling

Mark Williams. If not, there's never been a better time

to ask your Atari dealer about Mark Williams C and csd.

Or you can order by calling 1-800-MARK-WMS

I

Mark
Williams
Company

601 North SktJkie Highway, Lake Bluff, Illinois 60044
!0 1988 Mark Williams Company



Super Disk Bonus Page 60

#1 Guide To Atari ST
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22 THE BODY ELECTRONIC

Part I: Ergonomics

by Rebecca Rosen Lum

30 MULTITASKING ON THE ST

Part I: Introduction And TOS
Solutions

by Jim Pierson-Perry

40 THE MUSIC MAKERS
MIDI Pros Go Atari

by Jim Pierson-Perry with Steve

Mortimer

SO GILBERT'S CHALLENGE
'

How To Drive Yourself Crazy

Playing A Computer Game
by Michael C. Gilbert

70 SAMPSYN
Build Your Own Audio Dig?

itizer/Synthesizer For The ST

by David Snow

76 THE MIDI MASTER DRUMMER
MIDI Drum Sequencer /^^
by David Snow

60 MICHTRON'S SUPER

CONDUCTOR

Crazy

•me

Dig-

ieST

MMI

4

Turn Your STInto A Profes-

sional MIDI Studio

by Philip MacKenzie and Jeffrey

Sorenson

83 ALTERTUNE

Mix Up YourMIDI Instrument

by Bill Sethares and John Bell

GILBERT'S CHALLENGE

MUSIC MAKERS PAGE 40

BODY ELECTRONIC PAGE 22

EDITORIAL

Its A Small World After All

DIALOG BOX
Ihe Readers Write

NEWS, NOTES & QUOTES
Atari Update, CeBIT Show
Report

GETTING STARTED

The Ins, Outs And Thrus Of

47

55

64

PC-DITTO II

Long-Awaited PC Emulator

From Avant-Carde

by David Plotkin

VIDEOTEXT

A C.G. For Your ST
by Andrew Reese

FOR THE FUN OF IT

Pirates/,

Shufflepuck Cafe

MIDI

PROGRAMMING IN MIDIJ
Secrets Of The Inner Circled

Revealed!

DISK CONTENTS

DISK INSTRUCTIONS

MAC & PC ON THE ST

More Hypertalk

PRODUCTS UPDATE
The Latest and Greatest For

Your ST

Indicates programs included on START Disk



1st STOP Computer Systems
7085 CORPORATE WAY DAYTON, OHIO 45459

!0h Frame Bowling ...29

3D Pod _ .....a

k- Fist v. i 10

Aien SynSame 24

Pants . .- 1 ' 24

A!t« Beast 24

Alternate Reality Us City . .28

Arcade Force Four 33

Arm ad,

Asiertx
. . 23

Aiels Magjc ha-mrer 24

Barbarian II .... .24

Baman t» Movie 24

Bale Chess 29

Bale Tech 29

Borotiho

Breach r

Cards.

CasrjeWariio?

CenBrfeid Squares 19

Day . % . .-• 29

Deati -trger 24

r.',:. . . ( JtwlM

(JShadowgaa.. 36

Damons Tonb 29

Diagon Spirt: 24

Dragons ol flame 2G

DraMten _. 36

Dream Zone 24

Dungeon Vaster 24

Etmanuai's (Adult) 35

FiSSrikeEegie
. .24

F16CombatPi«t 31

F40 Prusult ... 26

Falcon ......29

Fakon Mission Disk 16

F»« Contact 29

Fight Simulate il

FcfgoienWoiiu

FJ Count BasKBttH!.

r * •*' i • « :

FjtureWars .

Galaxy Force

Games Galore

Games (Summer £dtJon)
. . 29

GsMH (4 Games)

GogoST. 22

GcrttcifceReatn ......26

Odd Rush . . 24

OanSPr

Haott 19

HardOrnr
Harrier Combat Sin Jaior

hawaia.i Odyssey

Hawkeye,.

Helrata
,-.!,.-.

Heroes ol tie Lance 26

Heroes ol tie Lanes H nt Disk 13

H^hRdlers

Mb Ok*IS
holer One GdlPbs
Hostage

Hoi Rod

Hound ol Shadow
.

Hum lot Red October

Inlesulon

l^oganeelrple^di

International Soccer

rtmLori

I'onTraokafs 2*

_ack Ndtlaus Gd 1

JM
.i ..-'...—

ALTERNATIVE- DS/DD - 3.5" Disk Drive $139

Journey b the Center olEatti 27

Kennedy Approach 29

KkfGlwr*; . _ ., 29

King d Cr-cago 17

Wigs Que* 3 .29

Leavn T
srnaris .24

Leisure Suit Larry 24

Lock On 24

Loderurtner . .7

Lombard Raly ...29

Lords d Corquest 15

Lost Dutchman Mne ...29

Los. 5croli ..'M ..:.,
. ...9

Macadam Bumper 16

Uagnum4(loutganepad() 35

Miami Vce — -24
Unas 25

Netherworld _ 22

P47 Thunwtbat 29

Paana.Tla 24

Paperboy .24

Peraiit to Earth ...24

Phantasm 9
Planet at Lusi 24

Platoon 25

Pdien Quasi . 32

Pdice Cuesi 2 36

Populous 32

Populous re PiomkerJ Land '9

Pio Tennis 'out .. 26

Pro! Plays a lew Game 36

RedLlrJhiir.g 40

Red Star -n Bis ng 27

RanejaM 19

Rings ol Medusa . 30

Ringside 29

Risk.... 24

Rcbocop . . 24

Rock and Roll - -24
Scramble SfJ.'.ta 24

Scruples ..24

Seven Gates c'Jambala 24

Sen Vixens bom Space 32

Shadcwjaie 29

Shanghai 19

ShJnoU 25

Sdtter2O0G 29

SoncBoom 29

Scrcerer 1 3d 24

SpaceAce . 35

Spaceaner 19

Space Harrier 29

Space Harrier II ...24

Space Quest ...29

SpyvsSpyii .14
Star But 24

Stargl<ier2 29

SM 24

SWgat ... . . _ ....24

Storm Lord 24

Story So fat .. 24

Slider 24

SUpPouv? 24

SuperCars 24

TaBuj 24

The Deep 24

Trid Courier 29

TomS Jeny2 -.29

Toot* 24

Trwfcer 49

Transjrivita 14

Triad 16

Trump Caste 26

TurboCup 26

TtrrboOuiun 24

TVSpcrsFoolbaJ K
TwHg--rs Ransom 14

Twin World 29

TyFhooilhonpwn 22

Ultima 3 . 25

Ultima DarB 24

Uninvited ....29

UrtversaJU,itarySm(UMS).2a

Universes 29

letWord Plus

Access 18

Accounts. ST ver 2.0 69

Accounts. ST ver I ...44

AnCalleryi42 24

AssemPro .39

Award Maker - ....24

BBS 3.0 49

Becker Ca; .., 109

BctoerPaw (Easy Draw) 22

C Source Debugger 42

Top 25 Sellers!

NeoDesk2.05 28

Turbo ST 1.8 32

ACCess! 3.0 18

Populous 32

Falcon 28

Word Perfect 4.1 139

Diamond Back 23

Chaos Strike Back 23

ProCopy 1.61 19

G+Plus 19

Word Up 3.0 62

1st Word Plus 3.14 59

LDW Power Spread 87

Code Head Utilities 21

MultiDesk 18

Battle Chess 31

PageStream 1.8 116

Calamus 167

HotWire 1.4 24

Falcon Mission Disk 16

Word Writer ST 47

dB Man 5.2 168

Universal Item III 16

Stalk the Market 47

Dungeon Master 23

Wayne • v..:*. Hooey 29

23

ZakMcKijcken 79

Cad 3d Cartoon Destg- Dtak

Cad 3d Developers Disk

Cad3dFonfc#1

Cad 3d Fonts »2

Cad 3d Futire Dmgn Disk

Cad 3d Human Design Drsk

Cad 3d Mcrobot . -y

Cad 3d Ver 2 (win CybecmaB) 48

Cad 3d video HBng Design ....19

Calamus 168

Calamus Font Edict 56

Calamus OuSne 169

Certificate Maker — —.24
Oreurt Maker II 59

CleanupST 23

Code Head Utilise 19

Ccoy. ... 1 . ;se

CyberConrd ...36

Cyber Pant (vei 2) ...47

Cyber Scubi 49

Cyber Tert/e 31

Cyber VCR.. 42

DattTtleve 33

dBMan 166

DCDesMop _ ..,.25

DCUtilirJee 19

Degas Elie (new ver Son) . . .42

Diamond Bart 24

Diglsoeci22 ..29

Orate 124

Draw v ..... _ ..42

DTPDewopPubisherST 77

DynaCadd 369

DynaCadtfi 7 579

Easy Draw 59

Easy Draw Font Partfl 24

Easy >.-

wlSuperCha-ger DSCD . , 67

Easy "oois

lor Easy Draw w/SC .29
"lash

lee-
: =-a*i'

w/UHjaSoi

leixcewa

M Melody*

onts- fcV*:

onUS"
orem BBS

crtiST..

+ Pius

«tera::n;

*(Farryl

:FA Ituc •

;FA Rayttac

W(G Sc
dcen knag

(aph Make-

flphjclmt

kji tarsi c

aid Disk".

isoft Bas;

JsoltBas.;

tsoftC hre-

otwirePlus

IMaxllle;

yper Fonts

ltsrlmk--

jgdet?

CSLevd2
aserC

aser Decug

DW Power

otto Fie

larkWIian

taxHtt

HRtCCtr]

IdHn
louse MM
UtOe*
WJti Swi'Ch

FleeiSaeetDetie

wAltiaSolpt 119

Fonts - BorMr6 22

Genera: at Gap

GlsKGi SourdTco; _..

Gdden hiageMco«

24

Hard Disk Ser.tty 29

Hfeoft Basic Prcleeiirar

.

Hotwire Plus 1.41

Laser Debugger

LDW Power Speaasheei

49

SB

MarkWIIamsC
22
104

UrJRecordng Studio VI 1 34

Mouse Ma slat

MutUDesk

25

19

Musk; Const uction Set

Music Studio 88 36

NeoDesk 29

Om rires

PageSteam Font Sea.
Partner Forms ,-...

PC .
-

: HBU - . .

Personal .1 .. Manager

Personal Pascal

=haear4 .

Pr:m Master PLs... 24

PioCopy .

123Prospers C

OuOlSftLWM*

RdoBasePLs
Scan Ait (Easy Drawl

Sculpt 3D titer.* Design

STBusnessCoaclcri

SrConBd ..

Sak the Market

STaket

STCS Maesto

.16

STCS Masetoo Pius 96

STOSSpfte&OQ 23

STOSGintCnMi
Super Charger (1 Meg)

Superbase2

Super oase 'ersonat ...

Superbase Piolessional 3 199

SwUtu
Symbols I Slogans (DTP)

TauchUp. .

True Basic

Tjrto Kit. hard drive

Turbo ST
ut3aScripiFcfitPS2?.

UHraScriptFcntPS35 .

UloaScrplSTSLMS04

umaSalptST.1
. . .

Unispec 36

l-ivasai ten Selector

> •
.
»- ... 36

VIDl'SI

Caloulue

...14

Com.- 1 :. iv- .'!*. .-• 35

DedTai Dungeon 24

Discrete Ma?
FiacaorAclcn 24

Ktidetama

Magical Myfi,

Mavis Beacon reaves 7ft* 3 35

U>ed L'o Merer Goose

Pf(*Caiculjs

PiobaWiy

ReaSiRhyne...

Readatama

Spaer L.*
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IT'S A SMALL WORLD AFTER ALL

It's

been a couple of days since World of Atari at the Disneyland Hotel in

Anaheim (April 7-8) and I'm still debating whether the show was a success.

For me it was, but I was there primarily to dig up stories and talk to readers.

To most vendors, however, World of Atari could have been better. Even

show coordinator Rich Tsujiki hedged on the number of attendees, though

he did admit the final figure was lower than last

year's. An optimistic guess would put it at 4,000.

Charles Cherry, head of TOS development, was

the highest ranking Atari official there, although

Antonio Salerno, vice president of Atari develop-

ment, was rumored to be lurking about. At the

developers' party on Saturday night, Cherry and

Atari programmer Dan McNamee demonstrated

Softsource, a worldwide database available to

registered Atari developers for uploading product

information and software/hardware demos. Atari

chose GEnie as Softsource's online carrier.

On the third-party hardware side, Dave Small and Jim Allen showed off their

68030 upgrade for the ST. It's not as fast as the TT— yet. Depending on

demand, Allen and Small hope to have the board out by fall.

START is Now 100-percent ST Compatible

START is now set up to do all of its pre-press production on an Atari system.

The decision to go fully Atari was an easy one— desktop publishing on the ST

has matured considerably, and it makes .sense to produce the magazine on the

same computer we feature.

The difficult decision was choosing a DTP program. In the end, we picked

Calamus from ISD of Toronto. Not only is it a rock-solid professional system,

but support, in the form of Transcoast Systems of San Francisco (415/296-2572),

is literally a few blocks away. Omnicomp of San Francisco, (415/398-3377) is

our service bureau for Linotronic output. The complete system is as follows:

1 Atari Mega 4 with FAST Technology's Turbo 16 accelerator board

1 Moniterm Viking 19-inch gray-scale monitor w/controller card

1 Carter Graphics SQ-44 Syquest removable hard drive

1 Atari SLM804 Laser Printer

1 Linotronic Interface (at the printing house)

1 Atari SX212 1200-baud modem
Calamus

Calamus Outline

A full set of Compugraphic fonts

Special thanks to Nathan Potechin of ISD without whom none of this would

be possible.

TOM BYRON
START Editor
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BRE Software
Call or Write for our

FREE Catalog i Lowest Prices
Order Lines/Catalog Requests: (800) 347-6760
Order Line Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8:00 AM-6:00 PM, Sat. 10:00 AM-5:00 PM Pacific Time

Customer Service/Order Status/Inquiries/Canada Orders: (209) 432-3072

Public Domain Software
_^ Over 900 Disks Available for the Atari ST

Only $4.00 Each

Utilities, Games, MIDI, Applications, Music
Graphics, Educational. Clip Art and much more

IDTI

FREE Disk & Catalog
Receive a coupon good for a FREE Public Domain Disk with

any purchase when you Call or Write for our FREE Catalog.

#87 - Tutorial on GEM Desktop
States - Educational Game

#145 - Five Children's Programs (Color) "
#244 - Strip !.i-aanout (Coicr Only) "»

#374 - Two Database Programs
PrintMaster Cataloger

#38B - Easy lo use mailing list program
#393/394/773/774 - PrintMaster Graphics
#399 - Degas Elite Printer Drivers

#400/800 Disk Labeling Programs
#443 - Intersect RAM Baby

(RAM Disk/Print Spooler)
DCOPY - do everything Utility Prg

#456 - Bolo Breakout Game
trom Germany (Req. 1 Meg RAM)

#500/600 - Publishing Parmer Fonts
#511 - Dungeon Master Maps Levels 1-7

#512 - Dungeon Master Hints/Character

#514 - Monochrome Emulator V3.0

#533 - PrintMaster Plus Graphics/ Borders
#551 - Kid Shapes Ages 2-3 (Color Only)

#553 • Kid Publisher Ages4-12 (Color)

#555 - The Assistant Chei
Electronic Cookbook (Color Only)

#557 Children's Programs (Color Only)

#564 - Cadenza Astrolocal V1.8 - Astrology
#567/728/671 - Desk Accessories

#583 Pac Man, Hangman (Color Only)

#590 Dungeon Master Utilities

#596 - Pictionary Type Drawing Game
#599/670 PageSiream Fonts
#650 - Text Outpul Accelerator
#667- Benjamin's ABC's fw Kids (DBL)
#679 - Disk Cataloger/Label Printer (DBL)
#68S/866 H.P. Laserjet/Deskjet Utilities

#694 Turtle Hard Disk Backup V3.0
#696/802/892 - Hard Disk Utilities

#699 - Children's Programs: Kid Color,

Kid Adder. Kid Story. Kid Sketch
#720 - Dungeon Master Maps Levels 8-14

#721 Drawing Programs
Andromeda, Art ST, Megablit V2.8

#723 - Four Lottery Programs
#726 - Children's Programs: Numerical Go

Around, The Wolf and 7 Kids Adv.
#736 - MoTerm V1.4 - Shareware Terminal
#737 • Calamus Demo (1 Meg/DBL)
#741 - Copystar V1.0, Address Book Base
#749 - Barnimals - Listen/Guessing game

lor ages 0-4 (Color Only)
#753 - Megatools V1.0 - Shareware Utilities

#;-'5a<759 Calamus Fonts
#768 NeoDesk Icons

#769 - Super Breakout (Mono Only)

#790 - Pentimo Strategy Game (Mono)
#792 D&D Programs

#823

#794 - Bloodwych Playable Demo (Color)

#798 - The Pilot Flight Game (Color Only)

#799 - PrintMaster Plus Utilities

Mail/Enveiooc- Labeling F'ograms
Screen Saver;, Mouse Aoooleralor

Cu ok ST V1.4, Turbo ST Demo
Sheet V2.5 - S.W. Spreadsheet

Opus 2.2 Spreadsheet (1 Meg/DBL)
2 NFL Prediction/Anaylsis Prgs

Compact Disk Database V1.1 (Color)

2 Video Tape Databases
Popu o l j l-: B oodwych Hints, Maps
Star Trek written wilh STOS (Color)

Diamond Back/Gogo ST Demos
6 Virus Detection Programs

#824/825/880/681 - ARC.'I 7H Utilities

#826 - IMG Utilities

ST Xtormer V2.55 - 8 Bit Emulator
Vanterm V3.8 Shareware Terminal
Dupl.iwA HI;:/ w-Cable Instructions

Adventure Game Toolkit (DBL)
Shareware Adventure Game Creator

for Color and Monochrome
#861 - Desk Manager V3.2, DC Showit V1.0

DC Format V3.02. First Base V1.6

#867 - John Wayne S Batman Cyherpaint
Animations (Color/! Meq.Dlil ;,

#872 - ST Term V3.5
#879 - Public Painter - Mono Paint Prg

for IMG, Degas, NEO tile formats

#883 - Calamus Outline Demo (Mono Only)

#884- GDOS Fonts (Monochrome/9 Pin)

#685 GDOS Fonts (Monochrome/24 Pin)

#888 - Atari ST Subjects (Book) Programs
#889 - Super Boot V6.0 - All in one boot

up program. Choose Auto prgs'Accs
#695 PageStream VLB Demo
#898 - Cnaos Strikes Back Maps
#899 - Chaos Strikes Back Hints/Walklhru

#902 - Grand Prix (DBL/Color)
Car Racing Game

#903 STOS Games (DBL/Color)
#906 - Super Break Out V1.1A (Mono Only)

#907 - Word Flair Demo V1.01 (DBL)
#909 - Pile Up V2.0 - Tetris Clone with

added features (Color Only)
#915 - Super Bowl 24 8 Touchdown

Animation (Color/1 Meg/DBL)
#921 Four Drawing Programs
#923 Breach 2 Scenarios
#924 Debbie Gibson Spectrum Pictures

#929 - ST Virus Killer V3.11

#940/941 - Epson Emulator lor SLM804
(2 Double Sided Disks)

#944 Space Ace Demo (Color)

#999 ST Writer V3.8 w/Spell V2.6

Call for our FREE 48 Page Catalog!

Introductory Offer - Above Disks Just

$2.99 Each

|

Call with your best price on any Domestic or I

European software title tor the ST, we will .

j
meet or beat it and give you a FREE Public '

Domain Disk when you mention this ad. i

t
'

ST Software/ Accessories
Battletech

Bloodwych
Bloodwych Data Disk

Bloodwych Hint Disk

Breach |]

Calamus Outline

Clue
CodeHead Utilities

DC Desktop
DC Utilities

Degas Elite

Diamond Back
Double Dragon II

Dungeon Master
Chaos Strikes Back
C.S.B.Hint Disk

FatBack
G+Plus
Hero's Quest
HotWire
HotWire Plus Maxifile

Hoyles Book of Games
Leisure Suit Larry 3

Maxifile

Micro League Baseball II

MidiMax
Monopoly
MultiDesk
Phasar 4.0

Populous
Populous: The Promised
(Requires Populous)

PrintMaster Plus

Quartet
Quick ST II

Red Storm Rising

Risk

Space Ace
Star Flight

Their Finest Hour
Trump Castle
Ultima V
Wordflair

$32.95

$29.95
$19.95

$16.95

$32.95
$189.95
$26.95
$19.95
$24.95
$17.95

$39.95
$26.95
$24.95

$24.95
$16.95

CALL
$22.95
$34.95
$24.95
$35.95
$24.95
$34.95
$22.95

I $34.95
$32.95
$26.95
$19.95

$59.95
$31.95

Lands
$19.95

$26.95
$42.95
$13.95

$32.95
$26.95

$38.95
$29.95
$42.95
$26.95
$38.95
$64.95

Atari ST
Book

Music Studio Package
Over 300 Songs on 7 Disks

4 player programs to play songs
!' -rough your ST Monitor or a
MIDI keyboard

- Deluxe Piano- Turns your

STs keyboard into a Piano

$16.95

Bible on Disk
King James version

A Search program is includ:

Single Sided Package
(17 Disks) $34.95

its to: BRE So ware. DeDt. SRT. 35:

3 1/2" Pin Feed
Disk Labels (100) $4.50

10 3 1/2" Disks w/Labels $8.95
Megatouch Springs $9.95
Mouse Master $25.95
Monitor Master $32.95
Tweety Board $28.95
Video Key $64.95
Atari Mouse $49.95
Best Mouse $49.95

Cordless Mouse $89.95
Supra 2400 Modem $114.95

(Cable lor ST $10.00)

Future GTS-100X Drive $149.95
Future GTS- 100 Drive $179.95
Spectre GCR $229.95
Mac 128K ROMs $129.95

LynX w/ColitGames $179.95

ST Xformer
Cable

r The B00/XUXE

$19.95

al for $9.95.

JXl Duplitwix
Blitz

fLon

The Best and Fastest Disk Duplicator for the
ST. Backs up a complete floppy disk taster

than the ST can tormat a disk. More powerful

Blitz Software and Dual Drive Cable.

Reqwi s 2 Disk Drives

$34.95

and Advanced

Vsn MO n-cnvt.-'SiriOi; Mi." r.OD Ordo:s W-.taiT,' -hero Orde-s $?f!.00 M n. SNp:->iio- F.D D.jks S3 0'i Ground. $5.00 2nd
Mail; Software Gioi.no S3.;:U rn.-. 2nd Day An $6 00 mir,. Canada SB 00 t n. I la^dmne- Accessories Ground $4.00 min. COD

Add $4.50 (48 S-.alusOrr,'). Hawaii-- Alaska :)oo'to Hico Calf for S/H rates. California rmiitk-nls ado 6 75% sales \a>;. Please allow 2 weeks
checks to clear. RMA # requ,red lor returns, please call our customer service number. Software Items replaced with same title only. FAX (209) 432-2599
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Ditto II Disaster

I am concerned with the advertise-

ment you are presently running for

Avant-Garde. pc-ditto II is a night-

mare for the novice computer user. I

have had to replace chips off die

board. I am now waiting for a GLU
chip that has to be replaced before

the board will work. None of the

advertisements say you have to have

a certain type of MNU or GLU for pc-

ditto II to work. At the least, you

should put a warning in the ad to

alert potential buyers of the hazards.

James White

Vicksburg, MS

START magazine cannot be held

responsiblefor any claims made by

its advertisers. However, you have

genuine concerns and we have

fonvardeel a copy ofyour letter to Bill

Teal at Avant-Garde who, despite the

problems ivith his product, has a

reputation for quality customer

service. Hopefully he can satisfacto-

rily answeryour questions. — START

Editor.

Tis Better To Have

Tried And Failed ...

After all the time and effort I spent

trying and failing to get pc-ditto II to

run, I finally returned it to Avant-

Garde, hoping they would find the

board was bad and replace it. Unfor-

tunately, however, they simply

refunded my money minus shipping

costs and an explanation. My advice

is do not order this item and install it

yourself (unless you're very capable

in microelectronics). Let the dealer

install the item and be responsible

for giving you an operational system.

Whether or not the board works as

advertised is still a mystery to me.

Does it?

Roger Seeholzer

Loring AFB, ME

Getting pc-ditto 11 to work correctly,

or in some cases, to work at all,

appears to be a hit-and-miss situation

— some do, some don 't. David Plotkin,

who reviewed the PC emulator in this

issue, is one of the lucky ones— his

unit installed satisfactorily into a

1040ST, though be did experience a

problem refitting the radio-frequency

shielding. Other than that, the unit

appears to workfine.

A word ofwarning to all novices:

any hardware add-on, especially

those that require soldering, should

be done by a certified repairperson

— there are simply too many things

that can go wrong.— START Editor.

Shipping Stacy

Things with Atari still perplex me.

For example, I am still waiting to get

a Stacy. I was under the impression

that they are ready to ship. Also, Atari

customer service seems to be

nonexistent. I sent software to Mr.

John Townsend over a year ago and

despite four certified letters inquiring

as to where they went I still have

nothing to show for. No reply, no

information, nothing. I am also

looking forward to seeing the Hotz

machine in action. I was very im-

pressed with your interview and

articles on it. I hope to see it someday.

I am now a proud owner of a

modem and once I get the hang of it

I hope to get online with some of the

Atari representatives if they are there

and see if they can honestly give me
some straight answers to questions

that never seem to get answered. If it

were not for you and our local users

group, I would definitely be lost.

I would like to thank you for your

magazine. Thanks to you I have

made some very good investments in

software and hardware. Keep up the

fine work and thanks for letting me
air my frustrations. Someday I hope

Atari will wake up and start listening

to the many users that are out there.

Mike Mahan

Vidor, TX

As we repoited in the May 1990

issue, Stacys are indeed shipping in

the United States, though far below

the numbers needed to sate demand.

Tliis news comes in spite of reports

that Atari's manufacturing facility

in 'Taiwan is operating atfull

capacity. However, since 82 percent

ofAtari's revenue is generatedfrom

outside North America, it is likely

that most oftheir machines are

going to Europe where Atari does the

hulk of their business.

Though you do not specify exactly

what software you sent to Atari, the

matter does deservefurther investiga-

tion. Your letter has beenforwarded

tofohn Townsend at Atari. Also, you

might give Atari customer service a

call. The number is 408/745-2000. If

you wish to voice your concerns via

modem, Atari maintains a presence

on both CompuServe and GEnie.

START also hopes that Atari

"wakes up and starts listening, " but

that likelihood isfading as the

computer company continues to

grow in foreign markets.— START
Editor.

Do you have questions about using your

ST? Is there something you're not clear

about? Every issue, START'S editors listen

to your comments and answer your ques-

tions in Dialog Box. Let us hear from you!

Our address is:

Dialog Box, START

544 Second Street, San Francisco,

CA 94107

Or leave us a message on CompuServe

using the Antic Online Mailbox— just log

on and type GO ANTIC.

START The ST Monthly 11



Write with flair!

^ Worclflail
,

Introducing Wordflair
Wordflair is a new, integrated

document processor for Atari ST

family computers. More than just

a word processor, Wordflair also

contains features for calculations,

graphing, page layout, importa-

tion of graphics, and mail merge.

Wordflair's unified design makes
it easy to create eye-catching docu-

ments without having to move
from program to program.

Wordflair creates compound docu-

ments fast. Wordflair's ease of use

and its ability to create presentation

quality documents offer you incom-

parable value. Pair up Wordflair with

your favorite Atari ST computer. Re-

quires 1 Meg of RAM. GDOS and

G+Flair included. Hard disk and

monochrome monitor suggested.

$99.95 SRE To order, see your Atari

dealer, or call 415/243-9605.

Fast. Simple. Elegant. 1? Goldleaf Publishing, Inc.
Solutions for compound documents. 700 Larkspur Landing Circle, Suite 199

Larkspur, CA 94939

415/243-9605



Sews, lotos & Quotes

BYSTEPHliS MOKTIMI-K. STARTCoyiltlHI T1NC TDITOR

Inside Atari
This month, there was good and bad

news from Atari. First, the good news:

Positive corporate earnings for the

fourth quarter of 1989 were released

in March. Net sales for the quarter

were $170.6 million with net income

of $5.7 million or 10 cents per share.

Compared to 1988, sales were up $18

million while net income was down

$3.6 million. For the entire year of

1989, sales were $423.6 million with

net income of $4 million or seven

cents per share. This compares to a

net loss in 1988 of $84.8 million on

sales of $452.2 million.

As of the end of 1989, the sale of

Federated Group's assets was com-

pleted. Atari's more positive earnings

are a result of the sale and the intro-

duction of the Portfolio and Lynx.

Sales of the ST and PC line grew,

while sales in the U.S. video-game

Fat Bits
• Apple Computer has taken a major move toward improving its customer

relations by providing a one-year warranty with its computers. Previously, the

warranty period was 90 days, the same span of time that Atari currently has

established.

• In other Apple news, the Mac Ilfx was first shown in March. While Atari

still, as of press time, has not released its l6MHz TT, the fx features a 40MHz
68030, 68882 floating-point coprocessor and a 32K static RAM cache. The

high speed of the unit and its $9,000 price tag places it firmly in the worksta-

tion market. The unit features four dedicated ASIC I/O processors designed to

enhance efficiency by managing low-level tasks.

market decreased overall. European

sales increased in all categories.

The bad news was that Atari Corp.

(U.S.) laid off 15 percent of its

workforce on March 16, 1990. Most of

the staff reductions were in low- end

positions at Atari, many of which

were in the accounting department.

Research and development staff were

not affected since the division is not

LaserJet III Debuts
Hewlett-Packard has begun shipping their LaserJet III, the latest in their

popular line of laser printers. The price has been set at $2,395 — $300 less

than the series II.

HP's Resolution Enhancement Technology smooths out the printer's 300

dpi (dots per inch) output so that it is of much higher quality than any other

300 dpi printer on the market. The R.E.T. achieves its results by placing

smaller dots, moving dots and changing the size of dots on the page to create

a smoother, sharper image. The LaserJet III also features PCL 5 with its fully

scaleable and rotateable fonts with Postscript quality graphics capabilities.

Another advance the LaserJet III has over its predecessors is an almost 50

percent decrease in the time required to print pages of graphics. The eight

pages per minute text speed is still the same. One megabyte of RAM comes

standard with the printer, compared with 512K for the series II.

HP offers a $695 Postscript language cartridge and a $275 Appletalk

interface as optional add-ons. For more information, contact Hewlett- Packard

at 19310 Pruneridge Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014, (800) 752-0900.

Ifyou have a hot tip let us know at News, Notes & Quotes, START Maga-

zine, 544 Second Street, San Francisco, CA 94107

contained in Atari Corp. (U.S.), but in

another division of Atari Corp. Mead

Ames-Kline, president of Atari U.S.,

commented that the layoffs are part

of a restructuring of the organization

to make it stronger and more effi-

cient. Ames-Kline stated that Atari is

currently adding employees and is in

the process of building a stronger

sales and marketing department.

According to news reports, Atari is

interested in purchasing an old Com-

modore factory in Philadelphia in

order to produce LCD screens for its

portable systems.

The CeBIT 1990 show held in Han-

nover, West Germany, gave the

public a long look at Atari's upcom-

ing product line (see European

Report). For the Portfolio, five ROM
cards were displayed. A new version

of the Lynx, the Mark II, will have a

slightly smaller screen and be without

the left-handed controls. Finally, it

was announced that there will be

three versions of the TT. The

TT030/2, TT030/X and TTX have

more power and expandability. The

entry-level system will have 2MB of

RAM, a VME bus, with Ethernet and

Unix version 5.31 available as

options.

Tell our advertisers you saw it in START!
START The ST Monthly 13



Unleash the Power

of your Printer with

UltraScript
ST" & ST-1
Print high quality text

and graphics . . .

Upgrade your ATARI® personal

computer system with PostScript® V

language printing capabilities. \

NEWS NOTES it QUOTES

Access a wide

variety of PostScript

applications with

UltraScript ST.

Scale, rotate,

outline, shadow,
crop, shade, halftone,

and pattern fill both text

and graphics.

NOW
Look for Our

Lower Font Prices

Starting at

$39.95

Add PostScript compatible fonts

as you need them.

Break the PostScript price barrier:

UltraScript ST supports the SLM804™
laser printer & includes 27 typefaces for

only $195.

UltraScript ST-1 supports virtually any

dot matrix, ink-jet, or laser printer and
includes 27 typefaces for only $1 95.

Available at your local

ATARI dealer or directly

from IMACEN.

IMACEN Corporation

P.O. Box 58101
Dept. USST
Santa Clara, CA
95052-8101

For More Information Call:

800/635-3997 or 408/986-9400

llowing are iradcm;

IMAGEN

European Report

Atari at CeBIT90
The CeBIT show in Hannover is now officially the

largest computer show in the world. Several factors

have contributed to this, with the recent opening of

Eastern Europe and Che proximity of the unified

market in 1992 tipping the scales. This year, CeBIT

(March 21-28), was host to more than 3,500 exhibitors

from over 40 countries with a total number of atten-

dees easily surpassing the 500,000 mark.

Third-Party Hardware

Most exhibitors at the Atari booth displayed improved

versions of their existing products.

One company that managed something new was

SED-DOC with their Silent Drive hard drive. Besides

being very quiet, the drive is removable. The disks

range in capacity from 80M to 250M and the same box

will also accept removable floppy and tape-cartridge

drives. SED-DOC also showed Ctree Server, an acces-

sory for distributed database applications thai run

across differ-

ent systems

(Apple, VAX,

etc.) on a local

area network.

The most

impressive

hardware on

display was

Maxon's MGE
II interface to

their high-

resolution,

large screen The Atari booth at CeBIT 90 was
color moni- buzzing with excitement.

tors. With

MGE II an ST owner can now also drive an array of

impressive Matrix monitors. Depending on the model,

the monitors range from 14 to 21 inches and can

display up to 16 million colors.

IBP has been tearing STs apart and reassembling

them as rack-mountable industrial-control computers

for years. The MSI 190 is an example, sporting a 800 x

600 resolution with 256 colors. MSP 190v is an AC/DC
portable drawing on either 12 or 24 volts.

Fischer Teschnik makes what can best be described

as "electronic Legos." On display was a new version of

their computer controlled robot arm. The complete

system is comprised of software, a hardware interface



unci the arm itself.

BioNet 100 by Biodata is a network running on a

number of different configurations. With BioNet 100, an

ST user can attain access to MS/DOS, Unix, DEC, NFS,

Novell and TCP/IP systems.

Omikron, who wrote ST BASIC for Europe, ventured

into hardware with their Copystation, a professional

disk copier. The hopper takes up to

100 disks with automatic master rec-

ognition. The device reads a write-

protected disk and then copies it to

all subsequent floppies until another

write-protected disk is encountered.

For the rest of us, Omikron showed

Easy Base, a database with fast

search (0.2 seconds for 1,000 ad-

dresses) and Small Chart for graph

plotting.

Third-Party Software

GFA, the granddaddy of German ST

companies, was present in force.

GFA BASIC 3.5e lets you use STE

specific features such as hardware scrolling. The same

program runs on all machines by adapting itself accord-

ingly and there is now a new library with extended

sound and graphic commands. Converter-to-C translates

GFA BASIC source into C. GFA Assembler, the inte-

grated development package, is now up to version 1.5.

Calamus SL is the color version of the well-known

desktop publishing program, that supports full cyan,

yellow, magenta and black color separation. DMC, in

cooperation with Atari Germany, showed the package,

but a release date has not been set.

lst_Card by LogiLex is a Hypercard-like expert

system sporting artificial intelligence. Graphics, text and

buttons are all easily linked with the built-in editor.

Application Systems Heidelberg showed a mono-

chrome game called Esprit. The stylish ASH is better

known for its line of professional software such as the

Signum word processor.

Tommy Software, the sound and graphic wizards

from Berlin, were true to form with a finished version

of Megapaint II Professional, a combined pixel/vector

drawing package, and music/MIDI programs, Sound-

Merlin and SoundMachine.

TmS, another graphic programming giant, showed

TmS Cranach, an image-processing system that supports

Sam Tramiel shows off the Lynx at

the developer's conference.

24-bit color pictures on large-screen multisync moni-

tors, Its older brother TmS Cranach Studio is the

professional version with pictures of up to 40MB and a

3D simulator. TmS 2.5 converts pixel drawings to vector

graphics.

Technobox showed their professional Drafter and

CAD/2 programs. Already translated into English, these

are professional tools aimed at

designers and architects.

On the music front, most software

houses went to the simultaneously

held Frankfurt music fair. However,

Roland's Tentrax sequencer and

Steinberg's Cubase MIDI recording

software were shown at Hannover.

C-LAB Software exhibited their

Notator Alpha which converts music

to notes in real time and the Aura

music education program.

Richter Computer showed Sher-

look, a powerful character-recogni-

tion program that supports both

monochrome and color scanners

and recognizes up to eight fonts automatically. Also at

the Richter stand was Chili, a sophisticated video digi-

tizer that works with 65,000 colors. Mixing any two video

signals, it lets you define the "see through" window in

any regular or irregular shape down to a single pixel.

CCD, best known for Tempus editor, nudged their

new Tempus_Word word processor-cum-DTP package

up another notch to version 0.91 with a full-blown

version 1.0 due soon.

Weide Elektronik, famous for their RAM expansions

and other hardware add-ons, are venturing into soft-

ware. Address Direct is a database written specifically

for mail-order companies. It supports both networks

and GDOS, while the mail merge is possible with

Tempus, lst_Word and Calamus documents.

Advanced Applications SPC Modula-2 is now up to

version 2.0 and supplied on five disks. IDA is an inte-

grated, Adimens compatible, multitasking database.

Borland, synonymous with C on the PC, demon-

strated Turbo C 2.0 (complete C development environ-

ment) and Turbo Debugger (source level) for the ST. At

present, there are no plans to translate these into

English as Borland believes there is no ST market

outside Germany.

The Dusselclorf show is scheduled for August 24-26.
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THE INS, OUTS AND
THRUS OF MIDI

A Beginner's Guide

(Editor's Note: In the Spring 1987

issue ofSTART, professional musi-

cian Tom fefferies wrote an extensive

beginner's guide to MIDI . Well, we

thought it was so good that we

decided to reprint it this issue. For a

tutorial on programming in MIDI,

see SteveJohns' "MIDI Programming

Tips" in this issue.)

A
surprising thing hap-

pened in 1982. Several

of the leading manufac-

turers of electronic

musical instruments,

normally fierce competitors, decided

to sit down together and develop a

means whereby their instruments

could communicate with each other.

They wanted to set things up so that

a synthesizer from company A could

drive a drum machine from company

B or even a synthesizer from

company C.

Why? Well, for several reasons. It

was, and is, very useful to have more

than one synthesizer playing the

same part. You can often get consid-

erably more interesting sounds using

two different instruments than you

could with any one instrument, a fact

Connecting your ST too MIDI e

MIDI-in

pipped M | D

/ -^MIDI-out

cables

MIDI-inS \ MIDI-oul

A\
1! ° w
y/ffiwi!! !i!mm

/
± U

Atari 520 or 1040 ST —•*-«—
Figure 1

well known to classical composers.

However, it's difficult for a single

player to play several instruments at

the same time, and rock bands

generally don't carry more than one

keyboard player.

Hardware devices called sequen-

cers (actually dedicated computers)

were coming into use. The problem

was that a sequencer put out by one

company woulci not work with a

synth or drum machine put out by

another company. Sound familiar?

Synchronization was also an issue.

Drum machines were becoming

popular, and many people wanted

an easy way to synchronize their

keyboards to their drum machines

and vice-versa.

So, in a move that should be an

example to the computer industry,

these brave souls carved out a hard-

ware and software standard that de-

fines exactly how electronic musical

instruments would communicate.

They named their invention Musical

Instrument Digital Interface, or MIDI.

Communication between musical

instruments and personal computers

was not the primary concern of the

MIDI developers, but since in reality

almost all digital synths, drum

machines, and sequencers are

dedicated computers, it was natural

that the MIDI standard turned out to

work so well with computers.
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How MIDI Works

Let's take a look at how MIDI

actually works. Suppose you have a

MIDI-equipped synth and have

attached a MIDI cable from the MIDI

Out port of your synth to the MIDI In

port of your ST (Figure 1) . Every

time you press down a key on your

synth it will send a message over the

MIDI cable to the ST telling it a key

was pressed down ("note-on event"

in MIDI jargon), which key it was,

and how hard you pressed the key.

(The latter is particularly useful with

"velocity sensitive" keyboards, such

as the Yamaha DX-7.)

A different signal is sent when you

release that key. This signal will be a

"note-off event" (logical enough),

and will also specify which key was

involved and, on some synthesizers,

will tell how quickly the key was

released.

You can see that if your computer

is keeping track of these signals, and

the amount of time between them, it

now has a record of which notes you

have played and how long they were.

The software doing this is called a

sequencer; I'll discuss it in some

detail in the section on software.

Now, if you have a MIDI cable

running from the MIDI Out port of

your ST to the MIDI In port of your

synth, and the proper software, your

computer can make your synth play

back the notes you played on the

synth in the first place. All the software

has to do is send those same "note-

on" and "note-off signals it saved,

making sure it waits the appropriate

amounts of time between notes.

Since MIDI sequencers function,

in many ways, like tape recorders,

there are some persistent misconcep-

tions. MIDI sequencers do not

"record" music like a tape recorder.

They record a series, or sequence of

events: note-on events, note-off

events, pitch-bend events and so on,

that are produced by an electronic

musical instrument equipped with

the appropriate MIDI hardware and

internal software. A MIDI sequencer

cannot record your voice, unless you

can find a way to equip your vocal

chords with a MIDI Out port.

START DICTIONARY

Cycle: One complete occurrence of

a waveform, from start to finish (see

Waveform).

DIN plug: The round connector at

either end of a MIDI cable.

Envelope: The overall configura-

tion of a waveform. If you draw a

line around one entire cycle of a

waveform, this constitutes a sound

envelope. See Waveform, Cycle.

Frequency: How often a sound

(from either an acoustical or elec-

tronic musical instrument) vibrates

in one second. The higher the fre-

quency, the higher the pitch.

Filter: A device that eliminates

certain frequencies from an audio

signal. A high-pass filter eliminates

low frequency sound. Conversely, a

low-pass filter eliminates high

frequency sound. The point at which

elimination starts is called the cut-off

frequency.

MIDI: Musical Instrument Digital

Interface. In 1982 several major

musical equipment manufacturers

decided upon a set standard, MIDI,

for the transferral of sound data from

one electronic instrument to an-

other. All MIDl-equipped devices

speak the same language and can

"talk," or exchange data, with one

another.

NAMM: An acronym for National

Association of Music Merchants, a

trade group of retailers and whole-

salers who market music-related

products.

Note-off: The point at which a key is

released. The speed of the key

rising is called the note-off velocity.

Note-on: The point at which a key

The wonders of MIDI come from

the fact that the list of events you

store in your computer can be

treated as data and manipulated in

is hit. Note-on velocity is how fast

and with what force you are hitting a

key.

Patch: A piece of music created on

and played by a synthesizer.

Patch Editor: Software enabling

you to alter a sound's specific values

such as pitch, volume and frequency.

The patch editor also allows you to

save patches on disk and transfer

patches into a synthesizer.

Sample: A section of digitally-

recorded sound. Turning an audio

signal into digital (computer-read-

able) sound is called sampling.

Sequencer: A device that stores a

series of notes for later playback on

other instruments.

SMPTE: An acronym for Society of

Motion Picture and Television

Engineers. Also used to describe a

timing code which allows the

various parts of a production (film,

tape, sound, special effects) to be

synchronized.

Sustain: The continuation of a note

or sound after the key is released.

System exclusive message: A MIDI

message directed only to devices

that can used its specialized data.

Waveform: The changes in air

pressure over time, displayed

graphically as a line, as a sound is

created. In MIDI, the waveform is

the changes in voltage overtime. If

a waveform completes one cycle

and returns to its starting configura-

tion, it is called a periodic waveform.

See Cycle.

Wavelength: The distance between

the consecutive peaks of a wave-

form. See Cycle.
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many ways, just as a word processor

allows you to manipulate your words

much more easily than you can on a

typewriter.

The MIDI standard provides for 16

channels of communication. This

means your ST could send a different

set of notes (in the form of note-on

and note-off events) to 16 different

synthesizers, or even to 16 different

sets of synths, with all of the synths

in each group set to the same

channel. In reality, such a system is

rare, mostly because of the expense,

and MIDI does run into some trouble

when it is pushed that hard, but the

capability is there.

Non-Professional Uses of MIDI

MIDI was designed for professional

electronic musicians, and has

become extraorciinarily popular with

them. MIDI is such a useful tool,

however, that it was only a matter of

time before it came into general use.

With synthesizers dropping in price

to the point that you can buy a very

useful instrument for $300 or so, a lot

of people who do not make their

living by music are buying instru-

ments and MIDI software.

An example of non-professional

MIDI software is Activision's popular

Music Studio (Editor's Note: Dr. T's

new Tiger Cub is also geared toward

beginners,) With the mouse, you

enter a series of notes on a staff and

can play them back either through

the ST's sound chip or through any

MIDI-equipped synth. The program

is too limited for professional use but

is highly entertaining and educa-

tional. It has quite a strong following

from music hobbyists, resulting in

hundreds of song files available from

user's groups and bulletin board

systems such as CompuServe and

GEnie. It doesn't really fit into any

category— it's not a sequencer since

it doesn't record notes in real-time

from the synth, but it's fun!

Another clever use of MIDI comes

from QRS, the people who sell

mechanical piano rolls. They have

converted many of their piano rolls

to MIDI data and sell a program

called MIDI Magic that plays them

back while displaying a moving

piano roll on the screen. I'm biased

about this program, since I wrote the

Atari ST version, but I enjoy listening

to George Gershwin playing my
Casio CZ-101 while I watch his piano

technique on my computer screen.

There's a huge potential for MIDI

as an educational tool, but it's still

with the best equipment you can rent

or borrow for the actual session.

Even more significant is the

manipulation you can do on the

music once it's stored. The best

sequencers allow you to edit each

note of your music much like a

document in a word processor.

Missed a note? Take it out and put in

the right one!

In addition, with a good sequenc-

er, you can transpose the notes,

"quantize" them (take out certain

They named their invention Musical

Instrument Digital Interface, or MIDI.

largely undeveloped. (Are you

listening, software companies?) MIDI

also takes away some of the need for

years of intensive training in the

physical act of playing, considered

"paying your dues" by performing

musicians. The transition from

amateur to professional may well

become easier because of MIDI. The

jury is still out on whether or not this

is a good thing, but technology

evolves whether we like it or not,

and music is no exception.

MIDI Software

The most important kind of MIDI

software is the sequencer. In its

simplest form, a sequencer stores the

sequence of events (or notes)

coming in over MIDI so they can be

played back either through the same

synth or through any other MIDI

equipped synthesizer.

Note that last bit. Once you've

stored the sequence, you can play it

back over any instrument or instru-

ments you want, as long as the

receiving instrument is properly

equipped. This means you can

prepare a piece of music at home on

a relatively inexpensive keyboard,

then go into the recording studio

kinds of rhythmic imperfections),

add dynamic changes (changes in

the loudness), set up repeating

patterns, and overdub. You could

also record one line, or track, at a

time. Many sequencers actually allow

you to exceed your synth's capabili-

ties several times over.

Although sequencers were devel-

oped for professional musicians, they

can be just as useful to amateurs. A

good professional sequencer,

however, can cost several hundred

dollars. Several companies are selling

"consumer" sequencers for under

$100; but as with all software pur-

chases, make sure what you're

getting. Some of the inexpensive

packages offer little or no editing.

Those of us who are not expert

keyboard players need more editing

facilities than, say, Jan Hammer or

Stevie Wonder. Unless your fingers

never miss when they tickle the

ivories, look for a sequencer that lets

you edit individual notes.

There are some other, very useful,

kinds of MIDI software, such as

patch editors and librarians. The

sounds produced by a synthesizer

are determined by the "patch" the

synth is set to (the term is a holdover
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from the 1960s when synthesizers

consisted of modules connected with

patch wires; you set the sound by

plugging and unplugging wires).

Most synths will hold only a limited

number of patches, and patch

storage with plug-in cartridges gets

expensive very quickly when the

cartridges for some leading synths

cost $75 or so apiece.

Floppy disks, however, are pretty

cheap, and it didn't take long for

people to start writing programs to

get the patches from the synth and

store them on disk. Programs that do

this are called patch librarians.

Originally, patch librarians just

worked with a single kind of synthe-

sizer, so, if you had four different

synths you had to buy four different

patch librarians. That got old quickly,

especially since the synthesizer

manufacturers kept corning out with

new machines. So, somebody got the

bright idea of writing universal patch

librarians that could handle patch

information from a variety of synths.

This gets difficult also, since every

synth has a different way of storing

its patch data and the software

companies have to keep updating

their software to match new instru-

ments, but from the user's point of

view it's a vast improvement.

Patch editors are often confused

with patch librarians, but, although

there is some overlap they really

serve quite different functions. Most

synths are very complex machines,

and the process of setting up a really

interesting sound on them can be

extremely difficult and time consum-

ing since they only provide buttons

(and maybe a slider or two) for input

and a tiny LED display to let you

know what's going on.

A computer, with its full screen

display, keyboard, and, in the case of

the ST, a mouse, is a much better

environment for editing the sounds

or patches to be used by the synth. A
program allowing you to edit patches

is called, reasonably enough, a patch

editor. Some patch editors even em-

ploy artificial intelligence principles,

facilitating the creation of new sounds.

Patch editors normally include

patch librarian functions. They only

function with a single synthesizer,

however, because the inner work-

ings of each synth are so different it

is not really possible to build an

editor that will deal with all of them.

Now companies market patch

editors that can be co-resident in

memory and work in conjunction

with a sequencer, letting you have

your cake and eat it too. This is only

possible with computers like the ST,

providing large amounts of memory
at reasonable prices.

There are several other types of

MIDI software. There are filters that

change the data coming from one

START BOOKSHELF

synthesizer on its way to another.

There are composition programs that

generate pieces of a composition

according to rules you set out. There

are score printing programs that,

while not MIDI based, can read a file

from a MIDI sequencer and turn it

into printed music.

MIDI and the ST

The MIDI interface was designed to

be inexpensive and easy to imple-

ment; still it was a pleasant surprise

when Atari announced they were

going to include it in the ST. With

other computers you had to spend

between $50 and $450 to add a MIDI

interface.

Atari did a reasonably good job of

it, too. They provide the standard 5-

pin DIN connectors for MIDI In and

COMPILED BYAMY H.JOHNSON, STARTASSOCIATE EDITOR

C Programmingfor MIDI, Jim

Conger, M&T Books, $22.95- Fairly

technical reference; better know
yourC. Optional IBM disk. M&T's

order number is 1-800-533-4772

outside California; 1-800-356-2002

inside California.

MIDI and Sound Bookfor the

Atari ST, Bernd Enders and

Wolfgang Klemme, M&T Books,

$17.95. More about digitized sound

and the ST's internal sound chip

than MIDI in particular. Optional

Atari disk.

MIDIfor Musicians ,
Craig Ander-

ton, Amsco Publications, $14.95. A
little dated, but an excellent intro-

duction by an authority in the MIDI

field.

MIDI Programmer's Handbook

,

Steve De Furia and Joe Scacciaferro,

M&T Books, $24.95- Begins by

dissecting a MIDI instrument and

ends with a generic application

written in Pascal. Optional Atari

disk,

MIDI Sequencing in C, Jim

Conger, M&T Books, $24.95. Ana-

lyzes an eight-track sequencer,

whose C code is scattered through-

out the book. Optional IBM disk.

MIDI 1.0 Detailed Specification

version 4.1, International MIDI

Association, price unknown. An
absolute must. Write to 5316 W.

57th St., Los Angeles, CA 90056

(213)649-6434.

Music Through MIDI, Michael

Boom, Microsoft Press, $19.95.

Wide focus. Discusses MIDI/music

from bass clefs to brand names,

MIDIphiles from home to Holly-

wood. Jim Pierson-Perry says it's

the single best reference.

An excellent sourcefor more specialized books is the MIX Bookshelf

.

Call 1-800-233-9604 and askfor a catalog.
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MIDI Out, attached to the internal

circuitry of your ST through devices

called optoisolators which prevent

certain kinds of noise which occurs

because of connections between

your computer and your synth.

MIDI Cables

Unfortunately, Atari decided to get

fancy and included a feature called

MIDI-thru without spending the

money to add another 5-pin DIN

plug for it. A MIDI-thru port simply

copies exactly what is coming in the

MIDI In port and sends it through

unaltered. So, if you are playing on a

MIDI-controller keyboard that

doesn't produce any sound you can

hook up a synth which will produce

a sound to the MIDI-thru and hear

what you are playing into the

sequencer.

According to the MIDI standard,

only three of the five pins of the

Casio CZ-101, 1000, 3000, and 5000.

It was quite popular, but customers

called us, saying it caused their

synthesizers to lock up or exhibit

other bizarre behavior. Long discus-

sions with Casio, many experiments,

and considerable hair-tearing were to

no avail. The worst thing was that we
could not recreate the problems on

our equipment.

Finally, one of the customers hav-

ing this difficulty took a look at the

cable he was using. Much to his (and

our) surprise, it had the two pins

which should be unused wired to the

two signal pins. Since the unused

pins on the Atari MIDI Out were

sending a copy of the MIDI In signal,

the handshaking required to ex-

change patches with the synths was

impossible. In fact, the effect was so

confusing to the CZ it locked up.

Both Atari and the company

making the cables had deviated from

The MIDI interface was designed to be

inexpensive and easy to implement.

MIDI Out port should be used. Atari

connected the two signal lines (the

third line is used for shield/ground)

from the MIDI In port to the two

unused lines on the MIDI Out port.

The idea was to provide MIDI-thru,

although such a non-standard

implementation should have been

called something else to avoid

confusion in the first place.

Atari's version of MIDI-thru isn't

much use without some kind of

adapter that will split the signal into a

proper MIDI Out and MIDI-thru, so I

have provided directions to build this

extremely simple adapter. Limited

usefulness, however, is not the

biggest problem with the "MIDI-thru"

on your ST.

Not long ago I wrote a commer-

cially-available patch editor for the

the standard, although with non-

malevolent intentions. Both, how-

ever, assumed that no one else

would deviate from the standard.

Unfortunately, they were incorrect in

that assumption.

There are two solutions to this

problem. One is to cut the wires

connected to pins 1 and 3 (the two

outermost pins) on the cable you

connect to the MIDI Out port on

your ST. The second is to run down
to your local electronic parts house,

pick up a few inexpensive parts, and

put together an adapter that will

upgrade your ST to the proper MIDI

standard.

The Adapter

MIDI-thru provides a way to play

one synth from another without

disconnecting your ST. Let's say you

have a synth with a keyboard and

also one without— maybe one of

the popular Yamaha TX7 modules,

or the FB-01. You've laid down some

hot rhythm section parts using your

favorite sequencer software and your

keyboard connected, via MIDI

cables, to your ST.

You want to try out some lead

lines, but you think they'll sound

better on your synth with no key-

board. With MIDI-thru, all you have

to do is connect a MIDI cable from

the MIDI-thru port on your ST to

your keyboard-less synth, set the

sequencer to playback, and play

your lead lines on your CZ. The

signal will go straight from the

keyboard to the keyboard-less synth

while your rhythm parts are being

played back on your keyboard.

Of course you can accomplish the

same things with the right combina-

tion of cables and splitter boxes, but

MIDI-thru is a convenient and

inexpensive way to handle quite a

number of situations. With this

adapter, you can add something new

to your MIDI bag of tricks.

This is a very simple project, but if

you have no experience with

hardware you will need more

instructions than I have space to

provide here. There are a number of

books and magazines covering the

basics of putting together circuits; if

you want one of these adapters and

don't want to go to the trouble to

make it yourself, I'm sure you can

find a TV, stereo, or musical instru-

ment service center to make it for

you at a reasonable cost.

You'll need very few parts to

make this adapter: one male 5-pin

DIN connector, two female 5-pin

DIN connectors, and some short

connecting wires (figure 2). It would

probably be best if you used shielded

cable for connections, but I used

plain wire and haven't had any

trouble. The secret is to keep the

wires short to minimize the possibil-
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Wir ng diagram for MIDI-thru adaptor.
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into the ST MIDI-oul port after the adaptor is y>^
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5-pin DIN female connectors that wil

\ provide MIDI-out and MIDI-thru from the

\ completed adaptor.

MIDI-thru connection

Figure 2

ity of interference. If you can find

them, get DIN connectors with solder

lugs and your work will be easier.

You should find a little number near

the solder connection for each pin on

your sockets. That number is the pin

number and corresponds to the

numbers you will see in Figure 2.

Make sure you connect the correct

wire to the pin and there are no

solder connections or pieces of wire

between the pins.

You need to solder six wires to

the 5-pin male DIN connector— the

middle pin (#2) needs two wires. If

you are going to be fancy and use

shielded cable, the shields for the

two cable sections should both be

attached to this pin in place of two

wires.

After that it's just a matter of

soldering the correct wire to the

correct pin on the female 5-pin DIN

sockets. Pin 2 (ground) on the male

socket has to be connected to pin 2

on both of the female sockets, either

through a short length of wire or

through the shield on your shielded

cable if you are using shielded cable.

Pins 1 and 3 of the male socket have

to be connected to pins 4 and 5 of

one of the female sockets (this will

be your MIDI-thru port), and pins 4

and 5 from the male socket have to

be connected to pins 4 and 5 of the

other female socket (for normal MIDI

Out operation.)

Make sure you get all the wires

connected correctly, and make sure

no wires can short out against each

other at the 5-pin DIN connectors. I

tend to use pieces of electrical tape

for extra insulation if it looks as if

anything might ever be a problem;

think about what a few years of

abuse might do to loosen things up.

Now, put the sockets themselves

back together, and plug the male

socket into the MIDI Out port on

your ST. The female socket con-

nected to pins 1 and 3 of the male

socket should now function as a

proper MIDI-thru port, and the

female socket wired to pins 4 and 5

of the male socket is now a correct

MIDI Out port. Be sure to label the

two female sockets so you know
which is which without tearing the

whole thing apart!

With the addition of a MIDI-thru

adapter, the ST's MIDI hardware is

complete. A built-in external clock

sync would be nice, but we can't have

everything, and that's not actually a

part of the MIDI specification.

And There You Have It

Confused? Good, join everyone else

who has dealt with MIDI. The point

is, at least some things are very

simple to do, and the others will

become easier as you absorb more

information. The MIDI specification

is a powerful tool and, while it has

limitations, accomplishes a great

deal. The more I work with MIDI the

more respect I have for its origina-

tors.

If you want to do anything serious

with MIDI, get the MIDI 1 .0 Detailed

Specification (version 4.1) from the

International MIDI Association (see

STARTBookshelf).

Several magazines offer strong

coverage of MIDI. The most impor-

tant is Keyboard Magazine , which

publishes columns about MIDI

constantly, often by the people who
wrote the specification in the first

place. Another magazine to look for

is Electronic Musician. There is also

an online service called PAN, which

specializes in the arts. Their office

number is (215) 584-0300. Of course,

each of the major online services

such as CompuServe, GEnie and

Delphi, include special MIDI

sections.

Tom Jeffries is a professional

musician turnedprogrammer
who lives in Oakland, Calif.
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Labor saving devices are

supposed to help, not hurt. But the

computer, the wunderkind of

productivity tools, has been

associated with health hazards

rangingfrom inflamed wrists to

miscarriages. In thefirst oftwo

articles, Rebecca Rosen Lum explains

how a properly designed workstation

can prevent crippling injuries.

Incorrect chair height: The seat is too high; her heels are
off the floor and the front edge of the chair puts pressure
on her thigh behind the knee.

n \

j

1 ^U 1 1

«f jjt

Correct chair height: Feet are flat on the ground and
thighs are parallel to the floor. She feels even pressure
along the length of her upper leg. Use a footrest if you
can't lower the chair enough.
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Electronic
The

last thing syndicated

newspaper columnist Denise

CaniSO expected while

working at home on her

personal computer was an

on-the-job injury. When the 33-year-

old San Franciscan began experienc-

ing numbness in her arm, she chalked

it up to an old shoulder injury and

kept on typing.

But the numbness, as it turned out,

was the harbinger of tendonitis, which

required medical treatment, wrist

braces worn day and night, and—
most worrisome for a writer— no

typing for a month. Despondent,

Caruso wondered if she would have to

find a new career.

Caruso says she believes her tendon-

itis is the result of years of typing at a

too-high table while "twisted up like a

pretzel." By the time she sought

medical help, she says, "I couldn't move

my fingers more than a half an inch."

Injuries Increase

Ailments like Caruso's are on the rise.

Occupational health specialists call

them repetitive strain injuries, or RSI.

Such injuries are caused by continu-

ous, repeated movements of the hands,

arms or shoulders— like those made

while keying at the computer. Over-

stressed, tissues and tendons swell,

rubbing against bone and ligament,

and sometimes compressing nearby

nerves. The result: tingling, numbness,

burning sensations, and, all too often,

chronic, teeth-grinding pain.

Until recently, RSI was thought to

strike mostly blue-collar workers who
labored in assembly lines and packing

plants. But sufferers can include

musicians, surgeons and others whose

work involves articulated, repetitive

hand movements. To their dismay,

computer users are learning that they,

too, are at prime risk for this debilitat-

ing injury.

Like Caruso, Caroline Rose, writer,

editor and manager of a small com-

puter firm, ignored the burning

sensation in her forearm until it

became unbearable.

"I continued to work for about two

months before I realized I couldn't go

on," says the 42-year-old Redwood

City, Calif, resident. Ten months later,

her suffering continues unabated. The

diagnosis: tendonitis.

"I tried it all," she says. "Oral anti-

inflammatories, steroid injections, acu-

puncture. Every doctor I saw said, 'It

will go away in six or seven months.'"

Instead, the pain worsened, spread-

ing to her elbows. And she doesn't

know when, or if, her tendonitis will

end. ''After trying everything, my
doctor is now saying to just 'work

through' the pain," she explains.

Rose is not alone, as she discovered

when she put out the word recently

that she would like to start a support

Incorrect backrest position: The backrest's arch is too
low and the top of the backrest is not supporting her
upper back.

Correct backrest position: The curve of the backrest
follows that of her spine. The backrest's arch nestles in

the small of her back (approximately belt height), provid-

ing lumbar support.
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group for RSI sufferers

and was deluged with

calls before her first

meeting.

In some workplaces,

the injuries are epidemic.

At the Los Angeles Times,

for example, one fourth

of reporters and editors

have sought medical

treatment for RSI. The

union at U.S. West

telephone company in

Denver, Colo., reports 187

cases of RSI, many of

which have required

surgery.

"Computeritis"

Caruso and Rose's bouts

with RSI, known in

computer circles as "the VDT disease"

and "computeritis," are the unex-

pected side effect of the computer

revolution. Business Week magazine

pronounced it the fastest-growing of

ail work-related ailments. Occupa-

tional health experts dubbed it "the

worker's disease of the 90's." Since

1978, the number of RSI cases surged

from 14 percent of all work-related

illnesses to 50 percent in 1989.

Often misdiagnosed as arthritis, the

number of RSI cases may be much

higher than the 200,000 reported by

government officials in 1989. Research

scientist Dr. Barbara Silverstein of the

University of Michigan recently told a

congressional subcommittee that RSI

may hit workers at 100 times the rate

reported by OSHA. In California's

high-tech capital, Santa Clara County,

she said doctors reported treating

nearly 4,000 cases of work-related RSI

in 1987— the same year the State

Department of Industrial Relations

claimed the number to be 7 1

.

Along with the rate of injury, the

cost of treatment is soaring. The

worker who develops carpal tunnel

syndrome, a particularly crippling

form of RSI in which swollen tendons

hit the median nerve of the wrist

within its tunnel-like

casing, may nin up a tab

of $10,000 to$100,000 in

one year alone in com-

bined lost wages and

medical care, one study

revealed. Nationally, Dr.

Roger Stephens of the

U.S. Labor Department

estimates employers

spend $4 billion a year on

the treatment of RSI.

One reason for the

high medical cost of RSI

may be delayed treat-

ment. Doctors stress that

RSI does not result from a

single injury, but from a

series of micro-traumas.

When tendonitis sufferers

continue using their

hands or arms they keep injuring the

tendon in tiny little ways. Delaying

treatment of carpal tunnel syndrome is

worse; chronic sufferers may find

relief only through surgery.

No one knows this better than Bill

Growney, an Arizona resident and

carpal tunnel sufferer. "My arm felt

like a hunk of meat that didn't belong

to me," he says. By the time he sought

treatment, he recalls, "I couldn't hold

the telephone for more than 30

seconds without switching hands. I

couldn't reach over the edge of the pot

to stir the soup without waves of pain

spreading up my arm."

Incorrect keyboard height: She is reaching forward and
resting her wrists on the edge of the table. Note how the
table's height is even with that of the desk beyond it.

Correct keyboard height: The keyboard is almost resting

in her lap. Her upper arms hang naturally at her sides,

and her wrists float and are lower than her elbows.
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KEYBOARD DESIGNERS TACKLE ERGONOMIC PROBLEMS

California inventor Tony Hodges has been getting a lot of

press lately.

Hodges designed a split keyboard known as "The

Tony!" The prototype, shaped like an inverted "V," lets

the user type with palms tilted toward each other— a

more natural position than the flat keyboard.

Hand surgeon Dr. Robert Markison calls The Tony! an

excellent example of "design flowing from human

anatomy."

But other experts, like Dr. David Rempel of the

University of California at San Francisco Medical School,

says too much is made of keyboard designs like Hodges',

or the less radical split keyboard designed by Barbara and

Stuart I Ierzog of Arizona.

"All the elements of good ergonomics have to be in

place," he maintains. "The keyboard doesn't change that.

And the keyboard doesn't address the issue of pressure."

A keyboardist applies the equivalent of 10,000 pounds

of pressure in just four or five hours of typing, researchers

estimate. Rempel says one of the most exciting innova-

tions in keyboard technology is the "tactile feedback"

built into new IBM units.

"You hear a little click when you hit the key, so you

can withdraw your hand before the key hits the end of its

run, which is a hard surface," he says. This cuts the

pressure the typist needs to apply in half.

The irony in the controversy surrounding The Tony! is

that the keyboard may never be sold. New designs "rarely

see the light of day," says Wang industrial designer Peter

Macdonald, "because management and marketing are

loathe to produce or promote products that they see no

demand for. Ultimately, the very best designs cannot be

produced unless the user population lets the computer

industry know that ergonomically poor products will not

be tolerated."

— Rebecca Rosen Lum

A Utah surgeon performed a simple,

brief procedure on both hands, but

weeks later, Growney is still recover-

ing his grip. "I can barely take the lid

off the peanut butter jar," he says.

"Every faucet in the house is leaking

because I can't twist them hard

enough to shut them all the way off."

Prevention Is The Best Medicine

Like many other victims of this

tenacious condition, Growney

stressed that prevention beats medical

intervention. Ergonomists, who study

the best placement of objects for safe

and effective use by humans, say the

best defense is a workstation tailored

specifically to the user's physical

dimensions.

Laura Stock, associate director of

the Labor Occupational Health

Program at the University of California

at Berkeley, warns that personal

computer users have only an illusion

of safety while working at home.

"At home, you have control, you

can move about more freely," says

Stock, who also directs the VDT
Coalition, a group of 25 unions pro-

moting computer safety issues. "But I

see very little difference [between

home and the workplace] if you work

long hours in an awkward position.

The issues are the same." Other

experts agree.

"The keyboard, the document, the

chair and the floor rest have to be fully

adjustable," says physical therapist

Terry Hansford of Hand Therapy, a

clinic in San Francisco. "The kitchen

table is not adjustable."

Vet that's exactly where many peo-

ple plunk their computers to plunge

into hours of work. A risky mistake,

says Dr. David Rempel, an epidemi-

ologist, research scientist and assistant

professor at the University of Califor-

nia at San Francisco Medical School.

Incorrect chair arm position: Most fixed-arm chairs, like

this one, have incorrect arm heights, causing the shoul-
ders to droop if too low or hunch if too high.

Correct chair arm height: Her elbow rests naturally upon
the arm when not typing. Note the use of wrist rests to
keep hands in proper position.
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Median Nerve

Tendon

Tendon

Carpal Bones

Poor ergonomics ot the keyboard usually affects the hands and arms. Tendonitis

causes the tendons to swell and rub against bones, ligaments and nerves. Car-

pal tunnel syndrome results from swollen tendons hitting the median nerve.

Rempel, an affable man who
clearly enjoys his role in demystifying

ergonomics, works out of a small,

immaculately organized office at the

Department of Public Health in

Berkeley, Calif., filled with examples

ofgood and bad computer setups.

"I tell people, 'Keep your table as

low as possible,'" he says, demonstrat-

ing by sliding his own long legs under

a simple, adjustable table.

"There should be one inch of

clearance between the table and your

legs." Raising the hands to touch a too-

high keyboard, he says, is rough on

the biceps, shoulders and back and

stresses the nerve tunnels that run

through the wrists. He cautions

against raising the keyboard to an

angle for the same reason. "And, if you

weren't taught to 'float' your wrists

above the keyboard like trained

typists are, use wrist rests" — foam

rubber supports that keep the wrists

parallel to the ground.

A crucial piece in the ergonomic

puzzle is the chair. The angle of the

seat, the chair height and the back

should all be adjustable, he says. And

the backrest should be at a slight back-

ward angle; otherwise, the weight

settles flat on the base of the spine,

defeating the purpose of a back rest.

Expensive? Well, yes. "I think

people should put a lot into their

chairs," says Rempel, who vows his

own was well worth the $700 he paid

for it. "We're sitting in the bloody

things more than we're in bed."

Take Five

But if the chair is so comfortable the

user never wants to leave it, another

problem arises. Studies by the Na-

tional Institute for Occupational Safely

and Health (NIOSH) have revealed

that long periods of time spent sitting

at a keyboard lead to a condition

called "static loading." Because the

muscles are not being flexed, but

continually contracted, circulation

slows down. Fresh nutrients do not

flow to the muscles as fast as they

need to, and waste products, like

lactic acid, settle there much longer

than they should. The upshot: sore-

ness and pain.

"I believe in moving around," says

Rempel. "Don't tie up one muscle

group all day long,"

Breaks, at least, are free. Many

home computer users lament that they

do not have an employer to pick up

the tab for costly ergonomic equip-

ment. Fortunately, home users do not

have to choose between physically

crippling ailments and a financially

crippling, state-of-the-art workstation,

says the VDT Coalition's Stock.

"You can retro-fit existing equip-

ment," she says, suggesting inexpen-

sive alternatives, "like foam mbber

strips instead of specially made $20

wrist rests."

Rempel, who perches his own

Totally incorrect: She is leaning
forward to see the document placed
flat upon the table. Her back is unsup-
ported and the armrests are too low.
The chair height is too high; her heels

are off the floor and the edge of the
table digs into the top of her thighs.

Totally correct: The top of the monitor
is at eye level; the document is placed
next to and level with the monitor.
The backrest provides lumbar support
and the armrests and seat of the
chair are at the proper height.
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monitor atop a fat occupational

medicine textbook, advises others to

use books to buoy their monitors. And

he would rather the home user rig a

table from a piece of plywood and

two sawhorses than buy an elegant

hardwood desk with drawers under

the top surface that make it impossible

to get the keyboard low enough.

"Medical treatment, if you are not

working at the right workstation for

your body, will do you no good," he

A Light Touch

In a 1989 study he made of 137 VDT
users, Rempel found 50 percent

suffered from RSI symptoms— all

directly attributable to poor ergonom-

ics. Yet he stresses that RSI symptoms

frequently result from the amount of

pressure a typist brings to bear on the

keyboard.

"You have to look at technique,"

says orthopedist and hand surgeon

Dr. Robert Markison. Before designing

treatment programs for his patients,

Markison first watches them work the

keyboard to see whether they are

using undue pressure and sending

shock waves through the already

aching tendons of their forearms.

"Some people really hammer

away," says Markison, who is having

his San Francisco highrise office suite

enlarged to accommodate the crush of

RSI sufferers. "In a seasoned typist,

like a court reporter, there is an

incredible economy of motion," he

says. "Creative people sit down, and,

after a while, they're pounding away

like Rachmaninoff."

They're also vulnerable to over-

work, a nemesis so threatening to a

keyboardist's health that Markison

proposes that all software should

include a built-in timer to mandate

breaks.

David Kaplan, now a patient of

Markison's, blames his tendonitis on

the three-month stint he put in at the

keyboard writing a book. His dogged-

ness culminated in a 12-hour session

— "with breaks, mind you"— that

brought him into Markison with

swollen, aching hands.

"The problem is, you get enrap-

tured," he says. "An hour can pass

quickly, which is one of the magic

things about writing. Unfortunately, in

these days of computers, that can be

dangerous."

Now, instead of writing, the 34-year

old Kaplan spends hours each day

doing gentle stretching exercises,

squeezing sponges to rehabilitate his

muscles and tendons, soaking his

hands and resting them completely,

with frequent hand massages from his

wife, a physical therapist. He expects

to recover, but "there will be no more

12-hour days, that's for sure."

"The hand is a dynamic piece of

equipment, and nobody knows what

the warranty is," says Markison. He ad-

vises computer users to gendy stretch

their fingers before beginning work

and to take stock of their total health.

"The heavier your forearm, the thicker

the mantle of fat" compressing the

tendons, he says. "Keep your weight

down. Limit caffeine intake; that

prevents spasms of the blood vessels.

Smoking shuts down circulation."

The Body Electronic

Writer Kaplan says to follow the

experts' advice.

"RSI is sneaky," he says. "It will

creep up on you, even ifyou are

aware of its effects. Prevention is a hell

of a lot easier than getting RSI. It puts

you out of commission for weeks. And

your hands are everything."

Rebecca Rosen turn is a San Fran-

cisco-basedfreelance writer.

RSI RESOURCE LIST -WHERE TO WRITE

Center for Office Technology 1801 K St. NW,

Suite. 905L Washington, DC 20006 COX is a

national coalition of industry officials and large-

scale workplace buyers. They conduct research and

publish their findings.

Human Factors Society P0 Box 1369 Santa

Monica, CA 90406 In cooperation with the American

National Standards Institute, has published a

detailed guide to ergonomics and VDT workstations.

9 to 5, National Assoc, of Working Women

1 225 Huron Rd. Cleveland, OH 441 1 5 Together

with ihe AFL-CIO, they head the "Campaign for VDT

Safety," a project monitoring and reporting on VDTs

and health hazards in the workplace.

National Institute for Occupational Safety

and Health {NIOSH) P0 Box 36165 tinanalti.

OH 45236 NIOSH is a research agency that

publishes findings and issues guidelines which are

generally tougher than OSHA's.

New Jersey State Department of Public

Health CN360 Trenton, NJ 18625-1360 This

agency has published a set of "voluntary

guidelines" for VDT use in the workplace, ond will

send them to you at no charge.

New York Committee for Occupational

Safety and Health (NYCOSH) 275 Seventh

Ave., 25th Floor New York, NY 10001 This

progressive advocacy group tracks and reports on

VDT and safely issues, and offers a comprehensive

range of materials on the subject.

Statistical/Technical Support, Occupational

Health and Solely Agency (OSHA) 200

Constitution Ave., Rm. 2625 Washington, DC 20210

They set workplace health and safety standards and

monitor industry compliance through inspections.

Laura Stock, Labor Occupational Health

Program University of California at Berkeley 251

5

Channing Way Berkeley, CA 94720 The VDT

Coalition is a gtoup of 15 labor unions promoting

safety issues. They have a VDT and health library,

and a variety of publications and reports available

to the public.

VDT News P0 Box 1799 Grand Central Station

New York, NY 101 63 The first ond only of its kind,

VDT News offers cutting-edge information on VDT

health and safety. Physicist and publisher Louis

Slesin dogs pertinent industry, government,

insurance and research developments.
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Keyboard ContrSeq. 1.7 .149.85

Keyboard ContrSeq, Lvt 1
1139.95

Bnerama .,.24.85

LDWPow.r ...82.95

Map* and Legende ...22.95

MarkWiniameCSD ...40.95

Matfi BlaiterPlui .,.32.95

Math Ward ...23.95

Mavfe Beacon Typing ,,.31.95

Ma>dFlle ...22.95

Page Stream-pub pt. pro .122,95

Fonte1-13orAea ...25.95

PHASAR ...54.95

Prlntmaeter Plue ...24.95

ArtSallatyl + Bundle ., ...24,95

Fonte ft Bordart/PM .... ...22.95

P to eparo Fortran .124.95

Proiparo Paacal .,,94.95

Band ft Rhyme ,.,24,95

Raad-A-Rama ...29.95

Ravolvar ...30.95

Roland DA10 ...69,95

Scan PIk Pete and Animate ,. 23.95

Scan PIxRellglout ft Hoi 23.95

Slgniim II

Spectrum 512

ST Control

Super Charged EZ Draw

Superbaee Pereonal

Suoerbaea Pereonal 2 „.

Superbaee Pro 3,0

...43.95

.. 49.95

... 92.95

...46.95

...97.95

Touch Up

Tuneimlth

Turbo 8T

UltraicrtptST-1
.

Unlepae

Utility Plu.

Video Key

Word-Up

WordwrlterST...

25.95

....122.95

93,95

30.95

...144.95

32,95

37.95

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE SPECIALS - Bently Bear Series & Arakis

EPYX 500XJ
JOYSTICK

$10.95

BRAND NAME
3.5 DISKS

• DOUBLE SIDED •

• DOUBLE DENSITY •

$8.95
• 100% ERROR FREE-

BOX OF 10 W/PURCHASE

BfcNlLY BL-AK S>L-Rlfc5

Buy Any 3 Titles for $59.00!
ARAKIS

Buy Any 3 Titles for $39.00!
Alphabet Tutor

. .21.95 M Bmo ry Master 1 21.95 Algebra2Vol2 15.95 Chemistry Vol 2 15.9

Equation Builder 21.95 Memory Master 2 ...

iGaneral Store 21.95 Spelling Bee 21.9!

Magical Math t 21.95 ABAKIS

Magical Math 2 21.95 Algebra 1 Vol 1 15.9!

MaglcalMath3 . .
.21.95 Algebra 1 Vol Z 15.9!

Algebra 2 Vol 1 15.91

)bra3 Vol 1 15.95 Geometry Voi1 15.

Biology Vol 1 15.95 Geometry Vol 2 15.95

BlologyVol2 15.95 Physics VoM 15.95

Biology Vol 3 15.95 Physics Vol 2 15.95

Biology Vol 4 15.95 Statistics

OFFER GOOD |

W/ ANY PURCHAS.

SOFTWARE PRICES HAVE NEVER BEEN THIS LOW!
ATARI ST RECREATIONAL SOFTWARE

After Burner 30.95

AftertheWar . 27.95

AlrbaJI .!*- Kit - 1 7.95

Alton 14.95

Allen Syndrome 24.85

An Aboard 19.85

AnVadBeaet 30.95

Alternate Realty City - 24.95

Aouaneul 25.85

Archapalago* 24.85

Antanold 13.05

Aikanoid II 19.95

Artura 26.85

BAT 31.85

24.85

Bill-: &SJ
Batman 24.S5

Battle Chaee 30.85

BaHehawke 1842 31.85

BaWatech 32.85

Bamaitanll 24.85

Blood Money 24.B5

Blue Angela 28.65

Breach .24.95

Breach II , 30.95

Bride ot the Robot 27.85

Bridge 5.0 21.85

Bubble Bobble 19.95

62.05

24,95

24.95

Font Editor- Catena*

Carthage

Chan
Cheiimaeter20O0

Cfti* 25.85

Codensme Iceman 37.95

Coror-al a Bequael .. ...37.95

OChMttH Cheee 22.95

Combat Couree 24,95

Conqueet ol Camalot 37.95

Day of the Viper 30.85

Deathbring*' 25.85

Defender ot Crown ., 31.85

DaJaVu 30.95

DejaVul LaiVegae 30.95

Demon'e Witer 25.95

Double Dragon ,,...14.95

Double Crag*! II 24.95

DragonForce 31.95

Dragona Lalrii .42.95

Dragonaof Fame 25.95

Drakkhen 38.85

Dungeon Maeter Part II .24.85

Dungeonmaetar 24.85

Eliminator 21.95

Empire .....31,95

Eeeapa -SnjeeCaebe .42,95

Exolon 22.85

EyaofHcrje 24,95

F-1 5 Strike Eagle 14.95

F-16 Gomhet Pilot ....32.85

Falcon 29.95

Federation 31.85

Ferrari Form. la One 31.85

Flendleh Fre-h/ .......30.85

Flraand c org«i 24.85

nre-BrtBad" .-.31.85

Flriitone 22.85

Flaih Dragon 22.85

Flight Simulator II 30,85

Foot! Errand . 31,95

Galactic Conqueror .29.95

Gauntlet U 32.85

GoldRueh 24,85

Gar* 24.95

Gunehlp 35,85

Harfey DavWaon 30,95

Harmony 30.95

HarrlerCc-nbJlSTi, iVi 30.95

Hero'e ot the Lane* 25 85 Latum Sutt Lany 3 37,95

Hero* Ouaet 37.85 " ' '

'

Mil afar 31.85

Hortaga 28\85

Hound of Shadow 25.85

Hoylte Boov c' ."n-nee ; I 95

Hunt tor Red October 31.85

Imparlum 31.85

Indiana Jonee. -Acton ...26 95

Indiana Joneei-Graphic .... 31.85

Iran Lord.. 2585

EUROPEAN SOFTWARE
The Latest Imports!

Manhunter New Yortr

Maniac Manelon

30 85

32.85

?P05

Micro League Baeebdl 37 95

. 24 95

Platoon 24.95

Potlce Oueet 30.95

Police Oueel II 37.95

Pool ot Radiance 31.85

Populoue 32.85

Powerdrome 25.85

Prlaon 24.85

Pro Tannla Tour .25.85

PutVeSaja 25.85

Ql. 19.95

Batman the Movie

Blood Wych
Borodin)

Drakkhe-i

...27.85

.34.85

...3785

„..3M5
..34.85

..2795

...3785

Hard Driven
1 ea »• r.r Duo Pah...

Nort- and South

PrecOua Matai

Stridar

Triad 2

VateHoo

. 34.85 Xenon 2 „

Neier Mind

.

Hrgti! Hunter

MY Warrior* (t Mag)...

Keith V:

Killing Game Show ..

KJng'e Oueet 1.2 or3

Klnj't '. «f '-

Knight Force

KrtataJ.Tha

.30 95

37 95

2&M

OpertonCountereMli*.

Operation Well

.21 85

.2585

.24.85

20.95

.3295

?0 95

24 95

..24 95

2595

Rambo II

Rampaga 30.85

Rattan ......24.85

Rebel Unlverae ...24.85

Red lightning 38,85

Red Storm Rlalng .28.85

Rm' Fleh'n ....28.85

Ran*gad* ....18,95

Rich Dangaroua 22.85

Rlric 24.85

Roc**t Ranger 31.85

RVF Honda , 25.85

Savaga 22,89

Scrabble 24.85

Shadow of the Beaet 30.85

Shadowgate 30.95

Shark Attach 24.95

SWrrobl 30.95

Shufffapuck Cat* 25.85

BKant Sarvfe* 14.95

Blnbad 18.85

Skat* or Die 25.85

Sorcartan ...30.85

Space Ace 38.85

Space Harder 30.85

Space Oueet t or 2 , 30.85

Space Oueet 3 37.95

Star Command , 31.85

MatFlaali -. 34.95

STOS ITie Game Creato' T? ftS

Suparman ,...

T.V. Sport* Football

;^P5

3245

EuroorCaJIDIeke

Muida or Supercara .,

ISM
1585

Third Courier...

TJiundar Blade

30J5
30.95

War In the Middle Eath .38.15

WW Snooker. Pool Bin-d

World Trophy Soccer

Zaek McKrache-

.17.85

24.95

29.95

MM INKiaMAnON: Ptecw ipacty lyjtam. For ft t dntvwy »r>d
I. SchoolPOfv
rtirpp«>o TunSS.OO. rAntarCanlond

pknHkKHucta>G%Kjk«taK. HI.AX.FPO
APO. Puerto Hco art! CnrtvtKm nden, pisoie ck116% iTipplno. n-aitiTrn $6. on. AJI athw fcntgn onlsn odd \5X
htpplrQ.ntrtTUmSlS.Oa AJordon Wilpped ou-ikJethfl ContHflnlalUW ore ihfcpedrnr ckw Hiursd US Mot.

!Mcr*k3n Mpfllnaj OhDJUH axc»»d tha minrmumorrio<jil, ycu vM b» chtnpvd tha doltbnol omount rogatycur
poclnga lotyou gufckt/ondeofaly, AJooochofB nmu and hdode factory warranty. Dua to our low pftn
ol RUN ara fhoL Aldnfactt™ mturra mml how return authorLrattri nimbar. Ptaos* cal(<H)357-SUI to

obtaki on RA# or your rahjni wl not bo occopled. Pncai ond ovolobajty mb)m:t to choriDB wrrrouf nonce.

NO CREDIT CARD SURCHARGE
INFORMATION

(414) 357-8181 FAX (414) 357-7814
P.O. Box 17882 Milwaukee, WI 53217



MULTITASKING

BY JIM PIERSON-PER R Y

They said a multitasking TOS couldn't be done. Foryears, high-

level engineers atAtari claimed the STs 68000 microchip

simply wouldn't handle the added workload. Yet multitasking

on the SThas existed in oneform or another ever since the

computer's debut. In thefirst installment ofa special two-part

series,fim Pierson-Perry discusses the history ofmultitasking

TOS and the recently announced MIDI-Taskingfrom Atari.

30 July 1990



A
restatement of Pournelle's

Law is "one user, one

computer." Under the

normal Atari TOS operat-

ing system, this becomes

further restricted to "one user, one

computer, one job at a time." While

many users accept this as standard ST

behavior, the situation is actually a

gross waste of the computer's

resources. While you're staring at the

Introduction

and TOS
Solutions

screen— thinking of the next "what

if for your spreadsheet or brush

strokes for a painting— your ST is

locked in stasis, wasting thousands of

operating cycles.

A multitasking operating system

"fills in the gaps," enabling two or

more programs to seem as if they're

running at the same time. It can

make more effective use of both the

computer's capabilities and your own
time than the present Atari operating

system can. Activities such as format-

ting disks, downloading from a BBS

or compiling a program can be done

automatically while you concentrate

on writing a letter. Some of the most

demanding uses for multitasking are

in the music/MIDI area where there

is a vital need for several applications

(sequencer, mixer, mapper) to run

simultaneously in order to exchange

data and I/O port accesses with

millisecond timing accuracy.

The Basic Terms

A process (or task) is a generic term

for a set of commands to be executed

by the computer. For our purposes,

we can consider each program to be

a single process.

At any point in time, a particular

process is in one of three states:

actively running, ready to resume

running (just waiting for the proces-

sor) or blocked (needs access to a

system resource and cannot proceed

even if picked up by the processor).

Examples of a blocked process are

ones that wait for a timer or a

keypress.

Processes are swapped in and out

of execution by a scheduling routine

called the process dispatcher. The

operating system sets a priority level

for each process. Each process also

has certain memory needs which

must be kept inviolate of other

processes. For multiple processing to

work, developers must "follow the

rules" for proper software. For

example, failure to release memory

after an application finishes is a

frequent problem with multitasking

on the Amiga. Newer processors,

such as the Motorola 68030 used in

the TT, contain a special hardware

memory management unit (MMU)

that facilitates multitasking.

The actively running process is in

the foreground; other ongoing

processes are in the background.

Many simple processes are well

suited to background operation, such

as printer spooling and disk format-

ting. A direct example of this is the

Shadow terminal program (Antic

Software) which lets you automati-

cally download from a BBS in the

background while running a pro-

gram under the standard GEM
operating system.

While some processes are content

to run in a vacuum, others thrive on

sharing data or status messages

between themselves. A relatively

simple example is via the desk-

accessory pipeline, typified by the

add-on functions for DEGAS Elite

described in the Summer 1987 issue

of START. A much more sophisti-

cated system is used by the M-ROS

system from Steinberg/Jones which

lets a MIDI program send its output

either to an external port or as input

to another MIDI program running

concurrently.

Switcher Solutions

Although multitasking of multiple

GEM programs has only recently

become a reality on the ST, several

earlier variations on the theme have

been successfully exploited. The

most common substitute is a switcher

program where applications run in

isolated memory partitions. This is

not true multitasking as only one

process runs at a time. The others are

suspended and only resume when
switched to active status. When an

application is switched in, it takes

over all ST resources (except mem-
ory previously reserved for other

partitions) exactly as if it were

running by itself. Switching is done

on an as-needed basis by the user,

through some command/function

keystrokes.

There are several limitations to

switchers. A major one is that

memory sizes are fixed and cannot

be altered without restarting from

scratch. This also applies to memory

released when you quit one of the

applications; it is not made available

to the remaining processes. There is

typically no support for interprogram

communication. The only solution is

to save data as a disk file from one

START The ST Monthly 31



MULTITASKING

partition, then read it back in after

switching to another partition.

For the ST, switchers come in

several levels of capability and

complexity, juggler II (MichTron),

Revolver (Intersect), K-Switch

(Kuma) and HybriSwitch (Hybrid

Arts) are examples of simple switcher

programs.

Moving up the ladder in capability

takes us to switcher programs

designed to share data and functions

between concurrent processes and

govern shared system resources.

These systems were exclusively

updates and some auxiliary tools on

national BBSs. It is intended as a

project to explore systems program-

ming on the ST, rather than a basis

for commercial software develop-

ment. Those interested in pursuing

MX2 should try to reach Brooks

through his message area in Category

3, Topic 25 of the GEnie BBS ST

Rouncltable.

Significantly more information, in

fact an entire book, is provided for

MINIX (short for Mini UNIX), which

was written by Andreas Tanenbaum

to teach systems programming. It is

Beckemyer's MT
C-Shell, with the
Visual Shell

Manager,
running on the
Moniterm 19-

inch monitor.

developed to support MIDI applica-

tions, which are fairly unique in their

demands for real-time interaction

between processes and system

hardware resources. Examples of this

include the Multi-Program Environ-

ment (Dr. T's Music Software), Soft

Link (C-Lab) and M-ROS (Steinberg/

Jones). As with the other switcher

programs, applications must be

assigned to fixed memory partitions

and can only be viewed and/or

controlled one at a time.

Experimental Systems

There are two TOS (non-GEM)

multitasking environments for those

interested in studying operating

systems: MX2 and MINIX. There is

precious little information available

regarding MX2 other than that it's a

TOS multitasking kernel from Fred

Brooks. It was written in Modula-2

and is posted with source code,

32 July 1990

available for the ST, IBM and

Macintosh from Prentice-Hall along

with the companion book,

Operating Systems: Design and

Implemen tation.

The ST version shipped is MINIX

1.1; additional code is available on

national BBSs to upgrade it on par

with the IBM version 1.5 release. For

more information, check Category 3,

Topic 31 of the GEnie BBS ST

Roundtable.

Commercial Multitasking

The original version of MichTron's

Juggler was a noble attempt to

provide multitasking for both TOS

and GEM programs. According to

author Tim Purves, it was virtually

identical in concept to Multifinder on

the Macintosh. Unlike other switch-

ers, it used dynamic memory alloca-

tion and was based on extensions to

the inherent GEM kernel. It did not

succeed, largely due to problems

with existing software that did not

follow proper guidelines. Multifinder

had similar problems but, thanks to

support from Apple, developers had

to fix their software or be out of the

market. Juggler had no such support

from Atari, thus no driving force for

developers to seek compatibility.

The only viable commercial

offering is Micro RTX from Beck-

meyer Development Tools. This is a

robust multitasking/multi-user

system that can run several TOS
programs and one GEM program

concurrently; desk accessories are

also supported. Up to 12 users can

be logged in together using a

hardware expansion on a Mega ST. It

was first released in 1987 and has

been constantly refined and im-

proved since then.

A UNIX-like command-line

interpreter interface (Micro C-Shell) is

available to control the Micro RTX

system. A visual shell interface

(VSH), based on the UNIX graphics

interface used in Sun workstations,

can be used in conjunction with

Micro C-Shell. This enables individ-

ual applications to run within

standard GEM windows, all on

screen together. Efforts are underway

to mate Micro RTX with other

graphical user interfaces such as

NeoDesk. A shareware version of

Micro RTX was recently released on

national BBSs. Several commercial

applications are available from

Beckmeyer that are based on Micro

RTX, including a version of the

Citadel BBS program and a multi-

user point-of-sale system.

Stay Tuned

Next time we will explore the concepts

and implementation of MIDI-Tasking,

the official Atari GEM multitasking

system developed and supported by

Intelligent Music. It is currently in

beta test and developers arc working

to validate (or modify) their software

to run under it.

Tell our advertisers von saw it in START!



RIO 800-782-9110m m m ^^^ 'DRDFRS ONI Y MON-SAT RAM-fiPM (PACIFIC TIUF1

DATEL
COMPUTERS

•ORDERS ONLY MON-SAT 8AM-6PM (PACIFIC TIME)

AUTHORIZED ATARI SERVICE CENTER
COMPLETE LINE OF HARDWARE & SOFTWARE IN STOCK

CUST SERVICE
TECH SUPPORT

702-454-7700
TU-SA10AM-6PM

FAX: 702-454-7700

GENISCAN ST
"Easy to handle Scanner featuring 4 1/8" scanning width & 400dpi resolution

enables you to reproduce graphics & text on your computer screen 'Optical

Character Recognition Mode will capture text images from the page S save
them in tormat ready for conversion to text file suitable for word processor
"Package includes GS-4000 scanner, interface & Scan Edit soltware 'Powerful
partner to Desk Top Publishing 'Printout tor Epson compatibles 'Unmatched
range ot edit/capture facilities simply not offered by other scanners at this

unbeatable price "Adjustable switches tor brightness & contrast 'Cut & paste
editing of images 'Save images as IMG, Degas, Neo, etc - ONLY $299.95

OCR SOFTWARE -Teach your Atari to read!
"Optical character recognition software converts scanned text to ascii'Use
converted text in your word processor"No more manual transcribing of text'Uses
special scanning mode ot the Geniscan ST'Learn mode lets you teach your
computer any font - ONLY $89.95

TRACKMASTER ST

[27256 Epi
cartridge area - ONLY $24.95

**^M SAMPLER STUDIO

ST COPY DEEP SCAN BURST NIBBLER
Copy even highly protected programs in under 60 seconds!!
Copy MS DOS protected programs with equal ease !!

'Works with one drive or two'Copy Between 5.25" and 3.5" drives'Multiple copy
option allows many backups trom one original "Copy 1 or 2 sides up to 85 tracks

"Special format parameters tor non standard formats 'Unique "INFO
ANALYSER" displays vital disc parameters including sector distribution,

dispersion, interleave, etc "Easy to use Icon driven program takes the mystery
out of Disc backup • ONLY $39.95 Upgrades ONLY $1 2.00

3.5" & 5.25" EXTERNAL DRIVES
3.5"- 'Slimline extra low profile unit

'Top quality drive mechanism'Fully
compatible - 1 meg unformatted
capacity'Car. be formatted to 85 tracks

and 1 1 sectors - ONLY $159.95

5.25"- 'Operate in 40 or 80 track
mode'Rear panel switches to configure

ALL combinations of computer model
and track modes'Perfeci for use with

PC Ditto- ONLY $179.95

1 MEG INTERNAL DRIVE UPGRADE
"Replace internal 500K drive with a

full 1 Meg unit'Top quality drive

unit- Easily fitted- Full
instructions'Direct plug in

replacement'No special skills or

tools required'Minor modification

to enclosure is required*When
considering a drive replacement
remember that quality is most
important -ONLY $119.95

"Trackmaster track display unit is a
must (or the disk hacker'Simply plugs
into disk drive port of the ST'Displays
track number, disk side and read/write

status as the head moves along the
dlsk'Two-digit LED dispiay'Displays up
to track 85*Works on both internal and
external drives (switchable)'Complete
hardware solution - no software
required -ONLY $59.95

EPROM BOARD
'Complete Eprom Board S case "Accepts up

AB Switchbo» 24.95
ABCD Bwltchbo* .... 39.""

"THer Cable:.. 6 fl

M.-d.;T Cable*. 6fl .

'".•0:-i-l Tables. 6 ft
. . .

Parallel Cables. 6 ft

Gender Change'.M/M.F/F ...

Null Modem AdODtO' . .

RS232 Surge Protector

\'.';'C'7lZ Wrinc Po>
DisKelle Hold'-i.j V ^3 .1 sk c.io.i; "y

6 Outlet .Surg- ?rclcc*oi.Wall Mount
Bulk 3.5" Disks. 50 Pack 39.50
Printer Ribboiw Stat Panasonic) . 4.95

3.5 Head Cleaning KB , . .

.

4.9S

.95 powerful but srnulf; :u .;£« system
,

G-;-:;)tiic

tools tor home S professional use 'An mated
sprite designer & world map creator 'Icon

tor^modeop^ratio^-ONLY S29
P
95

6 C°'° r

SKYPLOT
'Most advanced features ot any astronomy
prg "Covers 17,000 stars, planets 5 nebutar

objects 'On line nelp 'Zoom display thru 12
orders ot magnitude "Several star chart

.95' formats supported '3D views 'Search

REPLACEMENT MOUSE

STSUPERTOOLKIT
'Whole disk Track 8 Sector Edit 'Read up to

85 tracks and 255 sectors! 'Super HiRes
display works with Mono monitor only *3

Directory sector 'Fully Menu/Icon driven
•HEX / ACSII edit modes directly on the disk

•Perfect for the disk hacker ONLY S24.95

'Twice the tracking speed ot the

Atari mouse

!

* N o more mouse doublers
required'Softer more positive
button clicking'More consistent
double click'Extra long 6 foot

connecting cord'highest quality
mechanical parts for for longer life

and consistent positioning

ONLY $44.95

ST TIMEKEEPER
"Simple pluiT-in nailery-backed calendar

corner clock display'Exact
>ailable on power up

mpling package

"Saved files are compatible with other
sampling systems 'Sequencer tor playback
via keyboard or MIDI input - ONLY $99.95

ADVANCED ART STUDIO

ONLY $49.95

PC DITTO II - $249.95

PC DITTO II + 5.25" DRIVE - $419.95

PC DITTO II + 5.25" DRIVE + DRIVE SWITCH - $451 .95

HARD DRIVES - MODEMS - SOFTWARE — $CALL

ALL THE LATEST EUROPEAN SOFTWARE
CALL FOR PRICE AND AVAILABILITY

AERCO MEMORY BOARD UPGRADES
ABSOLUTELY THE EASIEST INSTALLATION - UNPOPULATED BOARD - $139.95

" 1/2 MEG RAM - $80.00 ' 2MEG RAM - $240.00 ' 4MEG RAM - $480.00

COMPLETE LINE OF MIDI PRODUCTS

AUTHORIZED ATARI SERVICE CENTER
LET US REPAIR YOUR EQUIPMENT - 5 DAY REPAIR OR THE SHIPPING IS FREE - $ CALL

MANY OTHER ITEMS IN STOCK - IF YOU DON'T SEE WHAT YOU WANT CALL FOR LOW, LOW PRICES

RIO / DATEL

LAS VEGAS, NV 89121 is pictured above: f

nial U.S S7.00- PR, AK. HI, FPO, APO:$10.00-Canada/Mex: QAft 7QO QH 1 fi
arges: SPECIFIY COMPUTER MODE. WITH ORDER: 0UU"/0&"9I III

--Tn number -returns 702-454-7700
I subject to change with



Programming In 1111)1

MIDI
PROGRAMMING

TIPS
Secrets Of The Inner Circle Revealed!

BY STEVE JOHNS

AT A GLANCE
Program: MIDI Programming Tips

Type: Tutorial

Requirements: 51 2K, any rez

Arcfile: PROGMIDI.PRG

Files. SEEMIDI.C SEEMIDI.TOS

Language: (

IDI programming on

the Atari ST and Mega

computers may seem

1 like an arcane art,

I open only to ordained

techno-musicological wizards. In fact,

with a few exceptions, MIDI program-

ming is no different than any other

kind of applications programming.

You spend the majority of your effort

conceptualizing the program, creating

nice displays, handling mouse and

keyboard inputs, managing files,

dealing with GEM and processing

data. In addition, MIDI programmers

deal with I/O from the MIDI In and

MIDI Out ports.

To get you started, I will review the

system calls (ROM subroutines) per-

taining to MIDI and how MIDI data is

captured and stored by the ST. This

will include hints on how to avoid the

subtle and disastrous system MIDI

buffer overrun error. I will not cover

basic MIDI commands and protocol.

If you need to brush up on these, I

suggest reading this issue's Thelns,

Outs and Thrus ofMIDIor the MIDI

1 .0 Detailed Specification (version 4.1)

available from the International MIDI

Association (see STARTBookshelf).

Nitty Gritty ST

Before going any further, we need to

agree on terminology. The system

MIDI buffer is a memory region

where incoming MIDI data is auto-

matically stored by the operating

system. Once placed in this buffer, the

data is available to-your program. This

buffer is limited in §ize (default is 128

bytes) and can be overrun if too much

MIDI data comes in before your

program reads it out. Information

about this buffer is found in the buffer

descriptor structure, located through

the IOREC(3) call mentioned below.

An interrupt is a hardware signal

generated by a peripheral device— in

our case, the ACIA or MIDI chip—
which alerts the ST to the occurrence

of an event, such as MIDI data arrival,

requiring some action on its part.

When an interrupt occurs, a ROM-

based interrupt service routine

takes over. The MIDI interrupts service

routine places each incoming MIDI-

data byte into the system MIDI buffer.

Nitty Gritty MIDI

Six MIDI functions are built into the

ST operating system. They are listed

here under their common names,

found in most C language compilers

and ST reference books. Other

languages (Hisoft BASIC, Personal

Pascal, etc.) allow access to these

calls, under these or other names.

BCONSTATO): Returns a non-

zero value if bytes are available to be

read from the system MIDI buffer,

zero if the buffer is empty.

BCONIN(3): Returns the value o(

the next byte in the system MIDI

buffer. You will typically call

BCONING) after detecting MIDI bytes

continued on page 3 7
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MIDI PROGRAMMING

continuedfrom page 34

in the buffer via BCONSTAT(3).

BCONOUT(3, intdata) Sends a

single byte to the MIDI Out port.

Although data is a 16-bit integer

variable, only the lower byte is sent.

MIDIWS(int count, char

*pointer): Sends multiple bytes to the

MIDI Out port.

IOREC(3): Returns a pointer to the

system MIDI buffer descriptor. This is

a data structure containing four

elements describing the system MIDI

buffer: a pointer to its start, its length

and pointers to its head and tail.

KBDVBASEO: Returns a pointer to

a data structure containing nine

system vector pointers, each pointing

to an interrupt service routine.

The overall sequence of events is;

A MIDI byte arrives at the MIDI In

port and the hardware generates an

interrupt. TOS acts on the interrupt by

running the MIDI interrupt service

routine, which places the MIDI byte

into the system MIDI buffer. After the

MIDI data is stored in the buffer, your

MIDI program may access the data,

via simple function calls, then use the

data in your program.

The Dreaded Buffer Overrun Error

Explained

Of the four system MIDI buffer

descriptors returned by the IORECC3)

call, two, start and length, are used by

the operating system to define the

buffer's starting memory address and

length, and two, head and tail, are

used by the interrupt service routine

to track the incoming MIDI data.

The head pointer flags the next

byte of MIDI data to be read. It

increments each time your program

reads a byte. The tail pointer flags the

last byte of MIDI data placed in the

buffer. It increments before each

incoming byte is placed in the system

MIDI buffer. When the tail pointer

reaches the end of the system MIDI

buffer, it wraps around and writes

data at the beginning of the buffer.

The same with the head pointer.

When the last byte of data is read

from the end of the buffer, the head

pointer starts reading from the

beginning of the buffer. This behavior

interrupt service routine will auto-

matically place incoming MIDI data in

your enlarged buffer and you will

avoid the overrun error.

A fast and furious dump can cause the tail

pointer to circle around and bite the head.

makes the system MIDI buffer a

circular buffer.

Suppose, however, that the tail

pointer is writing data twice as fast as

the head pointer is reading data.

Eventually the tail pointer catches up

with the head pointer and the two are

equal. Unfortunately, no data can be

written at the tail pointer's location; to

do so would overwrite MIDI data

already in the buffer. This is the

dreaded overrun condition— MIDI

data coming in is lost because there is

no room to store it.

This problem tends to rear its ugly

head during a large system-exclusive

dump where bytes are sent in a burst.

Even if your program runs a tight loop

to read data from the system MIDI

buffer, a fast and furious dump can

cause the tail pointer to circle around

and bite the head pointer. The result

is lost MIDI data. The system only

needs to get 128 bytes ahead of your

program to cause this disaster.

The Dreaded Buffer Overrun Error Solved

The solution is for you, the program-

mer, to define your own MIDI buffer

to replace the default system buffer.

You can declare this user MIDI buffer

to be any size within the memory

allocation bounds of your language.

Make it big enough to accommodate

the largest dump of MIDI data that

your program will be required to

handle. For example, if you are

writing a synthesizer patch librarian

which sends 10K blocks of MIDI data,

define your user MIDI buffer to be just

over 10K. Done properly, the MIDI

SEEMIDI.C is a short example in C

that captures and displays up to 32K

of MIDI data. The overall logic is:

1) Save the system MIDI buffer infor-

mation so we can restore it upon exit.

2) Set aside memory for a user MIDI

buffer.

3) Clear the screen and prompt the user.

4) Enter a loop to read in MIDI data;

immediately output each byte to the

screen in hex.

5) Clear the screen when the user

presses [c], or exit the loop when the

user presses [Esc].

6) Restore the system MIDI buffer, re-

store the memory you used, and exit.

MIDI-Thru

Although this simple program just

displays incoming MIDI data, it is a

fairly simple matter to add file

capability in order to save the data to

disk. Another enhancement is to store

the incoming MIDI data in an array

and implement scrolling so that any

pan of the data could be viewed at

will. Yet a third possibility is to alter

the MIDI data and pass it through to

the ST's MIDI Out port. In fact, it only

takes a few lines of C code to imple-

ment a MIDI-thru. Replace the display

code inside the escape key loop with

the following:

if{Bconstat|3)H

midi=Bconin(3};

/* Put your processing code here, if desired */

Bconouf(3,midi};

}
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This is a high level MIDI-thru

since it is written in C and involves

function calls. Although it works fine

and it is convenient to write process-

ing code in C, it has two disadvan-

tages. First, the function calls, which

involve the stack, make it slow.

Second, you must be constantly

polling for incoming MIDI data.

Fast MIDI-Thru

Suppose you just wanted a MIDI-

thru function that worked fast in the

background while your program

was busy doing other things. This

calls for a low-level MIDI-thru.

A low-level MIDI-thru function

involves replacing the built-in MIDI

interrupt service routine with one of

your own. SEEMIDI.C also shows an

example of low-level MIDI-thru,

written in assembler. Note the actual

thru-function code only takes four

instructions; the rest of the routine

duplicates the action of the system

MIDI interrupt service routine. By

replacing the ST's routine with your

own, you are not trapped in a

polling loop and MIDI-thru takes

place totally in the background.

Although interrupt-handling code

can be complex, the technique for

doing the swap (also called stealing

the vector) is simple. The functions

THRU_ON( ) and THRU_OFF( ) are

used to swap your routine in and

out respectively. The state of the

variable THRUFLAG indicates when
your function is in control. One
important note: Always restore any

swapped system vectors before

exiting your program or subsequent

programs will not find the interrupt

service routines in place when they

need them.

Ordination

Well, that's it. You now possess the

two (count 'em) secrets of MIDI

programming on the ST: replacing

the system MIDI buffer and swap-

ping in a custom MIDI interrupt

service routine. Everything else

depends on your knowledge of

MIDI specifications, your creativity

as a programmer and perhaps a few

tricks (some would say trade

secrets) pertaining to time stamping,

which will have to be covered

another time. Congratulations, and

welcome to the secret society!

SteveJohns is an electrical engi-

neer and thefounder of
Johnsware, a MIDI software de-

velopment company. He resides

in Hyattsville, MD with his wife

Erica, whose loving patience

makes his fine GEM MIDI pro-

grams possible. He can be

reached on GEnie as S.JOHNS or

on CompuServe through the

Johnsware category under the

Worldmusic (MIDI)forum.
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$19,951Quick ST II

Quick ST II speeds up GEM!
Quick ST version 2 is tha easiest way to speed up your Atari ST.
Quick ST makes GEM run faster, text print taster, windows update
faster. Other programs run faster as a result. You spend less time

watching the screen redraw and more time being productive.
Works with all Atari ST, Mega ST, and Atari STe computers.
Supports the Moniterm monitor. Evan speeds up the blitter chip!

Typical GEM functions become over 100% fester. Uses only 20KI

5 utilities in one package!

Quick ST II includes the Desktop Customizer utility for installing fill

patterns and desktop pictures, the Art-ST picture editor, the Quick
View fast file reader, and the famous Quick Index benchmarking
utility. The Desktop Customizer runs from the desktop or as a desk
accessory, and Includes a built-in fill pattern editor. Load and edit

desktop backgrounds without rebootingl

Quick Tools sSm
Quick Tools Is a package of many powerful and memory efficient

desk accessories and utilities for the Atari ST/Mega/STe:
- command line interpreter

- smart file viewer (displays text, graphics, ARCs)
- desktop editor and desktop environment editor
- hard disk partition protector and fast file finder
- control panel and VT52 emulator
- time, date, memory, TOS version display

-and much morel

Each product costs only $19.95 at a dealer near you. We also

accept credit card orders. Add $3 for shipping. Ph: 51 9-570-4340.

Branch Always Software
Box 2624, Station B, Kitchener, Ontario, Canada N2H 6N2



SUPERCHARGER TALON

THE FIRST EVER EXTERNAL PC BOARD FOR ATARI ST COMPUTERS A FULL MS-DOS PROC-
ESSING SYSTEM THAT SIMPLY PLUGS INTO THE DMA PORT, WITH NO NEED TO OPEN YOUR
COMPUTER. SUPERCHARGER IS PACKED WITH FEATURES AND CAN BE USED WITH ALL
MACHINES FROM 520ST TO MEGA 4 AND EVEN THE STACY LAPTOP

FEATURES:
• 100% compatible with MS-DOS programs (non protected) • Norton Factor 4.4 • Supports all hard disks • Supports serial

and parallel ports • Uses "hotkey" to toggle between Atari and PC programs at the same time without having to reboot in DOS
mode • Turns the Atari mouse into a PC mouse • Supports internal and external 3.5" and 5.25' floppy drives • Leaves the

cartridge port free for use • Supports monochrome and color Atari monitors (CGAcolor and Hercules emulation) • Supports

some AT programs, such as "286 windows" • Simple to set up and easy to use - no soldering, no wiring, no cutting. • Does

not interfere with other devices such as Spectre GCR, T-16 Board, Moniterm Monitor, etc..

INCLUDES:
• 1meg RAM, making it extremely fast • This unique "Dual Ram' feature when in TOS allows Superchargers 1meg of memory
to be used as a "Ram Disk" • Socketed for an 8087-2 math co-processor. Co-processors can be ordered separately, and can

be installed prior to shipping. * NEC 8 mhz V30 processor • DMA cable with thru-port • Built in bus which will be adapted

in thefuture toaccept aVGAcard • Comprehensive hard disk utilities software * An attractive color coordinated ABS plastic

case • MS-DOS 4.01 • "Power Take Off cable is included • Easy to use operating manual • Registration card for soft-

ware updates and 90-day limited warranty. mm «

All this for the incredible price of just

$450.00*

OMNISWITCH BY
TALON

Multi-Sync For Atari $89.95*
NOW, FOR THE FIRST TIMEYOU CAN HOOK UP YOUR ATARI TO A MULTI-SYNC MONITOR WITH
THE INCREDIBLE OMNISWITCH.

FEATURES:
• MULTI-SYNC MONITOR PORTS: Gives your Atari the ability to use a multi-sync monitor. Color or monochrome
with the touch of a button, (low, medium and high resolutions)

• COLOR AND MONOCHROME MONITOR PORTS: If you do not have a multi-sync monitor, Omniswitch
allows you to plug in color and monochrome monitors and switch between them. No more cable swapping!
• FLOPPY DRIVE PORTS: Enables you to use two external floppy drives instead of one! (uses 3.5" and/or 5.25")

• AUDIO JACK to plug in to your amplifier. • VIDEO JACK black and white composite signal.

MULTI-SYNC MONITORS AVAILABLE $449.00*

TALON TECHNOLOGY
243 N. HIGHWAY 101 • STE. 11 • SOLANA BEACH, CA. 92075

* all prices subject to change • shipping/handling extra

ORDER
TODAY 619 792-6511

OR FAX US AT 619 792-9023
WE ACCEPT VISA/MASTERCARD
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MUSIC
MAKERS

IY JIM PIERSON-PtRRY WITH STEVE MORTIMER

When It

T T7~ 7"'"tthachsMge

Comes to 1 m/ / secret do the

JB / Beach Boys, Blue

1 1/ mx Oyster Cult, Hall and

Y w Oates, Madonna and the

Rolling Stones share? They have Atari

PrOS CjO hardware and software hidden

among the cables, amps, synthesizers

AT A T? T
and mikes. START talked with the

people who work with the ST in live

performance, studio recording, synth

sound banks and home demos.
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Mike McKnight

On Tour with Madonna

~W" ~\T"7' hile not a household

1 \ / name to her legion of

V V fans, Mike McKnight is

one of the key people keeping

Madonna's "Blonde Ambition" tour

true blue and pumping out the music

night after night.

He uses two Stacy

4s to coordinate MIDI

and keyboard activity

for the show. Al-

though McKnight's

MIDI experience

stretches over six

years, beginning with

a Commodore 64 and

a Dr. T's sequencer,

his colleagues ques-

tioned his judgement

when he brought his

Atari on the Madonna

tour.

"Some guys at first

pushed me to bring in

a 'real computer,' a

Macintosh," McKnight

recalls. "I said give me
a week with the Atari

and if you don't like

the way it feels then I'll

gladly get a Mac."

These days, they

sing a different tune.

"Everybody on the

tour is driving me
crazy wanting a lot of

Stacys," McKnight

laughs. "We've got

some Macs out here.

One guy in particular,

in the last three weeks his Mac has

broken down three times. It has eaten

up everything on his hard drive.

"Over all those years [my 1040ST]

has never once broken down. I've

had it in monsoons in the Philippines

and horrible power situations and it

never, ever gave me any problems."

McKnight describes his role on the

tour as "enhancement. Some songs

have a lot of sequenced bass or other

pans that are kind of mundane but

necessary. My sequencing frees the

live band up to play much more

interesting parts. It's a nice combina-

tion. Some background or lead vocals

are sampled but used strictly to

enhance the live singing. I play parts

underneath the stage ... because I've

got too much going on down there to

be out on stage."

A pair of 4MB Stacys drives the

sequencing. For software, McKnight

sticks with the latest incarnation of Dr.

T's KCS Level II for sequencing and X-

OR, Dr. T's new generic patch-editor

librarian program, to handle sound

backup for the different synthesizers.

The only drawback he sees to KCS is

its 16-channel limitation. "Hopefully

they'll go up to 32 or 48," he says.

McKnight automates his end of the

show, setting the timing to tight preci-

sion. "Sometimes I have to start a hard

drive loading at a specific time and, as

soon as it's done, boom— a quarter

note later there are parts coming out

of it. There's no margin for error," he

explains. "They push a

button on a Tl

[synthesizer] on stage

and all their program

and volume changes

are done. Other times

I'm doing things

where I have an audio

patcher switch be-

tween samplers. There

might not be enough

time between songs to

load up the next

sampler, so you have

to switch to another

one going down the

same audio line."

Despite all the

seeming complexity

and frantic pace,

McKnight follows one

rule to keep control. "I

prefer to keep things

simple and separate so

that if one thing

crashes the whole

show won't stop.

There have been times

when the guys miss

the count-in on a click,

the drummer picks up

the time and I have to

punch in on bar 10

manually— that gets

the heart going! There are some songs

with a real important sequenced-bass

part that the dancers do moves to. If

it's not there..."

In keeping with his rule, McKnight

starts all sequences with commands to

set MIDI controllers and volumes to

default states. "The less you have to

go wrong, the better."
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Everybody on the tour is driving me crazy wanting Stacys.

Hall and Oates

STarting Over

/"~>TART caught up with John

^k Oates and technical coordina-

i^/ tor Pete Moshay at the Hit

Factory in New York, where the

group is putting finishing touches on

their forthcoming

"Change of

Seasons" album.

Their current

effort returns to live

ensemble playing.

As Oates explains:

"The technology for

recording today is

fust fantastic. [You

can] stay in the

digital realm and

keep the music

within the se-

quencer and never

really have to go to

tape. We've come

full circle now, I

think. Instead of

using sequencing

and sampling as the

heart and soul of

our music, it has

been integrated

into the totality of

the way we create. It's now just

another tool. Some of the more high-

tech equipment is really playing much

more of a supporting role than a

feature role."

Possibly a surprise to many, Hall

and Oates have used synthesizers and

related electronic-music technology

almost since they began recording

together. "On our 'Abandoned

Luncheonette' album in 1973 we used

an ARP 2600," Oates recalls. "We also

had one of the first consumer Mello-

trons which came into the country."

While electronic music was important

in their work, it never really came to

the front until 1985's "Big Bam Boom"

album. This featured top-of-the-line

instruments such as the Synclavier

and Fairlight, along with drum

machines and experimental tape

techniques.

Now they use a 1040ST. Why Atari?

Moshay explains: "You didn't have to

John Oates and producer Pete
Moshay use the 1040ST as a se-

quencer and patch librarian.

use peripherals to get into the system

and start using it. It is a more com-

pacted system and more music-

oriented than other computers."

The band's current configuration

includes a color monitor, hard drive

and modem. Hall and Oates also have

been road testing the MegaFile 44 re-

movable hard drive with great success.

They store sound sample files for an

Akai S1000 sampler on it. Notator

software handles the sequencing

chores while OmniBanker organizes

their synthesizer patch files.

"We use it [the ST] a lot of ways,"

Oates states. "The last album we did

was very much

sequencer/synthe-

sizer oriented.

Finished songs

were basically

digitally sequenced

and went to tape

that way. The [new]

record isn't some-

thing that was

recorded and

created on se-

quencers. A lot of

times we'll use a

drum-machine loop

or certain sequence

pattern that will be

a starting off point.

We'll record the

keyboard part live

but also record it

into the sequencer

as well, then come

back and quantize it

later if the part isn't

feeling right. It gives us a lot more

flexibility. [The ST is also used] for

librarian purposes ... so that our key-

board players can easily access all

these millions of sounds that we have.

"You really need to have some-

thing to manage those possibilities or

it becomes overwhelming," he adds.

Moshay points out that the ST

"makes the music process more visual

for everybody. Instead of a little two-

line readout you get a full-color

screen of what you are doing. You

can call up a bank of 200 sounds at

one time and see them in front of you
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The next Cult album may feature "Don't Fear the Modem!"

— something might inspire you."

After the album wraps, Oates

expects to make more use of se-

quencing for live shows. "There are

certain things that we'll come up with

on the record that perhaps we don't

have the right personnel or instal-

ments for on stage, especially back-

ground vocals. Well sample them and

use those on stage to enhance the live

background."

The crew also relies on the ST for

telecommunications. "We go on-line

and get chart information as well as

transmit letters to the office from the

road," Moshay explains. And for the

odd free minute, ST versions of Mono-

poly and bowling help pass the time.

Electronic-music technology

appears likely to continue as part of

the Hall and Oates sound. "I'd like to

have an open avenue to pursue

anything I want to," Oates muses.

"The way technology has become

more and more user friendly over the

years makes it even easier and more

fun to use it because you don't have

to break the creative flow in order to

get into an electronic instalment.

Writing songs is my main interest;

anything that makes that process go

quicker and fulfill the expression you

want is positive."

Ron Riddle

Keyboardsfor the Cult

w |on Riddle, keyboard player

B-^ for heavy-metal group Blue

«£. \- Oyster Cult, is a recent

convert to Atari-based music systems.

"I used to have an IBM and used the

sequencer program Texture. 1 did a

lot ofwork in that and actually wrote

an entire album with it. Last Novem-

ber, I moved up to an Atari 1040ST."

Because of space constraints, a

common problem for both hobbyist

and pro, Riddle

set up his home

studio with a

single controller

keyboard (DX7)

and assorted

rackmount synth

units (Proteus

and M3r). The

1040STactsas

the central

controller, for

both sequencing

and patch

editing. "I have

the Dr. T's patch editor for the

Proteus, but am just starting to get into

it," Riddle confides.

No hesitation about sequencing

software, however. "I use Notator, it's

great," Riddle says. "The scoring

display is great for editing. You have

the score right there to check things

out. edit right from it."

With Blue Oyster Cult, Riddle plays

live, but he's begun to use the Atari on

stage in a song he plays with The Red

and the Black, a spinoff band of threc-

A relative newcomer to Atari, Ron
Riddle, keyboardist for heavy-metal
band Blue Oyster Cult, uses his

1040ST mainly for songwriting.

James Grunke

fifths of the Cult.

An enthusias-

tic new Atari

user, Riddle

looks forward to

exploring other

ST applications,

especially games

and telecommu-

nications. Who
knows? The next

Cult album may

feature "Don't

FearThe Modem!"

Cruising with the Beach Boys

•""tynlh r

^k techni

l^-/ wizan

i programmer, keyboard

technician, resident MIDI

wizard—James Grunke

handles all these roles for the Beach

Boys. A trained classical pianist and

arranger in his own right, Grunke

happily discusses anything about

music, from theory to the nuts and

bolts of its production. And the Beach
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Boys, Grunke states, produce their

music on Ataris.

"We have two systems [1040STs,

hard drives, monochrome monitors

plus musical gear] so we can set up

and do two shows in two different

cities in the same day," Grunke says

"The computers

are primarily used

on tour to handle

patch storage and

editing. All Beach

Boys vocals are

done live; there

are no sampled

vocals at all."

While the

1040STs cur-

rently work well,

Grunke hopes to

move to the new Stacy portable, using

it as the main patch point for the whole

keyboard rig. He applies the same

forward thinking to mass storage

hardware, after seeing the MegaFile 44

removable hard drive at the NAMM
show in January.

Grunke chose C-Lab's Notatorfor

the group's sequencing needs. "It is

awesome," he raves, having used the

program for a video's theme song and

the "Island Girl" cut on the latest Beach

Boys album. He has no problem rec-

onciling his classical training with se-

quencing. "I think it is a great tool.

With the resolution they [sequencing

programs] have now, I don't see any

difference between MIDI data and just

going directly to tape."

Off the tour circuit, group members

often are found using Atari-based,

home music studios that Grunke

helped set up. While sequencing

remains an at-home need, patch

editing and management is a major

task both in the studio and on tour,

"We use a lot of keyboard gear so I

keep all the editing stuff on the Atari,"

Grunke says. "I bought GenEdit be-

cause I met Tom IBajorus, the program's

author]. He offered me individual sup-

port on it so I decided to take advan-

tage of it. I hope to ... have a program

where the Stacy would receive one

program change and set up my entire

rig. One button-push for the whole

thing; that's yet to be developed."

Beyond music applications, Grunke

uses ST word processors and data

managers. His latest interests are in

Macintosh and

IBM emulation. "I

need to be com-

patible with our

management,"

Grunke explains.

"That way, I can

keep track of our

[equipment] mani-

fests without

having to go over

to their laptops."

Grunke is

finnly convinced that Atari represents

the most realistic choice for a musician.

"My first computer was an Atari

800XL," he recalls. "I've used Macin-

tosh and IBM computers quite a bit,

but was turned on to the Atari STs at

the Grove School of Music. Because of

their price point, they are going to sell

the most units and have the most

support by third-party software

writers. I see the Atari as the musical-

standard computer for the future."

John Morales

Record Producer, Atari Rep

r urning to the other side of the

console, START spoke with

independent producerJohn

Morales. Morales' client list reads like

a who's who of rock'n'roll: Mick

Jagger, Hall and Oates, Heart, Debbie

Gibson, Stevie Wonder, The Thompson

Twins. 'Tve been involved with 576

records over the past eight years," he

says, and, as if he's not busy enough,

Morales acts as Atari's MIDI represen-

tative in New York City.

Morales uses several Atari systems

in his lower-Manhattan preproduction

studio. "We've got two Mega 4s and a

1040ST. [The studio] has a 16-track

[recording] room and two workstations.

People do the [synth and sampler]

programming in the other rooms and,

once we get to a certain stage, we
move them into the big room.

"Before I got the Atari stuff, we did

it live. I've only been using computers

since 1985. 1 started with [Hybrid Arts']

Edit Track on the old Atari 8-bit, but it

was bogus and short lived, I got a 520ST

which 1 upgraded to 2.5MB, and still

have around, and used [Steinberg/

Jones'] Pro 24 sequencer. [Later] 1

moved up to Creator and Notator."

Morales is a software fanatic and

tries as many programs as he can find.

"Most of the software I discovered in

my travels. I was using Notator at least

a year before it came into the country.

[On] all my travels abroad I'd try to get
i

whatever the hippest thing was. Even

though KCS was around, it was too

complex for me to get into. I'm

basically a Notator guy now."

Morales' client list

reads like a who's

who of rock'n'roll.

Besides sequencing, a major por-

tion of Morales's work involves finding

the right synth patches or samples to

give particular sounds to a song. "I use

a lot of Steinberg/Jones editors— the

Ml, D50 and Avalon. We also use the

C-Lab Explorer programs, OmniBank-

er, GenWave and some Dr. T's stuff.

Basically, it depends on what [songs]

I'm getting. As I got new editors, I never

converted [existing patch] libraries

over [to the new format]— no time!

Slowly now, we're getting to where

manufacturers will read others' file

formats, but it's not happening yet."

Outside the studio, Morales is an

Atari MIDI sales representative,

specializing in New York and New
Jersey accounts.
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"It's weird the way I got hooked up with Atari," he says.

"I was working on a project and my computer had a

problem. Mikail [Graham, of C-Lab] introduced me to the

old Atari rep in the area and I made an arrangement with

him to get a loaner for my gig. [Later], the rep got fired and

there was no one in the area. I met Frank [Foster, head of

MIDI and special projects at Atari] and we danced around

for a year with the idea of me being a rep for them. Finally,

I gave in. I think I'm the only guy [for Atari] that just deals

with MIDI accounts— I'm also the guy that they send

everybody with a problem to."

Other Voices

Many other professional musicians, song writers and

producers make use of Atari hardware and software in

their craft. Those profiled in previous issues of START

include producerJimmy Hotz (Special Issue 2 and April

1989), Mick Fleetwood (Summer 1988), Tangerine Dream

(October 1988) and Donny Osmond (November 1989).

Nor does the list stop there. Many other artists have

gone on record (literally and figuratively) as Atari users.

Multikeyboarcl star Rick Wakeman uses an Atari with the

Fro 24 sequencer. Tony Banks of Genesis also prefers Pro

24, along with the Stcinberg/jones Synthworks patch

editors. Keyboard player Matt Clifford, most recently of the
I

Rolling Stones' "Steel Wheels" tour and album-recording

session, sings the praises of Notator. It was used on the

"Continental Drift" cut from the album:

Notator is also the choice of Paul Carrack and Adrian

Lee, of Mike and the Mechanics, both for recording and

live performance. New York producer Fred Zarr uses

Notator in his l6-track home studio along with MIDI-

Mouse patch editor software. Some artists who have

benefited from Zarr's equipment are Samantha Fox, Pretty

Poison and Debbie Gibson. In fact, Zarr supplied a

sequence from one of Gibson's albums for her tour

because there weren't enough stagehands to play all the

parts in a song.

Guitarist Lee Ritenour uses Hybrid Arts' SMPTE Track

sequencer, as does composer David Grusin, who used it to I

write his Academy Award-winning score to the film "The

Milagro Beanfield War." Grusin uses a 1040ST, Mega 2 and

SLM804 laser printer in his studio. "I'm sold on using the

ST," Grusin says, "not only for storage of a final product,

but in film, as well. I can take the film home on video and

can actually write, record and store music on the ST and

then play what I've recorded back with the picture."

STARTMIDI/Music EditorJim Pierson-Perry is a

clinical chemistfor DuPont and a semiprofessional \

musician. Steve Mortimer is a contributing editor

for START. He writes "News, Notes & Quotes, " on a

regular basis.

REV UPYOUR ST
Discover maximum driving pleasure with Alpha Systems

products. Software and hardware known for high marks

in gutsy technology, understandable documentation ind,

yes, super, low prices.

t back trak unleashes
£>n\ double-sided disk drives

^t1 New Back Irak software gives ST users mote — for less.

\ Double-sided drives are now standard equipment on all ST computers, but

softwarecompanicsomtiuue to churn out programs on single-sided disks I or those of you

with double-sided disk drives, it means wasting 5(.)'. :
. ol your disk's capacity! With blank disks

costing up to $5 each, you wasie dollars every lime you buy a program or make a back-up!

Back Trak allows access id backside of single-sided dis*s. doubling your storage

capacity. Use newfound space for files, saved games, i:vi:n bom (sell-loading) programs. Back

Irak lets yon hoot oil from or backside of disk. And. allows booting from drive A or B.

( Hooting from drive B proves invaluable il your interna: dnu. ever breaks down.)

Fully compatible with copv protection programs like .S7 Copy. Cnpr II STand ProCopy.

Back Irak even lets you put protected programs on die backside of your disk For example

.

save games on backside ot Dungeon Mii-.hr then switch back and forth instantly without

• napping disks Or, save a two-disk set on a single disk.

Every lime you use Duck Irak, you vise lime and money And. you'll see less wear and

tear on drive heads as you utilize your double-sided drive's full potential.

With this pure software program, Lhere are no special connectors to fool with. No cables

Only $29.95

1

1

1
color

|

COMPUTEREYES™
1 1

1

Capture your picture, or vour fa vorite star's. with the first and only full-color video digitizer for

the ST!
Color Compuurh.w . uses an;, standard udco inp.n video camera. VL'R or video disk.

Works in all ST resolutions. Low resolution provides lb-shade black A white or full-color

pictures. Features automatic calibi ation ol cti:iiriis;. brightness and white balance.

Pictures can be used with PowerPrinl il. Degas. Nevchrome and others. Plugs into

cartridge port for easy setup.

POWERPRINT II

NEW FEATURES:

Only $199.95

Create picture-peileei banners, posters, wail-si/t business graphs and morel I'owrPrinl II

makes it easy, with imequaled clarity and resolution.

Zoom option let' you blow up small portion ol on age Mirroring is great for T-shirt

iron-ons. You can also reverse shades in primed image so blacks become whiles and vice-versa

past like a photo ricgainc Image . in lie loiai.1

.: ')'.) lo prim up and dovin m across tin page

Print 16 shades for incredible detail. Selective shading allows you lo print multi-color

pictures by printing one color at a time with color ribbons.

PoKerPnnt II lets vou capture and print almost aav S I screen. Works with Star. NEC.
Clloh. (iemim. EPSON. XMXIHX and compatible printer?

DIGISPEC
Get a feeling of creative power with the ullimale in computer video digitizing. Simply capture

an image with your Color t 'oinpiilt'rEyr.i mid Colin \ idea camera (or VCR. udco disk. etc.).

Then run Digispc' Watch youi picture develop into a -pee taenia i image ol up to S

1

2 different

Low resolution brings out detail in backgrounds and (aces loi t.ighe-l quality image

possible. Clarits is imsiir passed. Shading feature uses lei hmq.ie called dithering lo create and
display images m up m 24,189 simulated colors!

Only $39.95

Only $39.95

PHUI-t&SIUNAL VlUtU STSIbM
Everything yriu need in capture hrll-eeilor video innje, ;tm! prim them with profession.!]

quality on your ST. Crimes complete with Color Computer/:; rev PomrPliN II untl Digbpec.

Only $249.95

ST PROTECTION TECHNIQUES (Book/Disk Set)
Everything wm always wanted lo know about

Only $39.95 protection schemes and state-of-the-art in Copy
protection.

Includes software disk with Automatic
I'niyjtm Protector. Lets you create custom disk formats and check then'

automatically. Learn how hi specifv password iei|uueini:iiis. diss- checks.

and set limils on number of program runs.

Also contains reviews of popular S 1 back-up programs and detailed

explanation ol ST disks and drives.

24-Hour Hotline: (216) 374-7469

Customer Service: (216) 467-5665 M-F/9 AM -3 PM EST
Call or write lor FREE catalog.

VISA & MasterCard Welcome.
Order liv phone or send cheek or money order to:

Alpha .Systems, 11)12 Sky land, Macedonia, OH 44056

Include S/UK) slip. A: liillg. <LS & Canadi '
'

"

Ohio resident add 5V:% sales tai

Foreign orders add !W.0O.



Now from NRI comes the first course of its kind . . . anywhere!

Learn to use, program, and service today's
digital electronic music equipment as you

build your own computer-controlled
.-^ music center

Now NRI puts

you at the heart of

the most exciting application

of digital technology to date! With
NRI's new at-home training in Electronic

Music Technology, you get hands-on

experience with the equipment that's

revolutionizing the music industry—Atari

ST Series computer with built-in MIDI

ports, Casio CZ101 digital synthesizer with

advanced MIDI capabilities, and ingenious

MIDI software that links computer key-

board to synthesizer keyboard—all yours

to train with and keep.

This year, over $1.5 billion worth of digital elec-

tronic music instruments—keyboards, guitars,

drum machines, and related equipment—will be

sold in the U.S. alone. Who's buying this new-tech

equipment? Not just progressive musicians and pro-

fessional recording technicians, hut also thousands

of people who have never touched a musical instru-

ment before. And there's good reason why.

Something called MIDI (Musical Instrument

Digital Interface) has suddenly transformed musical

instruments into the ultimate computer peripherals

. . .and opened up a whole new work! of opportunity

for the person who knows how to use, program, and

service this extraordinary new digital equipment.

Now NRI's breakthrough Electronic Music

Technology course puts you at the forefront of this

booming new technology with exclusive hands-on

training built around a MIDI-equipped computer,

MIDI synthesizer, and MIDI software you keep.

Dynamic New Technology Opens Up New
Career Opportunities for You

The opportunities are unlimited for the person

who's trained to take advantage of today's elec-

tronic music phenomenon. Now you can prepare

for a high-paying career as a studio technician,

sound engineer, recording engineer, or road

technician . . . even start your own new-age

business providing one-stop sales and service for

musicians, technicians, and general consumers

alike. Or simply unleash your own musical

creativity with the breakthrough training and

equipment only NRI gives you.

Only NRI Gives You an Atari ST Computer,

Casio Synthesizer, and Innovative MIDI

Software You Train Wfth and Keep

The Atari ST Series computer included in your

course becomes the heart of your own computer-

controlled music center. With its tremendous

power, superior graphics capabilities, and built-in

MID) interface, the 16/32-bit Atari ST has almost

overnight become the computer of choice for

today's most knowledgeable electronic musicians.

The Casio CZ101 digital synthesizer, also included

in your training, is the perfect complement to your

Atari ST. The polyphonic, mulb'timbral CZ101-
which stores up to \\2 voices internally—"commu-

nicates" with your ST computer through MIDI,

bringing life to virtually any sound you can imagine.

Plus, you get ingeniously designed MDI
that opens up amazing new creative p—

•

and technical possibilities. . .you

actually build your own 4-input

audio mixer/amplifier. . .and you

test the electronic circuits at the

core of today's new-tech equipment

with the hand-held digital multi-

meter included in your course.

to take advantage of today's opportunities

in electronic music technology.

With your experienced NRI instructor always

available to help, you master the basics t >f electn >nic

theory step by step, gaining the full understanding

of electronics that's now so essential for technicians

and musicians alike. You move on to analyze sound

generation techniques, digital logic, microprocessor

fundamentals, and sampling and recording tech-

niques . . . ultimately getting first-hand experience

with today's explosive, new technology as you

explore MIDI, waveshaping, patching, sequencing,

mixing, special effects, and much more.

Plus, even if you've never been involved with

music before, NRI gives y< >u em nigh basic training

in music theory and musical notation to appreciate

the creative potential and far-reaching applications

of today's electronic music equipment

Send Today for Your FREE Catalog

For all tire details about NRI's innovative new train-

ing, send die coupon today. You'll receive a com-

plete catalog describing NRI's Electronic Music

lechnology course plus NRI courses in other high-

tech, in-demand electronics fields.

If the coupon is missing, write to NRI School

of Electronics, McCraw-Hill Continuing Educa-

tion Center, 4401 Connecticut Avenue, NW,

Washington, DC 20008.

No previous experience

necessary—in electronics

or music!

No matter what your background,

NRI gives you the skills you need

MUr9J School of Electronics

McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center

4401 Connecticut Avenue, NW ,',-«

Washington, DC 20008
ftjj||

tf CHECK ONE FREE CATALOG ONLY
D Electronic Music Technology Computers and Microprocessors

D TV/Video/Audio Servicing D Computer Progr

Basic Electronics d Bookkeeping & Accounting

I City Stati

| Accredited Member National Horns Study Col



Review

PC-DITTO II

A Long-Awaited PC Emulator from
Avant-Garde

BY DAVID PLOTKIN
START CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

AT A GLANCE
Product: pc-ditta II

Type: IBM PC emulator

Company: Avant-Garde Systems

38! Pablo Point Drive

Jacksonville, FL 32225

(9041221-2904

Price: S299.95

Requirements:

Summary:

Any ST or Mega

An excellent PC emulator.

After several
false starts,

Avant-Garde is

finally shipping
pc-ditto II.

After a long and painful

wait, pc-ditto II, the

hardware successor to

the original PC emulator,

is here. Its birth was

marked by missed delivery dates,

optimistic press releases, manufactur-

ing problems and a run of boards

that didn't work in most STs. The

good news, though, is that pc-ditto

II, in its current configuration, works

well and is relatively easy to install.

The Hardware

pc-ditto II is a large circuit board,

measuring about 7-1/2 x 5 inches. It

fits inside the RF shielding of your ST

and requires no soldering. Included

with the package is a clip-on connec-

tor that fits over the 68000 micropro-

cessor and a pair of ribbon cables

that clip to the connector. These

cables then plug into the pc-ditto II

circuit board. The circuit board itself

sits inside the ST and is not anchored

in any way. Also included is a non-

conductive rubber sheet that sticks to

the bottom of the circuit board to

keep it from shorting any circuits in

the ST.

While installing pc-ditto II is not

difficult in theory, there have been

some problems reported, primarily

with the physical size of the board.

The fit inside a 1040ST is tight (but

can be done; I have one to prove it),

and some users have reported being

unable to replace the shielding.

Further, as with MichTron's PC

Speed, you must have access to the

68000 microprocessor, so some non-

Atari enhancements that block that

access (notably theJRI JATO board)

make pc-ditto II difficult to use. The

manual mentions a bus adapter that

Mega owners can use instead of

attaching the clip to the 68000, but at

the current time, this adapter is not

available because different versions

of the Mega have buses that are

wired differently.
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PC-DITTO

The Software

Once pc-ditto II is installed, run the

software that comes with it. A

menu-driven configuration program

lets you vary the Disk, Video,

Keyboard, Colors and Mouse instal-

lations. With Disk, you can set your

A drive to be the internal or external

(if you have two), specify whether

the external drive is 3.5 or 5.25 inch

and whether a hard drive is at-

tached. Video lets you choose

between a monochrome and a color

IBM adapter. Keyboard lets you set

the key repeat rate, delay and

country. Colors lets you specify the

RGB values for the 16 colors, and

which colors to use for the 80

column (four color) and mono-

chrome/high resolution (two color)

modes. Finally, Mouse lets you

specify whether to emulate a serial

or generic mouse, and assign

keyboard keys to the left and right

mouse buttons.

HELP WANTED
need help. Here's what

the experts recommend . .

.

CompuServe's Atari Forums founder and

manager, Ron Luks: "Turner's books lake the

mystery out of complex subjects, making them

understandable to novices and pros alike."

Keyboard Magazine; The Atari ST Book "will

turn you into a power user overnight."

GErne's Atari Roundtables sysop, Darlah Pine:

"Turner's books are invaluable reference

material which will benefit any ST user."

The Atari ST Book begins where your owner's

manual leaves off, and Atari ST Subjects

covers advanced material. Neither book

requires a knowledge of programming. $16.95

each, plus $2.00 shipping each (S2.50 each to

Canada). Check, Money Order, VISA or

MasterCard. Index Lcgalis Publishing Co.,

Inc., Post Office Box 1822-61, Fairfield, IA

52556. Phone:(515)472-2293

Once pc-ditto II is fully config-

ured, click on PCDITTO.PRG. After

the software runs, you're prompted

to place a DOS disk in the drive and

press [Return). Shortly thereafter,

you're looking at the ubiquitous

DOS prompt: A>. From here, pc-

ditto II works pretty much like a PC

clone. There is a place to plug an

8087 math coprocessor into pc-ditto

because you must reformat it under

MS/DOS as a system disk. After you

have performed this step, you can

restore your files and reset drive C

to autoboot under GEM. This is an

unwieldy procedure, especially

since many people have largely

unused partitions that would be

easier to use than C. Fortunately, it

only needs to be done once.

p<-ditto II is relatively easy

to install.

II, and programs that can make use

of this chip will do so. Sixteen-color

EGA mode is supported, as is CGA
and monochrome graphics.

Hard Drives Supported

pc-ditto II can use any hard drive

attached to your ST, though it seems

to have some trouble with Atari

hard drives — at least there's a

lengthy .DOC file on the disk detail-

ing work-arounds for using Atari's

SH204 hard drives. These problems

are not unlike those encountered by

other hardware enhancements,

though I was not able to test

Avante-Garde's recommendations,

having had the good sense to buy a

third-party hard drive.

To use a hard drive, you must

copy a file to your MS/DOS slartup

disk that not only lets you use a

hard drive, but also lets you use

multiple partitions (up to 12) just

like GEM. Note, however, that

multiple physical hard drives cannot

be used — only SCSI 0, LUN is

recognized by pc-ditto II. MS/DOS
can be booted directly from the

hard drive, but, unlike the other PC

emulators that let you assign

partition C to any physical partition,

you can only boot pc-ditto II from

the actual drive C. This means that

you'll need to back up your C drive,

Final Thoughts

Handling the ST's high capacity 3-5-

inch drives is tricky under MS/DOS

5.2 or 33: and the pc-ditto II

manual gives a detailed explanation

of how to set up your system to be

able to use and format these disks.

In fact, the entire manual is ex-

tremely well written and informative

— a far cry from the PC Speed

manual, Avant-Garde's technical

support is good, and Bill Teale's

policy of refunding money to

anyone who's unhappy with the

product is commendable and highly

professional.

A long list of applications that

work with pc-ditto II is included on

a file on the program disk and the

list is impressive. It includes most of

the major packages, TSR (terminate

and stay resident) programs, utilities

and even operating system enhance-

ments like GEM (PC) and Microsoft

Windows. Notably missing are

copy-protected games, but we have

better games on the ST anyway.

pc-ditto II is an excellent PC

emulator. It boasts straightforward

installation, an excellent manual and

support software, and, most impor-

tantly, it works. If you're looking for

a PC emulator but are uncomfort-

able with a soldering iron, look no

further.
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ANTIC SOFTWARE PRESENTS-

START MAGAZINE'S

THE GRAB-BAG
FOR THE ATARI ST

SHOOT THE MOON - A colorful, high-speed shoot-em

up in the arcade tradition. (ST0252) $39.95

LCS WANDERER - Transports you through galactic

space sectors, black holes, and enemy aircraft.

(Stereotek required) (ST023S) $39.95

QUICKTRAN - Your 1200-baud modem can now
transfer files at over 2000 baud at 4000 baud.

(ST0247) $34.95

P.I.E. - Customize your icons -for programmers as wt

as desktop artists, with graphics improvements.

(ST0248) $29.95

G.I.S.T. - A fast, easy sound tool for adding sophisti-

cated sound to your programs. (ST02330) $34.95

ARAM - Power, speed, flexibility, and the best print

spooler makes this the ram disk for you.

(ST0215J $19-95

A-SEKA - Assembler, editor, and monitor/debugger

combo, for programers looking for ultra fast response

time. (ST0216) $19.95

C.O.L.R. OBJECT EDITOR - Create sprites and bit-

mapped game objects using your art or any STpaint
program. (BB9016) $19.95

RED ALERT - Pick your own ground zero with the get

that's the perfect blend of strategy and arcade action.

(BB9015) $15-95

ORDER NO
Phone Orders - Toll free number:

(800) 234-7001
Mail Order
To order by mail, complete order form and return

with payment to:

The Grab Bag
544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107.

BUYONlATRtGULARl

r Choose any 5

for $4?#

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR THE ST GRAB BAG:

(PD9093J SPELL WRITER'S TOOL
(PD9095) TOM HUDSON'S PD3 CTL
(PD9097) SPACE DOCK
(PD9098) TOM HUDSON'S STEELY SNK
(PD9099) STEREO STARS AND SLIDE
(PD9I02) MISFIRE
(PD9094) ARCHIVE COLLECTION
(PD9089) PROFF
(PD9058) ST DOODLE (520 ST)

(PD9109) HOLO CONTEST I

(PD9120) HOLO CONTEST II

(PD9121) HOLO CONTEST III

Antic offers you a FREE Atari solar

calculator with each order. You must act fast,

because supplies are limited!!

Watch this space each month for more selections

from Antics GRAB-BAG

ORDER FORM
1 H1MF

| QUANTITY ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE EA.

1

TOTAL

1 Price and awailBblllly SU b]eoL to change
5"a'°'a ' "' "" 'WmS

^^sTIiM)
1 without notice, as suppliea allow.

1 California residents add E 3H% sales lax

|

J Cf!:c:k rAjriBi- oritar

1 J Master Caid (j,^, &,& N

Sn.pplnoanoha^c^

|

1 UAmEl
E.plraiion Dalr

1

1



GILBERT'S
OR, HOW TO DRIVE YOURSELF

CHALLENGE
CRAZY PLAYING A COMPUTER GAME

BY MICHAEL C. GILBERT

STurgeon General's Warning: playing

Gilbert's Challenge has caused

laboratory subjects to spend countless

hours infront oftheir monitor

attempting to master the intricacies of

this seemingly simple game.

Symptoms include bloodshot eyes,

twitching mouse-button

fingers and mumbling, "fust one more

marble, please. \1C
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AT A GLANCE
Program: Gilbert's Challenge

Type: Game

Requirements: 512K, lowrei

Arcfile: GILBERT.PRG

Files: BALLS2.PI1 PEGBOARD.RSC

BALLS3.PI1 TITLE.PI1

CHALLEHG.PRG

Language Laser C

Gilbert's Challenge is a

variation on old peg

games such as Hi-Q. The

goal is to remove all the

marbles cm a board save

one, scoring extra points if the last

marble is in the center position. The

twist, and challenge, of this variation

is that there are up to five colors of

marbles with rules of precedence as

to their removal.

A play consists of one marble jump-

ing another. In order to jump, you need

two adjacent marbles and an empty

hole on the opposite side of the jump-

ed marble for the jumper to occupy.

What happens when you jump

depends on the colors of the marbles.

The five colors are ranked from

highest (white) to lowest (plum). Not

all colors will be used during a game,

but the colors used will follow the

hierarchy. In order to remove a

marble from the board, it must be a

certain color and it must be jumped

Figure 1:

Gilbert's Chal-
lenge screen
layout. A:

Playing Board,
B: Extra
Marbles, C:

Scoreboard, D:

Timer, E: Lives, F:

Level, G: High
Score, H:
Hierarchy, I:

Reset Button

m*
by a marble of the

same color. In most

cases that color is

the board's lowest-

ranked color. In order

to change a marble's color

to the next lower rank, jump it with a

marble of a color ranked equal to or

lower than that of the jumped

marble.

For example, if a board uses only

the top two colors in the hierarchy—
white (high) and blue (low)— you

must convert a marble to blue before

you can remove it. jump a white

marble with a white or blue marble

to change it to blue. Jump a blue mar-

ble with a white marble to change it

back to white, because white is

higher in the hierarchy. Jump a blue

marble with another blue marble to

remove it from the board.

Getting Started

If you feel you're up to the challenge,

double-click on the archive file

GILBERT.PRG and choose Extract

when the dialog box appears. Select

a destination disk and the files will

be un-ARCed directly onto that disk.

Make sure that BALLS2.PI1,

BALLS3.PH, CHALLENG.PRG.

PEGBOARD.RSC and TITLE.PI1 are in

the same folder. To start the program,

double-click on CHALLENG.PRG.

After a few moments, the title screen

will appear. Left-click when you're >
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f %t*04ifad*f. .. G.I.M.E.
A Revolutionary Terminal Program!

VT52/ANSI Mode
• FULL-FEATURED, CAPTURE TEXT EDITOR

True word wrapping. . . Block Cut, Copy, Paste and Delete
Search and Replace

• POWERFUL 'C-LIKE' SCRIPT LANGUAGE
Auto logon script creator. . .Access to many TOS and
GEM functions

• UNIQUE 255 SUB-DIRECTORY PHONE DIALER
Multiple number dialing

• X, Y, & Z FILE TRANSFER PROTOCOLS

G.I.M.E. Mode
(GRAPHIC INTERFACE MODEM ENVIRONMENT)
• FULL-FEATURED CAPTURE TEXT EDITOR

Bold, Italic, Out-lined & Underlined
• GRAPHIC MESSAGE CREATOR

Boxes, Circles, Arcs, Pollys,

Trace & Large Text . . . Patterns,

Colors & Line Thickness
• GRAPHIC MESSAGE EDITOR

Size, Copy, Move, Delete,

To-Front & To-Back

Terminal or

BBS
$30 each
both $40

MICRO
CREATIONS

4609 Millbrook Way
Bakersfield, Ca. 93313

(805)397-9414

GILBERT'S CHALLENGE

ready to play.

In Gilbert's Challenge, each level

becomes progressively more difficult.

At first only one color is used; higher

levels have more colors and bigger

boards. There are 25 levels with

predesigned boards. After that, the

computer generates random game

boards.

Sound easy so far? Well, just to

make it a challenge, you have a

limited the number of lives, extra

rules and traps in the higher levels,

and a timer.

Refer to Figure 1, the game's

screen layout. Let's discuss each

element separately.

Playing Board

Anv marble can be moved on the

playing board provided there is a

neighboring marble to jump over and

a free hole to jump into. Left-click on

a marble to select it; the marble will

turn yellow. Move the mouse cursor

over a legal free hole (you don't

need to use any mouse buttons) and

the marble will automatically jump

into the free hole.

To unselect a marble, press

[Spacebar]. Press [Undo] or click on

Undo under the Options menu to

take back the last move made.

Extra Marbles

You often need extra marbles to

complete a board. At any time during

play, you can use an extra marble, if

available, by left-clicking on it, then

placing it into an empty hole on the

playing board.

The first four extra marbles don't

cost you any points. You can see how
many points each additional marble

costs by clicking on the scoreboard

with the left mouse button. If the

marbles cost more than your score

they won't be available to you.

Scoreboard

Each marble removed from the

playing board scores points, accord-

ing to its color.

White 5 points

Blue 10 points

Red 15 points

Brown 20 points

Plum 25 points

Additional points are awarded for the

following:

Each second remaining when

done 3 points

Each unused extra marble

50 points

Last marble occupying the

center hole 100 points

Timer

Each game is timed. When there are

10 seconds left, a beep sounds each

second in warning.
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In some configurations, the blitter

chip will speed up the timer. If you

have a blitter chip, double-check the

timer and turn off the blitter chip if

you need to.

Lives

You start each level with three lives.

If you don't complete a board within

the allotted time, you lose one life. If

you restart a board, you also lose a

life. The game ends when you've

used up your three lives.

Level

Gilbert's Challenge comes with 25

levels of prefabricated game boards.

The higher the level, the more

difficult the board.

High Score

The high score is the most number of

points you earned during the current

play session.

Hierarchy

The hierarchy gives the order of

precedence for a game. Jumping a

marble changes its color one step up

or down the hierarchy, depending on

the color of the jumper.

Reset Button

Click on RESET if you want to restart

that level's board without waiting for

time to run out. Since it costs one life,

it is disabled if only one life remains.

Game Menu

To play Gilbert's Challenge, select

one of the four play modes under the

Game menu, or click on New Game
under the Options menu to begin a

game using the current mode.

The four play modes are:

Practice: Select any of the 25

prefabricated boards or choose level

99 to practice on a random board in

the Advance mode.

Beginner: Play the prefabricated

boards starting at level 1.

Advance: Play increasingly difficult

random boards as you reach higher

levels.

Tournament: Replay an Advance-

mode sequence. Since the same

boards are repeated, use this mode

to play against another person.

More Challenges

As you progress in the game, you'll

encounter new tricks to further

challenge your skill.

Low Lives: In some cases the lowest

color of the board's hierarchy is not

the same as the color a marble must

be in order to be removed. In this

case, the color of the marble will

"loop around" when jumped. For

example, a plum marble will become

white.

All: Sometimes the word ALL is

The REALM Proudly Presents

:ase S>
For the Atari Lyn;

Softcase System

Lynx Cast &.

Shoulder Strap

Holds 1 Lynx, Card

Wallet and Comlynx

Cable LCS 1 $18.95

Accessory Case

Holds several Card Wallets, one AcAdaptot
mini headphones, Comlynx cables and

whatever else you can fit! ACS 1 $18.95

Entire System (Ail 3 Pieces) SLS $39.95

All System pieces m;ide from ( lilac k Only; Curdum, fiuni insert and soft interior.

.Send Check or Money Order to REALM, 10504 C Casum Rd., Louisville KY
40299. Kentucky residents add 5% sales tax. Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for

delivery. All products are Guaranteed for 90 Days. Fur further information call

us at (502) 267-7024 (information Only Please). Genie users contact: REALM.
Atari. Lynx and (here rcjp'.v'ivc '.o^u> ait Irsiicmjiks of ATARI Corporation.

$299
Suggested Lis

Which would you
rather drive?

For ATARI 520ST, 1040ST, MEGA and STACY

KScMrayattr' SSuaKSS asVhafd'dVi

See your Atari dealer today.
No local dealer? Contact...
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GILBERT'S CHALLENGE

Gilbert's Challenge is a variation on old peg games such as Hi-Q.

displayed when a board Is being set

up. This is a warning that all the mar-

bles on that board must be the same

color as the lowest marble in the

hierarchy before any can be re-

moved. A red dot on the right side of

the hierarchy indicates an ALL mode.

Arrows: In the higher levels arrows

appear on the board. The hole

covered by an arrow will be revealed

when the hole to which it points is

occupied by a marble. If the marble

moves, the hole will be covered once

again by an arrow. A black arrow

indicates an empty hole; a red arrow

means that a marble is hidden behind

the arrow. You cannot move a mar-

ble onto a hole covered by an arrow.

Study the arrows and plan your

strategy during setup. The board will

free2e when the arrows are in place;

left-click to continue setup.

An impossible play may result from

the positioning of multiple arrows.

To escape this situation, move the

mouse pointer to the marble in the

trouble spot. Hold down [Control]

while left-clicking on the marble and

it will be removed from the board.

This will cost you some points.

Flasher: If a marble flashes a short

time after being changed to a

different color, it must be jumped

very soon or it will change back to its

original color.

The Editor

You can create your own game

boards using the editor. You must be

in Practice mode, playing a game.

The editor will not work if the "Game

Over" message is displayed. Click on

Edit under the Options menu. All five

marbles in the hierarchy will be

displayed; a blue dot appears at the

left of the marble lowest in the

board's hierarchy.

To create or modify the board, add

or remove marbles. To add a marble,

left-click on the desired color in the

hierarchy; this marble will turn

yellow. Move the mouse to an empty

hole and left-click again. A marble

fills the hole.

To remove a marble, position the

mouse pointer over the unwanted mar-

ble and simultaneously hold down

the left mouse button and [Control],

Modify the time by mouse-clicking

in the time box; left increases time

and right decreases it.

Modify the board's lowest hierarchy

level by placing the mouse pointer

over the desired marble in the hierar-

chy and simultaneously pressing the

left mouse button and [Control],

File Menu

Load Board and Save Board: These

options are only available in Practice

mode. They load or save a particular

gameboard on disk.

Load SEQ and Save SEQ: These op-

tions load or save an entire sequence

of boards played in the Advance and

Tournament modes. You can replay

the exact boards over again.

Load Game and Save Game: These

options are the same as Load SEQ and

Save SEQ except that your score, high

score and all other features are includ-

ed. These options let you stop at any

point and resume at a later time.

Michael C Gilbert is a profes-

sionalprogrammer whose
sideline is game software. He
wrote Cinko (September 1989

START) and Mountain Solitaire

(March 1990 START).

ST/ime $59.95 Z-RAM/2.5 MEG
Ultra low-profile solderless

520ST/520STfm 2.5 Meg
memory upgrade. Fits under
all RF-Shields, including the

older 520ST's with external

disk-drives. Plug & Play!

Comes with 1yr, warranty,
detailed manual, Ramdisk
software and diagnostics on

disk. $129.95 w/o RAM
$299.95 with RAM

Lithium 10year battery

backed-up clock and
calendar module that

fits in all the STs.
Install it under one
TOS ROM chip and all

your tiles will be date
and time stamped
correctly. Comes witf

digital corner clock

display. Frees up youi

cartridge port. Stop
wasting time setting

time! 3yr. warranty.

ST MEMORY UPGRADES

Z-RAM/Meqa2-to-4
Solderless Mega2 RAM upgrade
to 4 Meg. Plugs into the back of the

Mega2 and will not interfere with

internal hard-drives. The easiest
way to upgrade your Mega2 with-

out soldering! Comes with complete
instructions and diagnostics.

$149.95 without RAM
$319.95 with RAM chips

Z-RAM 3-D4MEG
520STfm/1040 2.5 to 4 Megabyte
Solderless Memory Upgrade Kit

Innovative 3-D double-decker
boards fit into the video-shifter

metal box of the ST. Memory
diagnostics and RAMdisk soft-

ware included. 1 yr. warranty
and 30-day money-back
guarantee. Super reliable data
and ground connections make
this the upgrade board for your

ST 0K(no chips) $149.95
2.5Meg $319.95
4Meg $549.95

ZUBAIR INTERFACES,INC
5243-B Paramount Blvd.
Lakewood, CA 90712
Tel:(213) 408-6715
FAX:{21 3) 408-6748
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VIDEOTEXT
A C.G. for Your ST

REVIEWED BY ANDREW REESE
START CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

AT A GLANCE
Product: Videotex)

Type: Character generator for video

titling

Company: Water Fountain Software

13 E. 17th St., 3rd Floor

New York, NY 10003

(212) 929-6204

Requirements: 1MB, medium or low re?

Price: SI 25.00

Summary: Best titler for (tie ST despite key

limitations.

What is a C.G., you

ask? Well, C.G.

stands for character

generator— that's

the computer-based

device that puts all of the titles and

credits on your television screen.

Every TV station and production

house has a character generator. It's a

vital part of television today.

If you use your ST for graphics

that you pipe out to videotape,

chances are that you have wished for

an easy way to add titles and credits

to your productions. Now, Water

Fountain Software has released

Videotext, a character generator

program for your ST or Mega that

makes adding titles and credits

(almost) painless.

Videotext runs in medium and low

resolutions on color systems and lets

you change palettes almost when-

ever you want, so the ST's color

limitations aren't quite as much of a

problem as you might think. It was

written in GFA BASIC, a remarkable

achievement, both for the program-

mer and the language itself. Video-

text uses GDOS fonts and you can

load up to nine at one time. You can

import up to 200 screens in DEGAS
uncompressed format CPU or .PI2,

depending on the resolution).

Videotext is quite tolerant of desk

accessories and terminate-and-stay-

resident utilities, and makes good

use of Codehead Software's G+Plus.

Paging Through Video

Videotex! is quite a sophisticated

program with nine text display

methods and 14 wipes built in. This

definitely isn't a program that you're

going to master in one quick session.

It takes a few hours of work until you

understand how to control all the

effects available to make the program

do what you want.

Videotext uses Che concept of a

"video page" throughout. A video

page is simply a group of related text

lines using the same palette and back-

ground. But a video page is not neces-

sarily limited to the number of lines

that you can fit on a single screen.

For example, you could add up to

200 lines of credits on a single video

page and then scroll them up the

screen at the end of your production.

Then after the last credit scrolls by,

you could wipe to a second video

page of a DEGAS logo image and use

it as a background for your copyright

notice. Videotext is that versatile.

Each video page can have its own
palette and you can customize each

palette or "borrow" one from a saved

DEGAS file. This can be helpful, since

when you wipe a new screen over an

old, whether it's a text screen created

in Videotext or a DEGAS image from

disk, the program first switches the

palette to that of the incoming image

and then wipes the image in. If you

aren't careful in managing your

palettes, you can get some jarring

and unwanted effects. Videotext

even has color cycling capability, but

it cycles the entire screen through the

entire palette. If you use it, be sure to

define the palette carefully to cycle

through only a few colors; it's a mess

otherwise.
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Chicagoland's

Largest Atari

ST Dealer!
Biggest Software

Selection, Including
Import Titles &

Magazines

Computers
Software
Service

JfvATARr

PortfoliO
& All Accessories

[ Software Plus
Wheeling (708) 520-1717.

Hanover Park (708) 837-6900
Chicago (312) 338-6100

V1DE0TEXT

There is a basic text editor in

Videotex! in which you can enter

your text lines directly. Or you can

load ASCII text created in any word

processor with an ASCII option. You

do have to be careful with your line

lengths, however, as Videotext lets

you choose any available font size

for any line, even if that means that

some of the text will be off screen to

the right.

It's Not Easy, But ...

To create a video sequence with

Videotext you must plan carefully.

Make sure you know what you want

to show, how and in what order.

First, enter your text and define the

display for each page and line. If

you're going to import any pictures,

choose them and define how they're

going to be used, as slides between

text pages or as backgrounds for text-

Then define the transitions to and

from each image. When you've got

all this done, save your file. Now
choose SET-UP and see what you've

produced. Then, unless you're

awfully good or lucky, you'll have to

go back and debug your presentation

or just refine it and try again. If you

change anything or delete a line,

make sure that everything relating to

that video page is internally consis-

tent. It's definitely not fall-down easy,

but if you're striving for professional

results, you'll want and need to take

the time and trouble to get it right.

Videotext does have its own built-

in debugger that checks for internal

presentation consistency. I found the

messages confusing at first, but once

I'd spent enough time with the

program to learn its language, they

were much clearer (and I was able to

avoid most of them anyway). Hint:

Don't get carried away with the

endless variety of display methods

and styles. Like desktop publishing,

just because you can put ten different

CBSII
BAR CODE PLUS!

'INVENTORY CONTROL
at CASH REGISTER PRICES!"

CRIC1T is an integrated Cash Register &
Control package. For the price of a cash register,

own the complete Bar Code Ready CRrCIT BAR
PLUS! System!

* Complete cash register functions

* Flexible inventory control for 65,500 products
* Daily, period and yearly reporting

* Price/product labels with optional bar code
* Reads bar code directly from packaging
* Coupon issue and redemption(fixed or % of sale)

* Customized receipts, inventory and reporting

* Purchase orders with auto-re-order calculation

* Commission calculation for 15 sales clerks

* Mailing lists in list and label formats
* Lay-aways, auto-discounts, stock searches
* Categories, departments, non-stock items

* Between-store reporting via modem
* User-friendly error correction and training manual
* Second register networked via midi

Inventory

..'GDEflCK tCC t.EC tfitHI H/C «SS CHESUE IfliM

NEW TERMINAL 2 SOFTWARE
Terminal 2 software allows you to tie a second ST/MEGA to your master

BAR CODE + PLUS! system by simply connecting a MIDI cable. This

second register allow, salts types of transactions to take place while sales,

adding stock, editing, reporting, etc. is taking place on the master system. Up
to 6 registers can be connected using the LANTECH 10 MEGABIT LAN.

Bar Code + Plus! $249 U.S.

Terminal 2 $249 U.S.

Demo Disk $7 U.S.

Bar Code Reader $399 U.S.

Cash Drawer $345 US
Lantech Cart. 179 U.S..

Dealer, Distributor &. User Inquiries Welcome

* Stockholm • 8-320500

'021643

Mce & Software
103 Queen Street S.

Kitchener, Ontario

Canada N2G 1W1

(519) 744-7380
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[here's just nothing else on the ST that even

comes close for titling.

styles on a page doesn't mean that

you should. Stick with a simple,

consistent style that will let the

viewer take in the information

without spending his or her time

marveling at the effect and missing

what you said! Watch how credits

and titles are done on TV, especially

during the news; it's a great source of

ideas and styles.

Flows in the Ointment

There are some troubling aspects to

Videotext. It crashed on me several

times in ways that I was not able to

repeat. Once, I lost the use of my
mouse buttons; another time, the

screen just went blank and would

not reappear. The program was

obviously written in medium resolu-

tion and then adapted to low resolu-

tion— the menus at the right side of

the low-rez screen wrap around onto

the left edge of the screen. Some

dialog boxes in low-rez are partially

off the screen. They're still useable,

but it shows that the program was

not quite polished enough before

release.

There's a mysterious entry on the

Text Look menu that's grayed out,

never active and nowhere referred to

in the manual: Anti-alias. Perhaps it's

a feature that will be implemented in

the next version of Videotext,

There's also a lack of consistency

in the use of keys and mouse buttons

in Videotext. Sometimes you back

out of a function by right-clicking,

other times by pressing any key on

the keyboard. And there's even a call

for double-right-clicking, the first I've

seen in any ST program!

When you save a presentation to

disk that uses imported screens,

Videotext saves the path for each

screen as a part of the file. If you

want to create your presentation on

one machine and then play it back

on another, you'll have to make sure

that the paths are consistent or reset

each one. If Water Fountain could

have devised an automatic Find

function as used in Universal Item

Selector II, it would have made life

much easier.

The manual covers the program

reasonably well, complete with three

tutorials which help quite a bit in

understanding the interrelationships

in the program. The manual is a lot

like the program; in fact, it just needs

polishing.

is that it can't call animations created

by Cyber Paint or any of the GFA
animation programs; it would be

natural to use Videotext to create a

complete presentation with titling,

animation and still images. Given the

memory demands, however, this

may not be possible except in a

program tailored for Mega 4 users.

Still, it would be nice ...

The Bottom Line

Despite these flaws, would I stil]

recommend Videotext to serious ST

graphics users? Yes. Even though you

can do titling with Cyber Paint or

even CAD-3D 2.0 and Cyber Control,

there's just nothing else on the ST

that even comes close to this pro-

gram for titling.

Videotext is full of nice features,

like automatically starting on a black

screen so that you can set up your

video equipment and start your

A screen
composed in

Videotext.

Of course, there are inherent

limitations to using the ST for titling.

Because the ST (and the STE) don't

have overscan, anything scrolled up

from the bottom of the screen or

crawled in from the right side start at

the screen border, which is not the

edge of the visible area of the

monitor. It's a problem that should

have been addressed by Atari long

ago and certainly by now in the STE.

One substantial lack in Videotext

recorder. It's designed to work with

the JRI Genlock and should produce

some rather professional images with

it. Unfortunately, I was not able to

test this combination.

If your dealer has a copy of

Videotext, take a look at it before

you buy, just to make sure that it's

what you want. If there's no dealer

nearby or if he doesn't stock Video-

text, it's still well worth a "blind"

purchase by mail.
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COMPLETEYOUR
START LIBRARY

Get Yrnr Back Issues Now
You'll want to have every issue handy for quick reference. The START library.,

it's there when you need it!

WINTER 86
Features: Jack Tramiel Interview, Buyer's Guide.

On Disk: Noise Doodling; Address Book; Auio
Dialer; Label Printer;St; Writer Secrets.

Reviewed: Mark Williams C. ; Menu*.

SUMMER 87
On Disk: The aSTronomer; Text Compression
and Huffman Coding with Personal Pascal:

Flicker Animation Program; MIDISAVE.
Reviewed: Word Writer ST; Data Manager ST;

Swiftcak ST; Five BASICs compared

SPECIAL ISSUE #2
Features: Drawing and Painting Programs
Overview Desktop Video; How to Set Up Your
own MIDI Studio; Rock' n' Roll with Atari,

Shopping List of Music Hardware.
On Disk: The Cartoonist; MIDI View; Ear Trainer.

Reviewed: Synth-Droid; Xsyn Patch Editors;

Music Studio and Music Construction Set.

WINTER 87
Features: The Atari Mega 4; Zoomracks;

The ST in Hollywood; How Not to Shop

at a Computer Store.

On Disk: STAKTKey; ST Writer Meets

the Mouse.

Reviewed: Macintosh and PC Emulators;

Dac-Easy and STAccounts; 1st Word Plus;

Superbase Personal.

SPECIAL ISSUE #2
Features: Drawing and Painting Programs

Overview; Desktop Video; How to Set Up
Your own MIDI Studio; Rock'n'Roll with

Atari; Shopping List of Music Hardware.

On Disk: The Cartoonist; MIDI View;

Ear Trainer.

Reviewed: Synth-Droid and Xsyn Patch Editors;

Music Studio and Music Construction Set.

SPRING 88
Features: Earthquake; Upgrading Your ST;

Dave Mason Interview,

Or; Disk: Home Budguuiu;; Exploring Prolog;

1987 Tax Template; Battle for the Throne.

Reviewed: Personal Finance Programs;

Desk Accessories Compared.

SPECIAL ISSUE #3
Features: The ABCs of Desktop Publishing;

The ST in Business; Business Graphics;

Database Overview.

On Disk: CardSTack Database; START
Selector; Play the Market.

Reviewed: WordPerfect; F-15 Strike Eagle.

SUMMER 88
Features: Three Years with the ST;

Mick Fleetwood Interview.

On Disk: Planning 'Ihivclcr; Writing Your Own
Help Files; Fractal Landscape Generator;

Klondike Solitaire.

Reviewed: Microsoft Write.

SPECIAL ISSUE #4
Features: Games & Entertainment

On Disk: Naval Battle; World Discovery;

Guitar Simulator; Byte Mechanic; RcSTART

Reviewed: Dungeon Master; Chessbase; Four

SonicFlight Patch Editors; Quantum Paint 1.2.

FOR ORDERS ONLY CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-234-7001 7am-5pm PST

MasterCard &Visa Only

Or send your check to: START BACK ISSUES, 544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107; California residents add 6Vi% sales tax.



JANUARY 89
Features: Editor's Choice.

On Disk: GFA BASIC 2.0; Spanish Mastery,

STARTKcy Revisited; Slither,

Reviewed: GFA BASIC 3.0; Creator and Notator.

FEBRUARY 89
Features: Thanks for all the Fish; ST: 1999.

On Disk: Dah-Dilter; Moon Calendar; Kamika/e.e

Chess, Killer Chess; VCR Organizer.

Reviewed: Atari's Planetarium; Robtek's Skyplot;

Mirage Sample Editor's.

MARCH 89
/Vm I lire's; Throe Artists l-VIio Use the ST; Software

Rental.

On Disk: Scurat Draw and Paint Program;

Assembled Saucers; ST Coloring Book,

Reviewed: Graphics and Animation Programs
Compared; Digram's Big Band, Overview of Six

CAD Programs,

APRIL 89
Features: Jimmy Hotz's MIDI Magic; Dr. T
Inteview; The New TOS ROM Error Codes,

On Disk: ST Writer Elite 3.0; Poker Solitaire; RAM
Baby.

Reviewed: Utilities; R/C Aerochopper; MIDI

MAY 89
Features: CompuServe's Sports Forum; Atari

Goes to College.

On Disk: Space Wars 2400; GFA Object; 1988 Tax
Template; SIFT (START'S Instant File Translator

Reviewed: Buyer's Guide to Telecommunications

Programs; Calamus,

JUNE 89
Features: Do Anything Business Computer;
Arcade Addiction.

On Dish GFA Vector, Match Quiz St; Screen-

writing with WordPerfect; ST Pinochle; Exploring

Spreadsheets; Traveling Mattes.

Reviewed: Juggler II; Switch /feck; Revolver;

Graphics Tool from Migraph; MIDI Drummer.

JULY 89
Features: MIDI in the Future T ense; Making
MIDI Affordable

On Disk: Babel; GFA Object; The ST Theremin;

START Arcade
Reviewed: Sound Digitizers; EZ-Score Plus;

Pagestream; Turbo ST1 .4; Hi Soft BASIC and Hi

Soft LiASIC Professional.

AUGUST 89
Features: Secrets of a Good User Interface; TooJs

of the Trade

On Disk: POGO; File Search; Splines on Splines;

Stumbling Blocks

Reviewed: Ultrascript; DevpacST; dBMAN V;

After-Market Floppy Disk Drives; MIDI Magic

SEPTEMBER 89
Features: Sam Tramiel Interview, Computer Game
Violence

On Disk: Avecta I: Ebora; The Seven Skulls;

Newspeed; Slither Screen Editor; Cinko
Reviewed: Eight Games; Fleet Street Publisher 3.0;

STAC, STOS and TaleSpin; NewScore

OCTOBER 89
Features: STACY and Portfolio Preview

On Disk: CAD-3D-to-DynaCADD Converter;

Schedule Maker; ST Softguide; WordPerfect

Macros; Boingo

Reviewed: DynaCADD 1.56; Hotwire, NeoDesk 2.0

and VDOS ProQueuc; Entry-Level Sequencers;

Computer Guide to the Solar System

NOVEMBER 89
Features: The Transputer Connection; Atari and
Perihelion; Donny Osmond Interview; The
START Disk's New Look
On Disk: RezRender; JULIA; Final Approach
Controller
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SUPER CONDUCTOR
Turn Your ST Into A Professional

MIDI Studio

PROGRAM BY PHILIP MACKENZIE AND JEFFREY SORENSON
MANUAL CONDENSED BY DAVE GREGG

AT A GLANCE
Program: Super Conductor

Type: 16-track MIDI sequencer

Requirement*. 51 2K, high or medium iez, any

peripheral (synthesizer, drum

machine, etc.) that accepts MIDI

data

Arcfik CONDUCT.PRG

Files: BALLOONS.MUS STINGO.MUS

FUSHDAN.MUS SUPER.PRG

MISTY.MUS SUPER.RSC

M0RK.MUS THUNDER MUS

PRESSURE.MUS

Through a special arrangement w
MichTron, and in honor ofour annual

music/MIDI issue, we'repleased to

offeryou afabulous disk bonus, Super

Conductor. This GEM-based, 16-track

MIDI sequencer has all thefeatures of

professional studio equipment costing

thousands ofdollars.

The
following documentation

is condensed from the

original Super Conductor

manual and assumes a

working knowledge of MIDI

equipment and principles. For more

information on MIDI, see Tom Jeffries'

article The his, Outs and Thrus ofMIDI

elsewhere in this issue. Also, check the

end of this article for a special offer

from MichTron.

Getting Started

First make sure that your MIDI

peripherals— synthesizer, drum

machine, etc.— are properly attached

to your ST. From your START disk

backup, double-click on the archive

File CONDUCT.PRG and choose

Extract when the dialog box appears.

Select a destination disk and the files

will un-ARC directly onto that disk.

Make sure that the files SUPER.PRG

and SUPER.RSC are in the same

directory.

Double-click on SUPER.PRG to run

Super Conductor. The program will

begin with the Main Menu (Figure I).

Fl through F10 correspond to the

ST's function keys. To select any of

the individual song buffers, press the

corresponding function key, or click

on the desired song. Super Conductor

can store 10 songs simultaneously in

memory with each maintaining its

own separate tempo, notes, control-

lers, etc.

The main menu display determines

what the Play Entire Set mode will

play. When you use this command, all

of the songs that have a check next to

them play in sequence. Click where

the checks appear to alternately

enable and disable them. The word to

the right of the song name determines

what will happen between songs.

Click here to change its status to one

of three values: No Delay to change

tempo and proceed to the next song;

Pause to change tempo and delay a

few seconds before beginning the

next song; and Keypress to wait for

any key (other than the spacebar)

before proceeding.

Super Conductor has two screens:

the Main Menu and the Song Edit

Menu (Figure 2).
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THE MAIN MENU

File

The Load Set and Save Set commands

let you load 10 songs and save them

as a group. A set does not contain the

10 songs, it simply lists the songs.

Load Set: Loads a list of filenames

then automatically loads each individ-

ual song.

Save Set: Does not save individual

files, only saves the file names

associated with the songs currently in

memory. Save each set with the

extender .SET.

Quit: Returns you to the Desktop.

MIDI

The MIDI commands can be accessed

in both the Main Menu and the Song

Edit Menu. The explanations below

are for both menus. The commands

focus on special codes that are often

sent to instruments connected through

the MIDI port.

Timer Sync: Used by many drum

machines to synchronize rhythm pat-

terns to the speed of the music. It will

transmit continuously when check-

marked to let slower instruments

synchronize. Tempo changes cause

the frequency of the Timer Sync to

change immediately. This option is on

as a default; instruments that do not

use this code will ignore it.

Active Sensing,- Used by many

keyboards to determine whether or

not MIDI cables are still attached. If a

cable should fall out during a perform-

ance, notes can be stuck in the "on"

position. With Active Sensing, the

keyboard can tell that the cable has

been removed and that it should turn

off all notes. The Active Sensing code

is sent only in the absence of other

MIDI signals to verify connections.

Song Position: Involves a number of

different MIDI codes. Whenever a

song plays from the beginning, a start

code is sent to all the MIDI devices.

Upon termination of the song, a stop

code is sent. If a song starts from a

beat other than the first, a song

position code is sent, followed by a

continue. If you own a rhythm device

that does not accept the Song Position

code, you can start songs only from

the beginning.

Song Number: When active, sends a

song number code to the various

MIDI devices whenever you select a

different song in the Song Edit Mode.

Because you can store 10 different

songs, the song number sent will

equal 1 through 10. This code will also

be sent during the Play Set mode in

between songs.

Manual Notes Off: For keyboards

that will not receive an all-notes-off

command, this option sends a manual

note-off command of every key

individually.

All Notes Off: Sends an all-notes-off

command to each of the 16 MIDI ports

and also disables the internal sound

generators in the ST. Some keyboards

do not recognize this command.

Release Pedal: Sends code to release

the sustain pedal to all

channels.

Send System Reset:

Sends the system reset

code to all attached MIDI

devices. It also checks each device to

determine that this code is supported.

Send Tune Request: Sends the tune

request code to attached MIDI devices.

It also checks each device to determine

whether or not this code is supported.

Mode

Echo Back: Sends all data received by

the MIDI In port back out the MIDI

Out port unmodified.

Play Entire Set: Plays the songs in

memory. Which songs play is deter-

mined by the display of the Main

Menu. It also lets you incorporate

tempo changes within a song using

the No Delay method to proceed from

one song buffer to the next.

System Exclusive: Loads and saves

synthesizer data that is transmitted

through the system exclusive codes.

Figure I: The
Main Menu

screen.

Fli Undefined No Del

F2iUndefined Ho Del

F3 : Undefined No Del

F4i Undefined No Del

FSi Undefined No Del

F6:Undefined No Del

F7:Undefined No Del

F3:Ifndefined No Del

F9: Undefined No Oel

lBiUndefined No Del

Figure 2: The
Song Edit screen.

Desk Fil MIDI Song Block Edit

*1 Song 1: Undefined

Track Channel
1 OH

2 ON
J ON

4 OH

5 ON
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7 OH

8 ON
9 OH

ID OH

11 ON
12 OH
13 ON

14 ON
15 DN

16 ON

renoo: 128
Hcnory Freo

File;

1

I
I

5

38

1*1 1*1

UB"
1
Record

1
Plau 1 Slzino 1 Load Save

1
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SUPER CONDUCTOR

THE SONG EDIT MENU

File

Load Song: Reads a Super Conductor

.MUS file into the current song buffer.

Save Song: Saves a song file using the

current filename. It also automatically

saves songs with the extender .MUS.

Save Song As: Lets you specify a

filename before you save it.

Delete File: Deletes other files to

make room for a save.

Main Screen: Returns you to the

Main Menu screen.

MIDI

See under "THE MAIN MENU/'

Change Name: The song name is

displayed at the top of the screen next

to Song 1 where the 1 corresponds to

the number of the buffer currently

displayed. This field does not affect

the song in any way, it simply reminds

you where each song is stored. To

change the name from its default

value of "undefined," click here and

type in the new name.

Change Tempo: Lets you change the

rate at which the song plays and

records. When you choose this item, a

slider box will appear where you can

change the tempo value. Super

Conductor supports tempos of 40 to

213 beats per minute.

Metronome: Displayed during

recording. When a check appears

beside it, and the internal sound

channel 13 is not in use, an audible

click will sound every quarter note.

Time Signature: Determines the

number of beats per bar. The default

value is four.

Clear Song; Empties the song buffer

and frees up memory.

Play Song: Plays a song from the

beginning or from any beat measured

from the beginning.

Block

Record Block: Displays a dialog box

that requests a name for the block, the

beat in the song to begin playing from

and the number of beats to record.

Block names are arbitrary and are

intended to keep track of what music

is stored where. Space pemiitting,

they're printed in the Song Buffer

display. Start At also applies to the

Play Song command. Start at a

position other than the first beat to

cause Super Conductor to begin in the

middle of a song. Length lets you set

the number of beats to be recorded.

Click on OK to begin the recording

session.

List Blocks: Produces an alphabetical

EXCITE

YOUR
COMPUTER

Rent it some
software

WEDGWOOD RENTAL
5316 Woodway Drive

Fori Worth, Texas 76133 ^

FREE DISK!
That's right! With your paid trial

subscription to START

6 issues for only $39.95

or 12 issues for $69.95

Well send you this month's disk

absolutely FREE!

(a $12.95 value)

Call 1-800-234-7001
for your

Free Disk today!

Tell our advertisers you saw it in START!

ON DISK THIS MONTH
MIDI Master Drummer

AlterTune

SuperConductor

Gilbert's Challenge
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listing of all the names of blocks that

have been created so far. Up to 255

different blocks may be stored in each

buffer.

Delete Block: Removes blocks from

memory.

CopyBlock: Lets you make duplicate

copies of block data. To make a copy,

specify both the source and the desti-

nation name and a copy wili automati-

cally appear with the new name.

Mix Blocks: Combines the informa-

tion of two different blocks. For

example, you can record notes in one

block and place them in a track on

channel 1. Use Record Block to create

a new block that contains just pitch

bend, which may then be placed on

another track also set to channel 1

.

When both sets of data are satisfac-

tory, you can mix the pitch-bend data

into the block that contains the notes.

Append Blocks: Copies the informa-

tion of one block onto the end of

another block.

Split Blocks: Takes all of the informa-

tion up to the click before the speci-

fied "split point" and keeps it in the

original block. All data after that point

is placed into a new block.

Edit

Quantize Block: "Centers" notes with

respect to the time frame you select. It

lets notes play back exactly on the

proper counts in case you record

them slightly off beat. This is espe-

cially useful to give more punch to a

bass or rhythm part.

Transpose Block: Raises or lowers

the values of all the note-on and note-

off commands in a block. You can

specify the amount of shift as any

number of half steps. Notes that

exceed the highest or lowest values

allowed will cycle around.

Filter Block: Selectively removes

specified types of data from a block

then leaves all other data unchanged.

Specify the block name and click on

the data types you wish to filter out of

the block.

Edit Block: Lets you see and change

each and every note and controller

change in a block.

SUPER CONDUCTOR MANUALS
AVAILABLE FROM MICHTRON

Super Conductor has more features than can be

tovered in a three-page article. For a more in-depth

look at the program's many capabilities, you can

purchase the 60-page Super Conductor manual

directly from MichTron. To order, send a check or

money order for $5 plus S2 shipping and handling

Super Conductor Manual

MichTron

328S LaPeer Road W.

Auburn Hills, Ml 48057

Quantities are limited.

MEMO$GRA
nES

FOR ATARI ST & MEGA II

4 MEG 2.5 MEG 2 MEG 1 MEG

MEGA II 270.00 * * *

1040 ST 480.00 270.00 * *

520 ST 1 " 4SO.oo 270.oo * 95.00

520 st 480.oo * 270.oo 95.oo

Prices include RAM chips, installation, 6 month warranty! 24 lirs

turn around tor mail orders, or 'while you wait' for carry in.

Don't take chances with sokterless RAM upgrades. We use soldering
on all connections of our upgrades to insure long lasting quality oT
contacts.

Boost productivity and

i 'i'jt" r [i !'i i
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' in feVrV. v- -i-i '",
m

"-'Z'-' -I;..-, 'l',n.<- ^il'
processing power

of your ST with

*
I

fc (TIIVIPI 1TROT Turbo 16 Accelerator..... 299.95

|
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INDUSTRIES JSSSiiR*
I I with internal real time

, m „ Clock/Calendar. 59.95
35-28 33rd STREET
A CTDD I A \rv 1 1 1fi£

ûr n,*iAin,um storage
Ad / UKIA, IS Y UlUd capacity and flexibility

(800) 477-2131 £££££"""'
(718) 392-5852 Sided Drive upgradc.....ilS.OO

FAX: (718) 392-4136

A HARD DRIVE IS

A TERRIBLE THING
TO WASTE.

For only $9.95, you can spend an hour
downloading onto your hard disk from a

library of over 10,145 programs.
Additional downloads are as little as $4.80
per hour. There are no surcharges for high

speed access, no premiums for using Tymnet
or Telenet, and no mandatory monthly
minimums.

For more information, with your
computer and modem dial 1-800-365-4636.

Press Return twice. At Username: type
JOINDELPHI and at Password: type
START.

DELPHI
Populating Hard Drives Since 1982

80O-544-1005 • 617-49 1-3393
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OF BUCCANEERS
AND BARROOMS

In which Wasser waltzes with warships
and Plotkin paddles pucks

PIRATES!

REVIEWED BYSCOTT WASSER

AT A GLANCE
Game: Pirates!

Company: MicroPros

1 80 Lakefronl Dr.

Hunt Valley, MD 21030

[301)771-1151

Requirements: S12K, color monitor

Price: S44.95

Summary: A game that's as intriguing and

exciting as the period in history

it portrays.

ST owners can now get a taste of 17th

century buccaneer life, thanks to

MicroProse Software's "Pirates!" An

award-winning program on other

computer platforms, the ST version of

Pirates! is as special as the swashbuck-

ling era it recreates.

The Main Thing

What makes Pirates! so special is its

design. It deftly blends the best

elements of role-playing, arcade

action, strategy and simulations into an

engrossing adventure.

The adventure revolves around you

as a buccaneer of English, Dutch,

French or Spanish nationality. In addi-

tion to nationality, yon select the histor-

ical time period during which your

adventure will take place and pick one

of five special skills to help you suc-

ceed. Your adventure can be played at

one of four different skill levels.

The instruction manual included

with the game is absolutely wonderful.

It provides easy-to-follow detailed

instructions on all of the game's aspects,

as well as interesting historical narratives

and "The Memoirs of Capt'n Sydney."

Trading Over The Sea

During the course of playing Pirates!,

you'll have to trade with merchants,

negotiate with politicians and scoun-

drels, sail and navigate the Caribbean,

search for buried treasure, plunder

towns and fight battles using cannons,

swords and muskets. Each of these

elements is represented in a different

way in Pirates! Unfortunately, it's

impossible to describe them all in

detail in a review of this length, but

here's a brief synopsis of what hap-

pens on screen:

When you go into a town, trade

with a merchant or visit a politician,

the screen shows a portrait of the

person with whom you're dealing.

Some of the characters are slightly

animated (they may wink or smile)

and you converse with them via dialog

boxes. While sailing and exploring the

Caribbean, you view your ship from

overhead and use an on-screen cursor

to guide it. The perspective is similar

when engaging another ship in battle

or attacking a land-based fortress.

You can board another ship or

storm a fort by maneuvering your craft

next to the target. The screen changes

at that point to show you and an

adversary engaged in a sword fight.

Your actions are controlled by mouse

and your fate tied to that of your men.

Their spirit and numbers and your skill

determine the outcome of a battle.

Although you'll encounter some

variations on those themes, these are

the three main scenarios of Pirates!

Each one is characterized by clear and

vivid graphics. The drawings are rich

in character and detail, although

animation is a bit choppy and not

overly impressive.

Sound, on the other hand, is terrific.

Pirates! supports output of its catchy

baroque soundtrack through the ST's

MIDI port. Hook a synthesizer to the

port to let the music pipe through it,

while other sound effects such as clank-

ing swords and cannon blasts will be

heard through the ST monitor's speak-
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Your opponents in Shufflepuck Cafe are a motley crew.

er. Although I was unable to take advan-

tage of the MIDI support, I was still

impressed with the program's sound.

Copy Protection and Recommendations

Pirates! comes on two single-sided

disks and uses "key-disk" copy

protection. This means you can make

backup disks or install Pirates! on a

hard disk. But you'll be asked to insert

the original program Disk A briefly

before the game will load.

Loading Pirates! leads to an experi-

ence offered only by the very best ST

programs. It will provide countless

hours of entertainment by transporting

you to another time and place where

your success and survival depend on

your ability to negotiate and navigate,

swing a sword, and plot, plan and

plunder.

SHUFFLEPUCK CAFE

REVIEWED BY DAVID PLOTKIN

AT A GLANCE
Game: Shufflepuck Cafe

Company: Broderbund Software

17 Paul Drive

San Rafael, CA 94903

(415)492-3200

Requirements: 51 2K, color monitor

Price: S39.95

Summary: Configurable skill levels make

ibis fast-action game appealing

ta tbe slow and nimble banded.

Shufflepuck Cafe is a fast-action game

reminiscent of air hockey. It's fun to

play, and, as with most games of this

type, adds some features that can't be

found in the real-world counterpart.

Shufflepuck Cafe is played on a

long table with curbs down the sides

to keep the "puck" from going off the

edge. You're at one end of the table,

your opponent is at the other end.

The puck slides along on an almost

frictionless cushion of air and can

attain very high speeds. To move the

puck, both you and your opponent

must hit it with a small paddle. The

object is to send the puck into your

opponent's goal — the open end of

the table at his or her end. Of course,

your opponent is trying to do the

same thing to you.

Your opponents in Shufflepuck

Cafe are a motley crew, each with a

Broderbund'

s

Shufflepuck Cafe
offers fast and
furious game-

play for any skill

level — just

watch out for

the General!

To make Shufflepuck even more

interesting, you can customize it. The

"Bouncer" moves back and forth in

front of your goal, and its size and

speed can be adjusted. You can set

the size of your paddle, though the

bigger paddles are not as nimble

when it comes to bouncing and

spinning the puck. You can also

program the paddle as to how
sensitive it is when applying spins

and edge shots. The paddle can even

unique style of play. You can select

your opponent from the opening

screen, or use the practice droid,

which can be programmed to be a

worthy opponent (not that the

inhabitants of the Cafe are easy to

defeat!). They range from Skippy, a

wimpy opponent who is a dead

sucker for bounce shot, to Biff

Raunch, a distasteful sort who has no

weaknesses I could find. In between

there are, among others, the General,

who has a wicked return, and the

Princess, who uses a magic hook on

her serve that was impossible for my
30-plus-year-old reflexes to handle.

The opponents even have their own
characteristic mannerisms, grunts and

groans that you'll hear and see as the

games progress.

have a different response depending

on whether the button on the mouse

is up or down. By the way, it's best to

play this game with a standard

mouse— even the slightest hesita-

tion in a wireless mouse and you lose

the point with the better opponents.

Once you get good at defeating

some of the opponents, you can

enter tournaments. These can be

loaded and saved to disk, and if you

win, you get to put your name on the

vanity board, and store it to disk.

Shufflepuck Cafe has fast action so

expect to feel it in your mouse-hand

muscles after you play it for awhile.

It's exciting and fun, with good graph-

ics and sound. If you like air hockey,

or any fast-paced game that requires

nimble movement, check this out.
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Disk Contents

SUPER CONDUCTOR

Programs on Your STARTDisk

ALTERTUNE By Bill Sethares andJohn BeU Page 91

Guitarists have always been able to slip into alternate tunings by tightening or

loosening their guitar strings. For other instruments, like the saxophone, such

redefinition is considerably more difficult. With AlterTune, however, any

MIDI instrument can be tuned as easily as left-click-click.

GILBERT'S CHALLENGE By Michaeic. Gilbert Page 50

STurgeon General's Warning: playing Gilbert's Challenge has caused labora-

tory subjects to spend countless hours in front of their monitor attempting to

master the intricacies of this seemingly simple game. Symptoms include

bloodshot eyes, twitching mouse-button fingers and mumbling, "Just one

more marble, please."

MIDI MASTER DRUMMER AND SOURCE CODE By David snow . . . . Page 78

Drum-machine programming is an often daunting and tedious process that

consists mainly of abstract pattern shuffling and button pushing. Wouldn't il

be nice to have a graphic, music-friendly environment in which to create, edit

and organize drum patterns? Look no further— MIDI Master Drummer is here.

MIDI PROGRAMMING TIPS

By steveJohns Page 34

MIDI programming on the Atari ST

and Mega computers may seem like

an arcane art, open only to

ordained techno-musicologi-

cal wizards. In fact, with a few

exceptions, MIDI program-

ming is no different than any

other kind of applications pro-

gramming. In this month's Programming

In MIDI column, those exceptions are cov-

ered, and on disk is C code to handle them

SAMPSYN By David Snow Page 70

If you've been following developments in electronic music over the past few

years, you know that "sampling" (audio digitization) is one of the new

buzzwords. A sampling device is basically a circuit system that converts audio

signals into binary data (analog-to-digital) and back into sound (digital-to-

analog). If you've always wanted to make your computer talk, sing or sneeze,

Sampsyn is your conduit.

SUPERCONDUCTOR By Philip MacKenzie andjeffrey Sorenson. . . Page 83

Since July is our special music/MIDI issue, we're pleased to offer you a

fabulous bonus, MichTron's Super Conductor. This 16-track MIDI sequencer

has all the features and functions of professional studio equipment costing

thousands of dollars.
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HOW TO GET START PROGRAMS UP AND RUNNING

1) Write protect your disk.

2) Make a backup copy. We format the disk using TWISTER.PRG (written by

Dave Small and Dan Moore, Summer 1988 issue of START) to increase the

size of a single-sided disk to 400K. You can back up onto one Twisted, single-

sided disk; one double-sided disk; or two GEM-formatted, single-sided disks.

NOTE: TWISTER DOES NOT WORK WITH GEM'S DISKCOPY. To make a

backup, open a window for your START disk, then drag the files from the

window to the backup disk.

3) Store the original and use the backup hereafter.

4) Un-ARC the files. We use Double Click Software's DC SEA utility to create

self-extracting archive files. To un-ARC a program, simply double click on the

filename.

5) When the dialog box appears, choose Extract.

6) When the file selector appears, choose a destination disk (hard disk, RAM
disk or floppy disk) for the uncompressed files. Make sure the destination

disk has enough space for the uncompressed files, whose sizes are given in

the chart below.

The screen goes blank, then the files are listed as they are extracted, and

marked "OK" if the uncompression is successful.

H compatible

1 not applicable

/ /.* A/ =# /
/ «. / 3'/Ml # /
/ # /&/*/'* / Noles

/ * /^kkkkk/
AfterTune TUNER.PRG 29K

Gilbert's Challenge gilbert™ 207R

MIDI Master Drummer MIDIDRJM.PRG INK

MIDI Master Drummer Source (ode DRUM SRC.PRG 186K

MIDI Programming Tips PROGMIDI PRG 17R

Sampsyn DIGITIZE.PRG 37R

Super Conductor CONDUCT.PRG I63K

SQ44-ST
44 Megabyte
Removable
Cartridge
Hard Drive

Comptels Systems Fr

'899
Badap Software Item Start""- Autoboolins Ready to F

Shoe Box Case $899
2 Dnve Stats IBM" Style- T Wide x T Hgri X 15" Deep

Single Drive Case $919
Compact Size - Fits ri a Brietcase

6' Wtae x 275' H&l x C" Deep

Under Monitor Case $929

Add a Seagate Hard Drive
49MB ST157N1. 28Ms $379
85Mb ST296N, 28 Ms $499

Floppy Drive installed 3.5" or 5.25" $99
External 3.5" DSDD Drive $139

Carter Graphics & Computers
3006 North Main St. - Logan, Utah 34321 Since 1985

Free Shipping on Pre-Paid Orders

call 1(801)752-2500 to order
p-i;:ir:= /, kf Or.wi/C'oo Vi. i.,' '( ..
OveniHe and Saturday Delvery Available Credit Cards add 3%

Tell our advertisers you saw it in START!

COMING NEXT MONTH

Spotlight on programming!

So You Wanna Be an

Atari Developer?

Former START Programs Editor

Heidi Brumbaugh gives you a

realistic view of developing and

marketing your software for the ST.

ON DISK:

CardMaster

A veritable tour de force of

programming, CardMaster by

Susan Phillips will shuffle your

brain.

Metamorph

Turn your pictures around in this

CAD 3D tweeningprogram by

Mark Kimball.

Lookfor these and more surprises in

the August 1990 issue ofSTART!
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Mao and PC On The ST

MORE HYPERTALK
BY DAVID PLOTKIN

START CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

In
the March 1990 issue, I

introduced you to Apple's

HyperCard, the powerful

program which utilizes

Hypermedia. The genius

behind HyperCard, however,

is its built-in programming

language, Hypertalk. In this last

segment on HyperCard, we'll take a

quick look at this impressive

language.

Hyper Language

Hypertalk is a structured language

similar, in some respects, to GFA
BASIC and Pascal. It does not use

line numbers and contains short

blocks of structured code. It can

use procedures and user -defined

functions, and pass variables. It is,

however, very different from other

programming languages.

For instance, the syntax rules are

extremely flexible: "Go to the first

card" is just as acceptable as the

more sophisticated "Go to card 1."

You can refer to objects by their

name, ID, or sequential position.

Hypertalk also stores data as a

string, converting numbers when
necessary, so you don't have to

worry about mismatching data

types. There is also a variable, It,

that automatically receives the

result of many commands. Among
its numerous commands,
HyperCard includes Put (moves text

Apple's HyperCard
utilizes Hyper-
media, a nonlinear
database system.

to any position in different fields),

Get (recovers any section of text) and

Delete. You can Go to cards and Pop
back to them, Find text in any field

and Send messages.

The Send command is quite

useful, since you can Send a message

directly to a high-level object (such

as a card), bypassing the scripts in

lower objects (such as a button)

which might otherwise trap your

message. The Do command executes

the first line of any text field

provided that line is a valid

HyperCard command. Open lets

you launch another Mac application

from within HyperCard if you have

the memory available. Hypertalk

includes Trigonometric (Sine and

Cosine) and Transcential (In, Log and

Exp) functions for standard

mathematical applications.

But there are also some pretty

unusual functions, such as a

Compound option, which returns

the future value of a periodic

payment, and Annuity, which returns

the present value of one payment.

The Value Of function evaluates any

formula that has been entered into a

field, which essentially lets you write

your own spreadsheet in HyperCard.

The standard If/Then/Else command
is supported in a variety of formats

including both single and multiple

lines. A command such as Repeat

coupled with the command Next

Repeat generates any loop conditions

that you deem necessary.
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Talking to the Script

Hypertalk speaks to HyperCard

through "scripts" small programs

written in the language. Every

object in a HyperCard stack (buttons,

cards, backgrounds, stacks and

fields) can hold a Hypertalk script.

The mechanics of writing a script are

fairly simple. Select the tool for the

object you want to modify (i.e., the

button tool to modify a button),

select the object and choose the

script editor. The script editor is not

unlike other Mac or ST program

editors. A scrollable window lets

you see your script and you can type

your program into the window,

using automatic indenting, cut and

paste, and search and replace.

Virtually every application of

HyperCard is carried out by a script.

For example, click on the Home
button to activate its script, which
might look something like this: " On
MouseUp Go Home End
MouseUp." The script checks for the

proper condition (that the mouse

button has been released) and then

executes the command (Go Home).

Different conditions can be written

into a script; you can make them as

press the mouse button, you can put

the script in the Card (or the

Background, etc.) on up the line, and

not have to write a script for each

button.

V irtually every application of HyperCard

is carried out by a script.

long and complex as you like.

Hypertalk follows the established

hierarchy of HyperCard objects, the

Card, Background, Stack, Home
Stack and finally, HyperCard itself.

Your messages move up the line,

looking for matching conditions in

the scripts of each object. Your

command is executed at the level

that matches the conditions of your

message. This is useful because if

you want all the buttons on a card to

respond the same way when you

The Final Word

Clearly, Hypertalk is a powerful

language in its own right. You will

inevitably have to learn it if you are

serious about using HyperCard.

Unfortunately, Apple's HyperCard

documentation does not include any

information about Hypertalk. But

the language is remarkably easy to

learn and there are books available

in local retail stores if you want to be

a Hyper programmer.H

TOAD COMPUTERS/

RKMOVAHI.K CAKTRIIHIK HARD DISK DRIVE.'

"/ *ltOVE* the drive! All Spectre

development is now being done on
my Toadfile 44!" - David Small

• 2.5ms Access Time • Ready To Use

• 500-600 K/Sec. Throughput • Fun/

• Totally Compatible With Everything

2 Yr. Warranty/ • LOW $849Price

ASK ABOUT $99 3.5 " & 5.25 "FLOPPIES!

TOADFILE 44
lUADhle 44 [Standard) J849
TOADfile 44D (Mechanism Only) $649

TOADfile 88X (2 Drives) $1499

]
TOADfile 74 (44MB Carl+30) $1149
TOADfile 94 (44MB Carl+50) $1229
TOADfile 129Z (44MB Cori+£5)....$1349

TOADfile 129X (44MB Can+85)...$1299

EXTRA CARTRIDGES.. $99

TOAD 20 (40ms Access Time) &469
TOAD 20 (2Sms Access Time) $489
TOAD 30 (40ms Access Time) $509
TOAD 30 (28ms Access Time) $529
TOAD 50 (40ms Access Time) $569
TOAD 50 (28ms Access Time) $589
TOAD 85 (28ms Access Time) $679
TOAD 85 (24ms Access Time) $709
TOAD 100 (40ms Access Time) $879
TOAD 1 30 (24ms Access Time) $1159
TOAD 170 (28ms Access Time) $1199

TOAD Hard Disks

ICD FA»ST Drives

FAST 85MB 28ms (5.25") $689
FAST 65MB24ms (3.5") $679
FAST 50MB 28ms (35") $619
FAST 50MB 40ms (3.5") $589
FAST 30MB 28ms (3.5") $579
FAST 30MB 40ms (3.5") $549
FAST 20MB 28ms (3.5") $529
FAST 20MB 40ms (3.5") $499
FAST 170MB 24ms (2 3J") $1249
FAST TAPE BACKUP.. .$769

Tadpole 20 (40ms) $359

Tadpole 20 (28ms) $379
Tadpole 30 (40ms) $399
Tadpole 30 (28ms) $419

Tadpole 50 (40ms) $419

Tadpole 50 (28ms) $449

Tadpole 65 (28ms) $499

Tadpole 85 (24ms) $559

Tadpole Mega Internal Drives

ORDERS ONLY: (800) 448-TOAD QUESTIONS / CHAT: (301) 544-6943

BBS: (301) 544-6999 ORDER / INFO FAX: (301) 544-1329

TOAD COMPUTERS • 556 Baltimore Annapolis Blvd. • Severna Park MD 21146
FREE SHIPPING in 48 slates on all orders! Prices reflect 4cx< discountfor cash/check. We accept VISA, MC & Discover. MD residents add5% tax.

CELEBRATE THE WORLDWIDE FAILURE OF COMMUNISM! BUYA TOAD DRIVE! GET REAL GET HIGH ON LIFE.'STA Y OFF DRUGS!



An Audio Digitizer/Synthesizer for the ST

AT A GLANCE
Program: Sampsyn

Type: Audio digitizer

Requirements: 51 2K, high or medium rez

Arcfile: DIGITIZE.PRG

Files: SAMPSYN.BIN SAMPSYN.PRG

Language: BASIC

Sampsyn
is an 8-bit

sampling device

that works with

your ST through

the cartridge port,

channelling audio output

through an external

amplifier or the monitor's

built-in speaker. Even if

you don't build the

digitizer, you can still use

the Sampsyn program on

this month's START disk to

play back and edit SPL

sound files from other

sources. You can create

files ofup to 150K in ST

Replay format, or add

sampled sound to your

own programs with

playback modules in LDW
and ST BASIC.

Getting Started

To mn Sampsyn, double-

click on the archive file

DIGITIZE.PRG and choose Extract

when the dialog box appears. Select a

destination disk and the files will be

un-ARCed directly onto that disk.

Make sure that SAMPSYN.BIN and

SAMPSYN.PRG are in the same

folder. To start the program, double-

click on SAMPSYN.PRG.

Sampsyn's menu options consist of

Desk, Output, Rate, Threshold and

Exit. Desk includes information about

the author and copyright. Output lets

you choose between output from the

ST's monitor speaker and the

Sampsyn line-out jack.

Rate lets you determine your samp-

ling/playback frequency. Sampsyn

supports six frequencies. The higher

the sampling rate, the high-

er the playback fidelity;

the lower the rate, however,

the longer the sample.

Threshold lets you set

the loudness level at

which recording begins. In

the Record mode,

Sampsyn waits for audio

input before starting to

record. The loudness of

the input needed to trigger

recording is adjustable to

three levels. The threshold

can also be turned off so

that recording starts imme-

diately after you click on

the Record button.

Exit returns you to the

desktop.

There are four function

buttons on the screen,

RECORD, PLAY, SAVE and

LOAD.

RECORD: Start your

sound and click on the
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Ifyou've beenfollowing developments in

electronic music over thepastfew years, you

know that "sampling" (audio digitization) is one of

the new buzzwords. A sampling device is basically a

circuit system that converts audio signals into binary

data (analog-to-digital), and back into sound (digital-to-

analog). Ifyou've always wanted to makeyour computer

talk, sing or sneeze, Sampsyn is your conduit.

RECORD button. A recording will

continue until the 150K sample buffer

is filled. At the default sampling rate

of 19.8kHz, the total time span is

about eight seconds.

An amplitude-envelope display of

the sound is drawn in the window.

Ideally, the loudest parts of the sound

bring the envelope contour just to the

top and bottom edges of

the window display. If the

amplitude of the input

exceeds the dynamic

range of the A/D con-

verter, however, the signal

will clip and cause distor-

tion. On the other hand, if

the input level is consis-

tently too low, there will

be a greater proportion of

noise (hiss) in relation to

the sound. Adjust the gain

of the pre-amp to obtain

the cleanest signal.

PLAY: To hear your

sample through the

monitor speaker, switch to

Internal mode under the

Output menu— don't

forget to turn the volume

up— and click on the

PLAY button.

Select External from the

Output menu. With

Sampsyn's line-level

output (J3) connected to the line in-

put of your stereo, click on the PLAY

button again, and you're in hi-fi.

The two small arrows at the

bottom of the envelope display

window define the portion of the

sample to be played and saved. To

set the left arrow position, click

anywhere in the window to the left of

the right arrow; to set the right arrow,

double-click to the right of the left

arrow.

SAVE: Click on the SAVE button to

call up the GEM file selector. Remem-
ber, only that portion of the sample

between the arrows will be saved.

Sound files tend to be large, so be

sure you've got room on

disk.

LOAD: Clicking on LOAD
also gives you the stan-

dard selector box.

That's it, folks! Now,

let's make some noise.

Thanks go to Jim Kent for

his help, to Joel Snow who
came up with the name of

this project and to Tom
Jeffries for tech-

checking.

David Snow holds

degrees in music

compositionfrom the

Eastman School of
Music and Yale Univer-

sity, and is the recipient

ofnumerous commis-

sions, awards, and
grants, including those

from BMI, ASCAP, and
the National Endow-
mentfor the Arts.
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GETTING STARTED

A goad place for the technically-inclined audiophile (or musically-inclined technophile) to begin is Electronic

Projects for Musicians by Craig Anderton (Amsco Publications, 1 980). The book devotes four chapters to such

fundamentals as ihe basics of electronics, proper soldering and construction techniques, how and where to

find components, and safety precautions. There are also 27 useful projects of various difficulty levels to get

you started. — David Snow

SAMPSYN PARTS

Capacitors 125 WVDC r greater) Resistors (1/4W 5% except as noted)

CI, C3, C4, C7, C9, C22, R1,R12,R15 IK

C23, C25 luF electrolytic R2, R3, R9, R38 100K

C2,C6,C8,C11,CH R4 10K

C21, C26, C28 lOuF electrolytic R5 1 M potentiometer

C5, C24 2200 pF ceramic disc R6, R37 120K

CIO, C27 5pF ceramic disc R7, R8, R35, R36 20K

C12.CU, 08, 09, RIO, R11J39, R40 47K

C20, C29, C30 .luF ceramic disc R13 1M 1% metal film

03 2200 uF electrolytic R14 324K1X metal film

05 4.7uF electrolytic R16, R4I 100 Ohm

06 47uF electrolytic R17 5.6K

Semiconductors
R18 220 Ohm

IC1 TL072 dual op-amp
R19-R27 2K 1% metal film

IC2 NE570 compander
R28-R34 IK IX metal film

IC3 AD7575JN A/0 converter Misc.

IC4 74LS02 quad NOR gate XTAL1 3.579545 MHi crystal

IC5 74LS373 octal latch Jl 1/4" phone jock

IC6-7 74LS244 octal buffer J2 1/8" mini phone jack

Dl 1N4001 diode J3 RCA phono jack

LED1 general-purpose 1ED DS1-2 16 pin DIP sockets

Also: circuit hoard, cartridge port plugboard, 16-pin DIP jumper cable, sockets for ICs, enclosure, etc.

Douglas Electronics (718 Marina Blvd., San Leandro, CA 94577) sells ST-compatible cartridge plugboards

suitable for wire-wrap.

Analog Devices Inc. lOne Technology Way, Norwood, MA 02062-9106, 1617) 329-4700) manufactures

the AD7575JN.

Jomeco Electronics (1455 Shoreway Rd., Belmont, CA 94002) and Digi-Key Corporation (701 Brooks Ave.

South, P.O. Box 677, Thief River Falls, MN, 56701 -0677) are two reliable mail order houses which might

supply all other components.

Sampsyn
is not a beginner's

project. If you're not experi-

enced with electronics,

you'll need the help of

someone who is.

The Sampsyn prototype was

constructed on a large 2-bus circuit

board using point-to-point wiring.

The interface was built on a separate

cartridge plugboard, and the two

boards were connected with a 16-

conductor DIP jumper cable.

Since both digital and analog

circuitry are combined on the board,

they each need separate ground

returns. Otherwise, digital switching

noise can bleed into audio output.

The schematic denotes the digital

ground with the conventional three-

line symbol, and the analog ground

with the letter A enclosed in a

triangle. The only point at which the

two grounds meet is the power-

supply junction on the board.

The analog circuitry requires an

external power supply which can

range from +9 to +15 VDC. An

inexpensive DC wall-outlet adapter is

sufficient. Sampsyn obtains its +5V

power supply from the computer.

Putting It Together

While you're assembling Sampsyn,

keep the component leads and wire

jumpers as short and direct as

possible. Don't bundle the wires or

else you'll get crosstalk. Use sockets

for all ICs and shielded cable for

connecting audio input and output
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jacks to the circuit board— connect

only one end of the shield to ground.

Check for solder bridges and cold

joints; observe proper polarity of

diodes and electrolytic caps, and

don't use too much heat on semicon-

ductors. Before inserting the ICs,

check your connections with an

ohmmeter.

Housing the circuit in an alumi-

num chassis box keeps it safe, and

shields the audio circuitry from

external noise.

Building the Converter

The first part of this tutorial refers to

the the first schematic {Figure J).

First of all, before digitizing the

audio input with the analog- to-

digital converter IC3, you can boost it your computer to lower the pulse of

at Jl with a pre-amplifier IC1A and

condition it with a compressor IC2A.

The AD7575JN is a successive-

approximation converter. It converts

pins 1 and 2 of IC3- Twenty clock

cycles later, the chip's internal

register stores an 8-bit binary repre-

sentation of the analog input. Your

Plug in the microphone and you're

ready to go.

in six microseconds with a 3-579

MHz clock input (provided by the

oscillator built around NOR-gate

stages IC4A, B and C, and crystal

XTAL 1).

To initiate data conversion, use

computer reads the data by strobing

pins 1 and 2 low again, enabling the

register's tri-state output buffer and

restarting data conversion.

To construct the digital-to-analog

circuit, use an 8-bit data latch (IC5)
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SAMPSYN

and an "R-2R" resistive ladder (R19-

R34). Strobe data from the computer

into the latch by pulsing enable pin

11 on IC5 high. The resistor network

divides logic-level signals when latch

outputs to binary-weighted currents;

the result of this division appears at

the junction of R19 and R28. You can

suppress quantization noise with the

IC2b expander and IC2a.

Building the Cartridge Port Interface

The second schematic refers to the

cartridge port interface (Figure 2). A
pinout of the ST's cartridge port

(Figure 3) will help orient you. The

view is external, as if you were

looking straight at it.

The cartridge port is memory-

mapped from addresses $FA0000 to

$FBFFFF. This lowers the pulse of

the port's ROM3 pin during any reaci

operation (i.e. a PEEK in BASIC)

from $FA0000 to $FAFFFF, and the

pulse of the ROM4 pin from addreses

SFB0000 to FBFFFF.

ROM3 is connected directly to both

the CS and RD pins of the analog-to-

digital converter. Reading address

$FA0000 is really reading the con-

tents of the converter's output

register, which restarts the conver-

sion for the next read operation.

Connecting the digital-to-analog

converter to the ST presents a special

problem, since the cartridge port was

designed solely as a read-only

interface. Any attempt to write to (i.e.

POKE) the cartridge address range

causes a bus error and, ultimately, a

crash. So how do you pass data to

the D/A converter?

Paradoxically, place the data on

the lower address lines during a read

cycle (rather than the data bus during

a write), and invert ROM4 to strobe

the data into the D/A latch from the

address bus. Since any address from

$FB0000 to $FBFFFF pulses ROM4,

you can place data that you want to

send to the DAC onto address lines

A1-A8 and read from address

$FB0000+[data*2j. For example, the

Figure 2: The
Cartridge Port

Interface

Figure 3: The ST
Cartridge Port

Pinout.
Don't mix up

the ROMS and
ROM4 lines.

ROM3 goes low
when address-

ing the SFAOOOO
- SFAFFFF range;
ROM4 goes low
when address-

ing the SFBOOOO
- SFBFFFF range.

BASIC statement

X=PEEK[&hFB0002)

sends a value of one to the D/A

converter. Before it's placed on the

address bus, the data byte is multi-

plied by two (shifted left one bit).

Since reading from an odd address is

illegal to the 68000, this ensures that

the address is an even number.

Use octal buffers IC6 and 7 to

combine input and output lines from

the cartridge port into a single 8-bit

bus. This is not a requirement, since

data lines D0-D7 can go directly to

the AD7575 and A1-A8 can go

directly to the 74LS373. But it is

necessary if you want a circuit with a

general-purpose interface for bus-

oriented peripherals. You can omit

ICs 6 and 7, but you'll need a cable

D6 D2 A7 A5 RGMJ

7
D4

1

DO

I

A8

I

A6

I I It
GND

I

1 3 5 7 9 ti 13 15 17 1 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39

2
'

B 8 10 12 14 e 13 3 22 24 26 31 30 32 34 36 3. .o

*5V

D7

I

DS

D3

01

A3 J

u
GND

with at least 20 conductors to carry

the eight data lines, eight address

lines, ROM3, ROM4, five volts, and

ground from the interface card to

Sampsyn.

To play with Sampsyn, connect the

interface card to Sampsyn with a 16-

pin DIP jumper cable. With your

computer off, plug the interface card

into the ST cartridge slot and the

external power supply into

Sampsyn's power supply input jack

(J2). The power-on indicator LED1

should light up. Now turn the

computer on. Plug a microphone or

line-level output into the audio input

jack (Jl). Set input gain pot R5 all the

way up for a microphone, and all the

way down for line input. You should

be ready to go.
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MIDI MASTER
BY DAVID SNOW

Drum - machine
programming is

an often
daunting and
tedious process
that consists
mainly of
abstractpattern
shuffling and
button pushing.
Wouldn't it be
nice to have a
graphic, music -

friendly
environment in

which to create,

edit and
organize drum
patterns? Look
nofurther. MIDI
Master Drummer
is here.

AT A GLANCE
Program: MIDI Master Drummer

Type:

Requirements:

Drum sequencer

512K, high or medium

resolution

Artflle: MIDIDRUM.PRG

Fibs: MSTRDRUM.BIN

MSTRDRUM.PRG

Longuage: LDW BASIC and

assembler

MIDI Master Drummer is a

specialized sequencer for drum

programming that lets you

graphically construct up to 99

different patterns in any meter and

edit them in real time. Patterns can

be linked into phrases and phrases

chained together into songs.

Patterns, phrases and songs can be

saved to disk, and songs also can be

converted to standard MIDI files

that load into any commercial

sequencer that reads them. MIDI

Master Drummer also generates

randomized patterns and offers a

variety of MIDI synchronization

options.

Connect the MIDI Out of your

ST to the MIDI In of your drum

machine or synthesizer. To run

MIDI Master Drummer, double-

click on the archive file

MIDIDRUM.PRG and choose

Extract when the dialog box

appears. Select a destination disk

and the files will be un-ARCed

directlyontothatdisk. Make sure

that MSTRDRUM.BIN and

MSTRDRUM.PRG are in the same

folder. To start the program,

double -click on MSTRDRUM.PRG.

Drum Roll, Please

The first screen that appears is the

pattern programming window.

The Instrument column to the left

lists drum names. For the purposes

of this tutorial, change Drum #1, #2,

#3, and #4 to Bass Drum, Snare

Drum, Low Tomtom and High

Tomtom respectively

To the right of the Instrument

column is the Note column, which

assigns a MIDI note to each drum

sound. To set a note, left - click on

the one that you want to change and

click on a key in the keyboard icon

at the bottom of the screen. The

note assignments depend upon your

drum machine or synthesizer. For

our tutorial, assign appropriate drum

sounds for the Bass Drum, Snare

Drum, Low Tomtom and High

Tomtom.

Next to the Note column is the

MIDI -Channel column, labeled Ch.

If you're using just one drum

machine or a synthesizer with a

drum patch consisting of multiple

drum sounds, leave all the

Instrument entries assigned to the

same channel. If you're using

several drum machines or

synthesizers, or a multitimbral

synthesizer with drum sounds on

different channels, assign the

channels accordingly.

To the right of the Channel
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column is the Enable column,

labeled En, which controls the

playback and editing status of

each drum sound. Left -clicking

in the column enables the drum

which is indicated by a check

mark. Right -clicking replaces the

check mark with an M for mute.

Clicking both mouse buttons at

once changes the status to S,

which means the drum is selected

for global editing.

The Instrument, Note, Channel

and Enable settings constitute a

custom configuration for your

drum machine or synthesizer

setup. Click on Default

Configuration in the title bar,

enter your configuration name

and save it. Then click on the

Configuration button and enter a

file name in the selector box

(configuration files are

automatically given a .CFG

extender). If you want the

configuration to load

automatically, name it

DEFAULT.CFG and save it in the

same directory as the program.

To the right of the Enable

column is the Pattern Grid, which

represents one or more measures

of music. Each measure consists

of one or more beats and each

beat consists of one or more

pulses (subdivisions of the beat).

On top of the grid are the Patter™

settings: Pulses/Beat, Beats/ ^H
Measure and Measures. By

changing the values of these

measures, you can change the

pattern.

To enter a note in the pattern,

left -click on your desired point in

the grid. Right -clicking enters an

accented note, and clicking both

buttons at once, erases a note. Click

on the PLAY button to both stop

and start your pattern. When you

play the pattern, only notes within

the grid will sound.

You can change pattern settings

without disturbing the notes you

have already entered. You can also

enter and delete notes while the

pattern plays, and change tempo by

dragging the arrow in the TEMPO
bar. Any combination of pulses,

beats and measures is legal as long

as the total number of pulses does

not exceed 48.

The Grand Pattern of Things

MIDI Master Drummer lets you

create up to 99 different patterns,

each with its own arrangement of

measures, beats and pulses. The up

and down arrows take you to the

next or previous pattern. You can

go to any pattern by entering the

pattern number.

If you create a song, you'll

probably want most or all of its

patterns to be in the same meter. You

can either set the Pulse, Beat and

Measure parameters for each

individual pattern accordingly, or

you can copy the settings from one

pattern to another with the Copy

meter option under Edit. A dialog

box will ask you for a range of

patterns. For example, if you're

working on pattern number one and

want to copy its parameters to

patterns number two to 32, enter

two in the left edit field, 32 in the

right, and left -click on the Copy

button. Entering the number two in

both fields copies your pattern to

only the second pattern.

To copy one drum part to another,

click on its name in the Instrument

column and drag it up or down to its

destination. To delete a drum part,

click on its name and drag it up to

where the column reads

"Instrument."

If you make a mistake during

Pattern
programming
window.
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editing and wish to start over, Backup

pattern under the Edit menu copies

your current pattern into a buffer.

The buffer only holds one pattern at a

time.

Instant Rhythm

MIDI Master Drummer automatically

generates individual drum parts or

entire patterns. The randomizing

process for each drum part is

controlled by four interactive

parameters: note density, accent

probability, quantization probability

and quantization value. All are

expressed as percentages ranging

from zero to 99. Note density

identifies the probability of notes

appearing in any particular pulse.

Accent probability defines the

likelihood of notes becoming

accented. Quantization probability

identifies the nearest quantization

block to which the note position is

Desk File Mode Edit Randonize Clock Help

likely to shift. Quantization value is

the number of pulses in each block

of the quantization grid. Set

Parameters under the Randomize

menu option, lets you edit these

values.

Randomization parameters are

saved to disk as part of a

configuration file. You can create

and save several configuration files

with multiple settings to produce

different rhythmic effects. A song

will commonly employ 8- or 16-

bar phrases made up of repeating

1 - or 2 - bar patterns. To add

variation to a repeating pattern,

make several copies of it and

randomize one or more drum parts

within each copy This is a slick

way to generate interesting drum

tracks that have a solid bottom

groove offset by complex, evolving

counter rhythms.

You can also modify a drum part

Phrase mode
window

Desk File Mode Edit Randan ize Clock Help

PHRASE 1
|

PHRASE 1
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1
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|
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PHRASE IB

PHRASE 11

PHRASE 1?

PHRASE 13

PHRASE 14
1

PHRASE 15
|

PHRASE 16
1

Tempo and
velocity data in a
phrase edit line

by rotating its notes left or right.

Select Shift pulses from the Edit

menu. The Select button in the

dialog box rotates those parts that

have been selected in the Enable

column; the All button, obviously,

rotates all parts of the pattern . The

Left and Right buttons in the next

dialog box determine the direction

of the shift.

Saved Pattern files arc

automatically given a .PAT file

extension. If you want a pattern to

load automatically, name it

DEFAULT.PAT when you save it.

Going Through a Phrase

Once you've composed several

paterns, it's time to put them into

musically useful phrases. Click on

Phrase under the Mode menu. The

phrase window consists of 16

PHRASE buttons and their

associated edit lines. In the phrase

edit line, enter the numbers of the

patterns you want included in the

piirase

.

You can include tempo and

velocity information within the

phrase itself. Identify tempo by the

letter T, and enter the tempo in beats

per minute. Master Drummer lets

you have tempos between one and

240 bpm. You can have velocity (or

V) values between one and 99-

If you want a sequence of

patterns in a phrase to repeat, enter

the phrase numbers, the letter R and

the number of repeats . The rest of

the phrase plays after the last repeat.

You can have only one repeat figure

per phrase.

To copy phrases to different edit

lines, drag the PHRASE button to

another. [Esc] deletes the currently

selected phrase; Erase phrases under

the Edit menu deletes all phrases.

Song Mode

The Song option under the Mode
menu operates almost identically to

the Phrase mode. A song consists of

up to 16 parts which are composed
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of phrases. There are 16 PART

buttons and their associated part

edit lines in the Song mode window.

You can include tempo and velocity

data in each part line. If there is a

MlDI Master Drummer

automatically generates

individual drum parts or

entire patterns.

conflict between the tempo or

velocity values in a part and one of

its phrases, the value of the phrase

takes precedence.

You cannot edit phrases and song

parts while they're playing, but you

can jump from one phrase to

another, or from one part to another,

by clicking on their respective

buttons. This way you can control

song form in realtime. If you jump

around with the arrow keys, you

won't have to wait for any current

pattern to end.

Save a song and its phrases in a

single disk file with the Save file

option under the File menu. Click

on the PHRASES/SONG button in

the dialog box. A song file is

automatically given a .SNG file

extension. If you want a particular

song file to ioad automatically, name

it DEFAULTSNG.

To save a Master Drummer song

as a standard MIDI file (format 0),

select Save file under the File menu

and click on the MIDI FILE button

in the dialog box. The MIDI file and

the currently selected MIDI clock

resolution are saved together. MIDI

files are automatically given an .MID

extension. [Esc] aborts the

conversion process at any time.

More Neat Stuff

There are other functions you may

wish to explore once you're more

familiar with MIDI Master Drummer.

Select Auto - set tempo under the

Clock menu. Tap zero (0) twice on

the numeric keypad to set the

tempo. This sets the value

automatically into the edit line in

phrase and song modes.

If you wish to create more subtle

gradations of dynamics, you can set

a new loudness value for accented

notes by selecting Accent velocity

from the Edit menu. Loudness

values range from one to nine.

Accented notes with a loudness

value between one and eight are

represented in the Pattern Grid by

the numeral itself, instead of the

accent sign (>).

MIDI Master Drummer defaults to

an internal clock which acts as a

master MIDI clock source to drive

Graduated
accent values in

a pattern

of MIDI clocks per pulse. To change

the number of MIDI clocks per beat,

select Resolution under the Clock

menu and enter a value between 24

and 120. It's important to remember

that in Beat = Beat mode, the number

of MIDI clocks per beat must be

evenly divisible by the number of

pulses per beat in any pattern.

The Metronome option under the

Clock menu activates MIDI Master

Drummer's audible metronome. To

set the number of MIDI clocks per

metronome click, select Clocks/click

from the Clock menu and enter the

appropriate value in the dialog box.

Generally, the number of MIDI

clocks per metronome click should

equal the number of clocks per beat.

Desk accessories are deactivated in

MIDI Master Drummer. They cause

Desk File Mnrl Frii Randnnize lor He P
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other sequencers in sync. External

sequencers might require MIDI start,

stop and continue messages in order

to synchronize properly. Select the

MIDI start option under the Clock

menu to output these messages. An

external clock might require MIDI

start, stop, and continue messages in

order to sync properly. Select MIDI

start under the Clock menu to

receive these messages.

MIDI Master Drummer calculates

tempo based on the equal duration

of pulses (Pulse = pulse mode), or

beats (Beat = beat mode). Each

mode requires different allocations

conflicts over the mouse in the

program's editing modes. You can

reactivate them with the Desk

Accessory option under the Edit

menu.!

David Snow holds degrees in

music compositionfrom the

Eastman School ofMusic and
Yale University, and is the

recipient ofnumerous
commissions, awards, and
grants, including thosefrom
BMI, ASCAP, and the National

Endowmentfor the Arts.
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NOW! RUN MORE IBM PROGRAMS ON YOUR
ATARI ST FASTER AND FOR LESS!

"New Hardware Product Provides More Performance Than a 10MHz Turbo XT!"

The IBM compatible is the most

popular microcomputer in the world, but

the Atari ST is MORE powerful! Why?

There's not a computermade that can

do more. With pc-ditto II, now you have

access to over 15,000 IBM software

products.

No more waiting.

You bought your ST because you are

discriminating.

No other product gives you more

power!

Using pc-ditto II is so easy, you will

not even know its there. Just click and go.

And, now it is faster. With a Norton SI

of 4.0, you won't find another product

which gives more power for less.

Nothing satisfies like hardware; pure

hardware. High speed video performance

demands it! Communications crawl

without it! And, there's no substitute for it!

Go to the limit.

When it comes to speed, almost is not

good enough!

Only pc-ditto II has the exclusive

hardware assists for video, EMS, MIDI, and

serial comm which means no compromise

in high performance.

Most other emulators use software for

video, serial comm, etc; their performance

is slower and more limiting.

When you buy high performance, don't

choke it through bottlenecks of DMA and

lack of hardware-assists. Getthemost

power for the price. If you wanted to

spend more, you'd buy a clone.

By using hardware in place of software,

pc-ditto II gives the highest perfor

You'll notice the difference!

No detail overlooked.

When you buy an emulator, speed is

only one part. We give you outstanding

compatibility, freedom from errors, more

useful utilities, and the highest quality,

American-made product for the money.

Use IBM software right out of the box,

even copy-protected!

Share IBM software on Atari hardisks

automatically. Even autobootlBM PC-DOS!

Simple clip in installation.. .Saves space

by mounting inside your ST.

Leaves cartridge port and DMA port

pc-ditto II uses all the horsepower of

the ST. Nothing wasted.

Supports Atari color and mono
monitors.

Emulates all IBM CGA and Mono
modes.

Supports all IBM disk formats.

Microsoft(tm) Serial mouse emulation

using the Atari mouse.

Does not change the ST - continue to

use GEM, Spectre, upgrades.Compatible

withT16 accellorator board from Fast

Technologies.

Fits all Atari ST models except old

520s (no internal drive) with internal

hardware upgrades.

No extra boards to buy. No extra boxes

to clutter your desk.

Other deluxe features: 8087-1 numeric

coprocessor support; high-speed disk cache.

But, the feature you'll appreciate most

is the price. Only pc-ditto II gives you

such high performance at such a low price.

Nothing else to buy.

Sometimes high-power comes with one

side effect -- high price.

pc-ditto II has the features of XT
compatibiles costing several times more.

Don't buy into technology that keeps

costing. When you buy pc-ditto II, you pay

only once - you're not charged for some

upgrade every turn.

Our policy of no charge for updates

continues with pc-ditto II. The hardware

for future enhancements is already on the

board. It just takes a software update to

turn it on and unleash its power!

Future enhancements include EGA
video, EMS memory, and MIDI. There is

no better product on the market.

pc-ditto II designed by Avant-Garde,

the emulator experts who brought you

pc-ditto.

With pc-ditto II, you'll have the best of

both worlds...two-computers-in-one.

Perfect for home and small businesses.

All parts are selected for highest quality

and performance.

Every product is tested to insure

exceptional reliability and freedom from

defects.

We use what we build. ..Our leadership

comes from hands-on experience.

This results in the highest degree of

compatibility possible.

Why pay more?

$299.95
suggested list price

pc-ditto II

Avant-Garde Systems

381 Pablo Point Drive

Jacksonville, Florida

32225

(904) 221-2904

Yes. Please send me a FREE fact

sheet and list of tested software I

Avant-Garde Systems
381 Pablo Point Drive

Jacksonville, Florida 32225

Name

Address

City



ALTERTUNE
Mix Up Your MIDI Instrument

Y BILL SETHARES AND JOHN BELL

AT A GLANCE
Program: AlterTune

Type: MIDI tuner

Requirements: 51 2K, high or medium rez

Arcfile: TUNER.PRG

Files: ALTERTUN.PRG MGHCMAJ.CHD

BLUES).ALT OnAVES.CHD

BLUES2.ALT REVERSE.ALT

CIRCIE4.ALT STRUMINA.ALT

CMAJ.CHD STRUMINC.ALT

FIFTHS.CHD

Language GFA BASIC 2.0

Certain songs flow more

smoothly in particular

tunings. A "new" tuning can

inspire new musical

thought. But traditional

keyboards have always been locked

into the linear, half-step-per-key

system inherited from our musical

ancestors. AlterTune is an alternate

tuning program that lets you redefine

the notes on your MIDI controller,

within the capability of your sound

source, of course.

Getting Started

There are a few pieces of equipment

you'll need: a MIDI controller, a MIDI

sound module and, of course, an ST

running AlterTune.

To retrieve AlterTune, double-

click on the archive file TUNER.PRG

Guitarists have always been able to

slip into alternate tunings by tighten-

ing or loosening their guitar strings.

For other instruments, like the

saxophone, such redefinition is

considerably more difficult. With

AlterTune, however, any MIDI

instrument can be tuned as easily as

left-click-click.

and choose Extract when the dialog

box appears. Select a destination disk

and the files will un-ARC directly

onto that disk. Connect the

controller's MIDI Out to the ST's

MIDI In and connect the ST's MIDI

Out to the sound source's MIDI In.

Set your controller to transmit on

channel 1, and the sound source to

receive on channel 2. Double-click

on ALTERTUN.PRG to start the

program.

You'll see a functional, no-

nonsense menu with two items. Info

lets you know who to thank for

AlterTune; the Control options do all

the work.

The Control Menu

Load .ALT tuning file: A file

selector appears. Choose the alter-

nate tuning file you wish to load; six

.ALT files are on the START disk.

Load .CHD chord file: A file

selector appears. Choose the chord

redefinition file you wish to load;

four .CHD files are on the START disk.

Inactivate .ALT or .CHD: A dialog

box appears. Choose which file, .ALT

or .CHD, you wish to inactivate.

Play: Once a tuning and/or chord

redefinition file is loaded, select Play

and then ... play. The notes of your
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EXCLUSIVE

PROGRAMS ON
DISK!

If you bought this

issue of START

without the disk,

you're missing out!

Order the companion

disk full of great,

enjoyable programs

from top ST experts.

Order your disk by

mail using the order

card in this issue. For

even faster service,

call:

Toll -Free:

1-800-234-7OO1

7am-6pm PST
Visa, MC, American
Express orders only

Each disk is $10.95 plus $2.00

handling & mailing.

ALIERTUNE

controller will be converted accord-

ing to the files you chose. If both

.CHD and .ALT hies are loaded they

operate simultaneously. If they

conflict (that is, they wish to do

different things for a given note),

then the .CHD instructions take

precedence.

MIDI-Thru: Returns to the standard

key mappings.

Quit: Exits AlterTune.

toad .ALT tuning file

toad .CHD chord file

Inactivate ,B1T or .CHD
Play
Midi-thru
Quit

Current alternate

Current chord defi

tuning is blues scale »1

n: L ion is Cnaj chord setup

here's a short tutorial. MIDI informa-

tion is sent as numbers (no sound

goes through a MIDI cable). MIDI-

note is equivalent to a C on the

lowest octave of an 11-octave

keyboard. MIDI-note 128 means a G
note in the 11th octave. For refer-

ence, MIDI-note 60 is a middle C on

the standard piano.

When AlterTune receives a MIDI

note, that number is used as an

index into the array of tuning data

Give your MIDI
instrument a
thousand
different faces,

by simply
changing .ALT
and .CHD files.

Creating Your Own .ALT File

The file formats are fairly simple, but

must be followed exactly or bizarre

sounds may result.

The easiest way to create a file is

to load an existing .ALT or .CHD file

into your favorite word processor

and modify it. Always save a copy of

the original. Save the new file in

ASCII format, using a .ALT or .CHD

extension.

The first line of an .ALT file

contains the tuning scheme's title.

Keep the name between three and 16

characters. You can put any number

of comment lines after the title as

long as the comments don't begin

with numbers.

The next section of the .ALT

tuning file is the tuning data,

consisting of 128 numbers between

and 127, representing notes. The

tuning data is just a list of alternate

MIDI notes that will be sent out the

MIDI port when a MIDI note is

read in.

If you're not familiar with MIDI,

stored in the .ALT file. For instance,

when the ST reads in note number 0,

it looks up the first entry in the

alternate tuning data and sends it out

the MIDI Out port. If the first entry in

the alternate tuning data is a 7, then

the sound source would be sent and

would play a G. If the second

number in the .ALT hie is an 11, then

a B note will sound whenever you hit

the C# (MIDI-note 1) key.

Once the 128 entries of alternate

tuning data are complete, you have a

second chance to add comments to

the file. Just remember that the

comments can't start with a number.

In addition to converting MIDI-

note data, you can also change the

channel over which the data is sent.

Since there are 16 MIDI channels, a

list of 16 MIDI channel numbers is

.

added in a format similar to the

tuning data. If data is sent on

channel 1, and the first entry listed in

the channel data is a 2, then Alter-

Tune will convert the note and send

it over channel 2. Similarly, if the
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second entry in the channel data is

a 7, then any notes received on

channel 2 will be sent out on

channel 7. The datafiles on disk are

set to increase the channel number

by one.

Creating Your Own .CHD File

The -CHD format also begins with a

comment, usually a name, on the first

line. The second line should contain

only a -1. Subsequent lines contain

chord data, consisting of the MIDI

note read in, followed by up to eight

MIDI notes to replace it, then -1.

Each line looks like this:

MIDI-note in, MIDI-note 1 out, ...
,

MIDI-note 8 out, -1

Not all eight notes need be used.

For instance, the first line of data in

the CMAJ.CHD file is 36,36,55,60,64,-

1. This indicates that when a low C

(MIDI-note 36) is played, the MIDI-

notes 36, 55, 60 and 64 are played.

The -1 indicates the end of data.

Datafiles

Ever wonder why the low notes are

at the left side of the keyboard while

the high notes are at the right?

REVERSE.ALT lets you explore the

alternative, where the low notes are

at your right hand and the high notes

are at your left.

Imagine playing the blues with

every piano key, black and white

alike, tuned to the blues scale. Check

out two variations, BLUES1.ALT and

BLUES2.ALT.

CIRCLE4.ALT provides an interest-

ing wide open sound, in which the

distance between consecutive keys is

a perfect fourth.

STRUMINC.ALT is slightly differ-

ent. Think of it as a keyboard version

of the autoharp. Each octave is

redefined to sound the notes of a

particular chord. All keys in the first

octave play tones in a C major chord,

the second octave is G major, the

third octave is A minor, and the

fourth octave is F major.

STRUMINA.ALT works similarly.

But why limit yourself to one note

out for each note in? CMAJ.CHD

defines the bottom octave of your

keyboard as a family of chords in C

major.

HIGHCMAJ.CHD does the same

thing an octave higher. FIFTHS.CHD
plays a series of consecutive fifths for

each note you play and

OCTAVES.CHD sends out five

consecutive octaves.

Play It Again

Now you're off, into the wonderful

world of alternate tunings. When you

come up with cool new tunings, let

us know, OK?

Bill Sethares lives in Madison,

Wis.;Jf*hn Bell lives in Stamford,

Conn. This is theirfirstprogram
for START.

At START magazine we appreciate

every subscriber we have. Please

let us know bow we're doing and
how we can improve our service.

Ifa problem arises with your START subscription, gather

together the following things: a recent mailing label, a

copy ofyour invoice or renewal notice, and any corre-

spondence you have received from us. Call or write us

and we'll take care of the problem

.

Write:

START Customer Service

P.O. Box 535

Mt. Morris, I L 61054

Or Call:

(815)734-6309

between 7:30 AM and

10:00 PM Central Time

Easy Way To Replace a Damaged STARTDisk

SUBSCRIBERS: Just phone START Subscription Customer
Serviceat (815)734-6309, Monday-Friday, 7:30 AM - 10:00 PM
Central Time. An operator will confirm your subscription

and arrange for your new disk to be mailed.

NEWSSTAND BUYERS: Send your damaged disk to:

START Disk Exchange, 544 Second Street, San Francisco, CA
94107. A replacement disk will be mailed to you within 24

hours of receipt.

* Computer Garden *
Wilkcs-Barrc & Scranlon's Favorite Computer Store

Abacus
ST AssemPro $39
Alpha
Digisound Pro $129
Powerprinl ST $29
Switchback $57
Antic
CyberStudio $59
Cyber Control $39
Cyber Sculpt $60
Cyber Paint §60
Cyber Texture $33
Cyber VCH $-16

GFA Basic 3.0 $89

IX12F Scanr $1099
ST Interlace $299
Codaha*

d

G+Plus $23
Hotwire $25
Hotwire Plus $39
Maxilile $23
MIDIMax $33
Mullidesk
Ulii $23

Phaa 4.0 $59
... .. 512 $44

STAC $45
s ros $39
Stos Compiler $23
Atari
1040STFM $Call

2 ST
1-4ST

$Call

SCall

$Call

SCall

SCallPortldio

Stacy Laptop $Catl

Avatex
QODamodam $69
2400e modem $109
Modemcable $15

Backamayor
Hard Disk tools:

Accelerator $25
Sentry $33
Toolkit $20
MT C-Shetl $85
Canon
1X12 Scanner $599

Digital Villon
Corrpulereyes$179
BfiW model: $109

FTL
Dungeonmster $25

" Hint book $10
Dungeonmstr2 $25

Happy Camp.
Discovry Carl $159
Option 2 $189
HP
Deskjet $579
DeskjelPlus $699
ICD Hard Drive
FA-ST 50 M $699
FA ST 80 M $899
Inten

erlmk

ISD/Ditak
Calamus $179

" Oulline $169
Cal Font Ed. $65
DynaCADO $559
Masierplan $59

ST accounts 2 $95
VIP Profess $85
LDW
LDW Power $95
Meg amax
Laser C $119
Laser DB $50
Migraph
Easy Draw $65
Easy Tools $33
Font Pack 1 $25
Hand Scanner $419
Pro Draw Arl $39
Scan Art $33
Supercharged
Easydraw $95

Touch-up $119

Panasonic
1180 prinler $189
1191 printer $239
1124 printer $319
Printer cable $15
Ribbons $10
Prac.Solution
Cordless Mice $99
Drive Master $33
Monilor Master $40
Mouse Master $33
Video Key $70
Tweely Board $38
Precision
Suprbase Per. $49
Proco
Procopy $30

King's Quest $33
Kings Quesl 2 $33
Kings Quesl 3 $33
Kings Quest 4 $39
LiesureSuil $25
LiesureSuil 2 $39
LiesureSuil 3 $39
Manhunler $33
Manhunler ? $33
Police Quest $33
PoliceQuesl2$39
Space Quesl $33
Space Quest 2 $33
Space Quesl 3 $33
Hinl books $9
Soft Loglk
PageStream $1B

Sony Disks
All colors. Spocily!

100 Bulk 35" $85
Suncom
lac ? Joysh
Tac 30

"

Tac50
k Sflk

in$26
Blei
UlackCauldi
Col Beques
Gold Rush $25
Hero's Quest S39

$1-1

tie
$6

Supra
Modem 2400 $119

Cable $15

Timoworks
Desktop Pub $79
Wotdwriler $49
Trio Eng.
Digispec $35
Unispec $45
ST Control $55
Versa so ft
dB Man 5.2 $179

WordPerfect
WordPerfect $139

Order toll-free: 1-800-456-5689
For information call 1-717-288-6140. Mall orders: send check or

money order to Computer Garden. West Side Mall. Edwardavllle. PA 18704.
Be sure to Include sufficient postage (Overpayments are promptly refunded).

PA customers add 6% tax. Cash COD's OK. 3% charge lor V1SA-MC-AMEX.
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Products Update

COMPILED BYMARTA DEIKE, STARTJUNIOR EDITOR

NeoDesk Accessory
Gribnif Software has released its command line interpreter, NeoDesk CLI, an

accessory to the popular NeoDesk 2.0 - The Desktop Alternative. The CLI

interpreter is completely GEM based and supports MS/DOS and UNIX-style

commands. Owners of NeoDesk 2.0 can use the interpreter to create power-

ful batch files and pop-up menus, and automate multiple-file housekeeping.

Along with a detailed manual, the CLI package includes several sample batch

files. NeoDesk 2.0 works with all machines, ROM versions and displays.

NeoDesk CLI, $2995. Gribnif Software, P.O. Box 350, Hadley, MA 01035,

(413) 584-7887.

Simulated Gambling
If you've ever been seduced by the casino lights of Atlantic City or Las Vegas,

you probably know about those addictive little slot-type machines that play

poker. Now you don't have to leave your home or lose your money to

gamble. Micro Creations brings Realistic Video Poker to your ST. Designed

Hicr* CrcattMi

Hit me, you say?
Micro Creations
gives you this hit

game in their

gambling
simulation,

Realistic Video
Poker.

to be as close to the casino game as possible in both play and graphics, the

game is keyboard controlled: M alots your money, C deposits a coin, the

spacebar deals cards and the number keys mark the cards to hold. There are

also control-key combinations for options such as Double Down, New
Machine and Payout Report. In a very short time, you won't even have to

look away from the screen to play. Realistic Video Poker lets you think about

your strategy. Realistic Video Poker, call for price. Micro Creations, 4609

Millbrook Way., Bakersfield, CA 93313, (805) 397-9414.

Mapping Chaos
Have you lost your way in the

dungeon? If you have descended into

FH's wildly popular Dungeon

Master (and its sequel, Chaos Strikes

Back), you know what it's like to

wade through the labyrinth of

tunnels comprising the dungeon.

Well, Dream Park has come through

with the ultimate Dungeon Master

utility, The Cartographer. This map
generator displays the current state of

the dungeon, which varies for each

player. There are color graphic maps

of all dungeon levels, which can be

saved to disk in DEGAS uncom-

pressed format. Also included is a

spell list with symbols and complete

descriptions. The Cartographer

works on all machines with a color

monitor in low resolution. The

Cartographer, $9.95. Dream Park,

2469 E. Fort Union Blvd., Suite

100, Salt Lake City, UT 84121,

(801) 943-4370.

ALERT BOX

The correct address for Twilight

Zone Software (mentioned in

Products Update, May 1990 issue)

is P.O. Box 7264, Louisville, KY
40257.

The phone number for ISD

Marketing (distributor of Calamus)

is (416) 479-1880. The number

listed in the Desktop Publishing

overview by Scott Wasser in the

April 1990 issue is ISD's FAX
number.

Ifyou have a newproductfor the ST, we'd like to hearfrom you. Please send press releases and product photos to

Products Update, STARTMagazine, 544 Second St., San Francisco, CA 94107
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SSSSSizzling Summer of Savings *V*

Software for Vacation Fun from SDA 4w^
We have what you're looking for!

:

Rip apart the sea w/four
3200 H.P. Powerboats as

you compete on a circuit of

realistic 3D courses. Buckle
your life vest:

HEATWAVE

List $29.95

Loom Call Telra Quest .

Wa-i;a:: Marisi;:,- !H:-Res) .529 Time Bandit .

Ma.-blf? Vacries:--. S14 MICROLEAGUE
Ma-,;-. bc-;:-ij- lyuire .i-P) Baseball 2 .

Pipe Dream S26 B-Ball G9 Tean
Populous S32 WWF Wrestling

I?! MICROPROSEPowerdrome ....

Pro Tennis Tour $26
Puffy'sSaga S23
Star Fleet 1 535
Starflight 532
Their Fmr

Gunship .

.

Red Storm Rising .

Silent Service

SDA
Discount Price $29

TuitH

ELECTRONICS ZOO
ABACUS

P.C. Board Designer

Federation S32
. $32 Cocke' Ranger $32
,5'2: Snbao $16

. .539 T.V. Sports Football S32

ACCOLADE CODEHEAD
H'..s Ano^s . .SI? Co^jli-jnd Jd lies ' ;'! ...122

DayoftheViper S32 G-Plus .

Harmon/ 532 Hot Wire

...$29 Maxi File

llr-Deskl.92 .

Test Drive

Cyber Sculpt

C -,=: Studio

Flash

GFA Basic w/compli

..$25

MINDSCAPE
Action Fighter

Alien Syndrom.
Eavj/cec! Pc-.vei' "S=K

DeJ;
532

..£32

Take the place of Napoleon
or Wellington & lead the

forces that changed history.

English language com-
mands control infantry,
calvary & artillery.

WATERLOO SDA I

List $59.95 Discount Price $39

FREE SPIHIT
Bnde ot Ihe Robot 525
Oragonscape 525
Planet ot Lust 525
Sex Vixens from Space . S25

FTL

ish Freddy's Bigtop .

Gauntlet 2 S32
Hostage S29

325 Mystery Adventure 532

S25 3-PacK Includes: Shadow
;-:- Gair-. lieia Vu. Uninvited

Out Run 532
Space Harrier 532

>2D S.iper Slar Ice Hockey

ORIGIN

Police

J3S haSpace Quest
Space Quest 3 say
SIMON & SCHUSTER
Slar Trek Rebel Uniu S25

SPECTHUM HOLOBYTE
Falcon 532
Counterstrike (FiO Folcon)S16

ACCESSORIES
"ony &'.i::ra I nt Disks

..$14

Sony3V»SSDD
S;;r,v DSHD Cob' 513S0 6*.

Disk Case (Holds 45) .. 56.88

Disk Cass (Holds 110).. 53.85

Dsk Drive Cleaner 3'/;
. .54.83

Wico Bat Kardle Joys!.c~.5'7

Wico Ergostick Joystick S' 6

QTsavit -

PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE

WILLIAM TELL
List $39.95

Rsnbc 3 .

Renegade

.

UNICORN - ON SALE"!
Adventun
Ac-soli Fables

.1 Dungeon 519-83
N-'iicical Myths 524.83

Rear: A Rama S29.86
Ta'ss -,' the Arabian

Nights $24.88

[:i!!!SDACLOSEOUTS!!!!!l
Dar*s.de (Spotlight) .. 520.20

H lol-l-ikcrs Gude SH.11
Diamond Mike (Xlent)

St Wars [Miles)

Dark Castle (360) . .

.

Celebrity Cookbook .

$2333

opeedy Delivery

T"\eep Discounts

Astronomical Selectfoik^^N^'1

£-\. If you can't find what you're looking for in our ad, call us.

/Of
J]

Send check or money orders to:

\SJ' P.O. Box 11 1327- Dept. ST
mm mm Blawnox, PA 15238

ISA/CANADA orders

1-800-225-7638
PA Orders 1-800-223-7784

Customer Service (412) 361-5291

Fax Order Line (412) 361-4545

• Free shipping on orders over $100 in

continental USA.
• No surcharge for VISA/ MasterCard.

• Your card is not charged until we ship.

• School purchase orders accepted.

Order Line Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 9:00 AM-9:00 PM, Fri. 9:00 AM-7:00 PM, Sat. 10:00 AM-4:<

rase Head I re Following Ordering Ter

Software

Discounters

America
:::,(>;, o'n^i

; No COD
5. Canada 5 rL.LT:ol!ico-K'n:.i|;ii-g is 57.50 unal!

charges. CUSTOMC"' SLPVICC I
().ipS Mcn.-Fri. 9A

nerchandise p'.rc.vEisee -.villi \r GCdays lion: SDoi.A ie J.

>e replaced with u.c sair.e merchandise o.-.y. Cher iu

product pure ha sua & rulurn d needy to the nanuraclurur. C
"

—

rriving daily! Please call io 1 nare information.
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MODEM OWNERS: You can order on-line from our Atari ST Shop via the CompuServe, and GEnie electronic malls.



START

SHOPPERS

MART

SPRITE
EDITOR

Features:

• GEM based

• Real time animation

• 20 sprites at once
• 16x16 or 32x32 sizes

• Cut, Copy, Paste

• Flip, Rotate, Seed Fill

Use with any language

• $30 includes postage

Strategic Images
P.O. Box 60067 • Colorado Springs, CO • 80960

(719) 576-2932

Cardfile vJ.1
] have locked three years for a program lite Ihls

"i have over 1200 cards In my business file

"if h?.S fhp f |rcl jpririlrilnipril (-glprvfar I arlui'ly USE

CarcFlte - extreme!) soiid arc professional

PRG and convenient ACCessory versions included

• Fast data entry and display of LT-field 'cards'

• Simple hut powerful Tillci nil:' capability

• Print filtered address hooks ;ind phone lists

Address envelopes (with return) automatically
• 'Send' addresses into your favorite word processor
• Appointment calendar/diary • Print daily agenda

Phone autodialer Any color or mono Atari ST
• Spreadsheet and niml-iuere.c compatible data files

• Illustrated manual Only $25 (shipping included)

Send check or m.o. and mailing address to GT Software

12114 Kirton Ave.. Cleveland. OH 44135-3612

CABLES WITH A TWIST ©
LIFETIME WARRANTY on ALL CABLES ! !

3' HARD DISK DRIVE CABLE 118.36

6' FLOPPY DISK DRIVE CABLES ( 3.5 TYPE

)

115.99

6' FLOPPY DRIVE (5.25 TYPE) $19.15

10' MIDICABLES(2) PER PACK $14 76

6' M0N1TER CABLE, BOTH MONO AND COLOR $18.35

6- 36 PIN PARALLEL TO CENTRONICS CABLE $23.96

6' NULL MODEM CABLE; M/M: M/F $15.96

10' MOUSE/JOYSTICK EXTENSION CABLE $9.95

14 PIN MALE PLUG (DISK DRIVE) '

14 PIN FEMALE JACK (P. C. BPOARD MOUNT)

13 PIN MALE PLUG (ST M0NITER)

13 PINFEMALEJACK

$6.00

$4.00

$3.00

$7.40

chaigos. NO SURCHARGE FOH CREDIT CARDS
hipping

CALL1-413-53B-7D6D

BUCKLEY ELECTRONIC ENTERPRISES
CHICOPEE, Ma. 01020

Now! 15,000+ Programs

on Your ST!

Run the most popular IBM
software such as Lotus 1-2-3,

dBase, Word Perfect, and much

Write or call for a FREE fact

sheet and list of tested software!

pc-ditto II

Avant-Garde Systems

381 Pablo Point Drive

Jacksonville, Florida 32225 USA
(904) 221-2904

Joe User, Purchas

I. M. Sharp, Presid

\s you know, it ims been : imipanv policy since P.Wh

o buy all our Atari Si PD and Shareware from
\ccusofl. Not only Jn tiiey have the lowest prices,

nit their huge selection and ielernelive Disk Catalog
diMtiy so! them apart from the competition.

\ccu5oft is

Joe- Don't miss this opportunity! It you already have
their Catalog, just mention the Super Sale when you
order. If not, send them $2 to get their Catalog Disk.

ST Specialist

Lowest prices on ST* and Mmga'm

1040ST $659 520STFM $369
f040* color 959 520 -color 705
1040* mono 799 520 • mono 535
color monitor 339 Mega4 1579
mono monitor 165 Mega4 * color 1829
2 Sided Drive 189 Mega4 • mono 1B99

85MB hard dak 785 Portfolio 379
STACY cal for avaaabk'ly

SO to 30% discount on mil Softwares
We carry monitor/mouse/drive master, scanner.

printera cables, 24O0B modem, video digitizer,

Mac/BM emulatora and plenty more for the ST.

prices aubjust to change without notice

call for a free complete listing

Store Hours Mon-Fri 3:30p.m to 7p.m.

Sal and Son t2p.m to 5p.nrt

Shoppers Mart

THIS
COULD
BE YOUR

AD!
It couldn't be easier contact your

SHOPPERS MART
Sales Representative

Denny Riley

415/957-0886

ATTENTION

CALIFORNIA Q _
SUBSCRIBERS: J \

You may hove noticed on

increase of $5.40

in your renewal notice. This

charge was for State tax.

fhe subscription

rate of $79.95 has not changed.

IHANK YOU FOR SUBSCRIBING TO START



START CLASSIFIEDS
SPRITE EDITOR Fast and Full of fea-

tures: real-time animation, rotate, flip, cut,

paste, etc. Usable with any language.

16 x 16 or 32 x 32 size. Color only. $30

includes postage. STRATEGIC IMAGES,

P. O. Box 60067, Colorado Springs, CO
80960. (719)576-2937

QUALITY ST SOFTWARE ORIGINAL,
Useful, Entertainment. SASE for FREE list

or $18 for DSDD packed with programs,

files. ALBERT BAGGETTA, P.O. Box351,
Feeding Hills, MA 01030.

• •••••
ELECTRONIC ACCOUNTANT FOR
SALE1 Combine GEM with database/

spreadsheet power to control exprense/

income transactions. MINILEDGER $39.95

(Calif, add 6.5% tax). Mono/color/520/

1040/MEGA. RASCOM, 22128 Newkirk

Avenue, Carson, Calif. 90745.

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE. Largest

Selection—Currently Over 850 Disks. Fast

Service and Great Support. See our Full

Page Ad elsewhere in this issue. Call Toll

Free for our FREE 48 Page Catalog of Atari

ST Software and Accessories. Visa/Mas-

tercard/Discover Card Welcome. BRE
Software (800) 347-6760, FAX (209) 432-

2599.

Unique, Highest-Quality children's pro-

grams for your color ST. Super Kidgrid

(ages 3-11), Kidpublisher Professional

(ages 5-lD, and Kiclpainter (ages 5-11)

provide your budding journalist, mathe-

matician, or artist with hours and years of

challenging fun! Kidprgs grow with your

child. US$25 each. MC/Visa. Call D.A.

BRUMLEVE (217)337-1937..

PHASAR 4.0 home accounting program

is now available. For Upgrade informa-

tion call (800234-7001 ANTIC SOFTWARE,
544 2nd St., San Francisco, CA 94107.

******
How doyou reach over 60,000 serious ST
users? Put your classified ad in START,

The number one guide to the Atari ST. See

coupon this page for details.

Choose from thousands of FD software

programs. SS or DS disk filled with files you

want. Send $ 4.00 for an extensive library

on disk. Jeff Butler 707 Elwell Ave. West

Mifflin FA 15122.

FOR SALE: Many used ST Games in Ex-

cellent Condition with documentation. Also

Several Original Games. Send to: BP.

PA, P.O. Box 2151, Willingboro, N.J.

08046 for Catalog!

PUBLIC DOMAIN CLIP ART. Catergo

rized high-quality collection in IMG for-

mat 40 disks available, $3.50 SS or $6.00

DS. Send $3-00 for Sample DS Disk with

IMG Cataloger or write for free catalog.

TI IE KING'S DOMAIN, Box 609-N, Graton,

CA. 95444

GFA BASIC USERS GROUP WORLD
WIDE MEMBERSHIP, MONTHLY
NEWS LETTER, AND PROGRAMMING
TIPS $15.00 YEARLY DUES. RASCOM:
22128 NEWKIRK AVENUE, CARSON
CA. 907465

Can your Atari run Macintosh Soft-

ware? If so you need Hot Spot the stun-

ning creation, presentation program. For

more information Call 1-800-234-7001 or

write Antic Software, 544 Second St. SF.

Ca. 94107

CONSTRUCTION ESTIMATOR 2.00;

Very easy to use, make estimates for a

house or small buildings. Create quan-

tity and cost totals. Send $39.95 to

Micheal C O'Massey 9910 U. S. 395 North

Reno, NV. 89506 ph 702-972-3659-

WHO SHOULD RUN AN AD IN START'S CLASSIFIEDS?

Why just about everybody who has on ST; User Groups, Store Owners, Hordwew Vflwfor's,

Software Publishers, Writers, Programmers, Distributors, Disk Duplicators, Game Merchants,

Graphic Artist's, Bankers, Lawyers, Doctors

WHAT CAN I SELL IN START CLASSIFIEDS?

Rom Chips, Games, Books, Drives, Monitors, Computers, 8-bits, 8- bytes, Services, Programs, The

Kitchen Sink, Used Cars If you wont to sell something you've come to the right place, we'll

show yor ad to 60,000 ST users who may be trying lo find your product RIGHT MOW I

THAT SOUNDS GREAT! HOW DO I GET MY AD IN START?

Just fill out the coupon below and SEND TO:

START CLASSIFIED

544 Second St

San Francisco, Ca. 94107

Name Comoanv

Phone

Cilv State/Zip

Mastercard/Visa Expiration Dale

Signature

l__

Number of worOs Enclosed s my payment for $

RATE: $2.00 PER WORD—twenty (20) word minimum..

STARS: Add $10.00 for one (1) line ot six (6) stars at top of ad.

TERMS: Prepayment is required. Check, Money Order, Visa , MasterCard, or Americ;

Express is accepted. Make check payable to Antic Publishing.

FORMS: Ads are subject to publisher's approval and MUST BE TYPED.
GENERAL INFORMATION: Advertisers using Post Office Box numbers in their ads

must supply permanent address and telephone numbers. Ad will appear in the next

available issue after receipt unless otherwise specified.

DEADLINE: 1 5th ol the month, 3 months preceding desired cover date.

Clip or copy this coupon, attach to typewritten copy and send with remittance.

HANDWRITTEN COPY WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED



Advertisers List

ACCUSOFT . ..88

ALPHA SYSTEMS 45

ANDY'S MUSIC 38

ANTIC SOFTWARE 49.75

ATY 88

AVANT-GARDE SYSTEMS

BRANCH ALWAYS SOFTWARE

BRE SOFTWARE

82,88

38

10

BUCKLEY ELECTRONIC 88

CARTER GRAPHICS 76

COAST TO COAST .... 36

COMPUTABILITY 28

COMPUTER GARDEN 85

COMPUTROL INDUSTRIES . 63

DATEL COMPUTERS 33

DR T'S BC

FAST TECHNOLOGY 53

GENERAL VIDEOTEXT 63

GOLD-LEAF PUBLISHING 12

GT SOFTWARE 88

IMAGEN 14

INDEX LEGALIS 48

KONYO INTERNATIONAL IBC

MARK WILLIAMS 6

MEGAMAX 3

MICROTYME 80

MICRO CREATIONS ... 52

NICE & SOFTWARE 56

NRI ELECTRONICS 46

READYSOFT 2

REALM CORPORATION 53

SAN JOSE COMPUTERS 4

SOFTWARE DISCOUNTERS OF AMERICA

SOFTWARE PLUS

67

56

STRATEGIC IMAGES 88

TALON TECHNOLOGY 39

TOAD COMPUTER 69

WEDGEWOOD RENTAL .62

ZUBAIR INTERFACES 54

This list is provided as a courtesy to our advertisers. START does not guarantee accuracy or comprehensiveness.

Be sure to mention START when you coli these advertisers

Advertising Sales

European Advertisers ask for iohn Fellner Canodain Advertisers ask for Mike Evans

Western Region

Advertising Sales Representative

JOHN FELLNER
544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107
(415)957-0886

Central Region

Director of Advertising and Soles

DENNY RILEY
544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

(413] 957-0886

Eastern Region

Advertising Sales Representative

MICHAEL EVANS
544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94 1 07

(415|957-0886

Next Advertising Deadline October Issue: Insertion orders July 6, 1 990;

Ad copy due July 1 0, 1 990; On sale July 1 990



The MASTER 3S
light years ahead of the rest .

.

AATARP ST
FULLY COMPATIBLE

FULL 1 YEAR WARRANTY

QUALITY DRIVE MECHANISM

ON/OFF DISABLE SWITCH

SMALLER SLIMMER DESIGN

DIRECT DRIVE MOTOR

EXTREMELY QUIET OPERATION

ADVANCED INTERNAL CIRCUITRY

FCC APPROVED

READY TO RUN

LSI ELECTRONICS v
.

;

PASS THROUGH CONNECTOR FOR DAISY CHAINING

DOUBLE SIDED / DOUBLE DENSITY 880K CAPACITY

Let the MASTER add new
dimension to yourAATARI* ST

NEW Optical MQUse

for AATARP ST™

i 800-356-5178
= Inside CA 71 4- 633-1026

Distributed by

. KONYO International , Inc. / FAX714-633-5339

ATARI and ST logo are trademarks of ATARI Corp. Dealer Inquiries Invited



Totally radical!

Music software from Dr. T's.

Good music software should be as personal as a vintage guitar, and as power-

ful as a 300 watt amplifier stack. Our sequencers have always configured

themselves to the way you want to work, and now V3.0 Level II™ and KCS™
are even more powerful, intuitive, and easier to use than ever before.

For starters try TIGER Cub™; sequencing, graphic editing, and scoring, only

$99! With our MPE™ you can transcribe and print your music in standard

notation with QuickScore™ or Copyist™ from within the sequencer, play se-

quences from your Caged Artist™ editor, or use TIGER to give you total graphic

editing. For sync-to-tape, our Phantom™ SMPTE box locks up quick, and we've

added Music Mouse™, "M"™, and RealTime™ to our creative musical tools.

maiity and power never goes out of style!

fcSSS*

SEQUENCERS
LEVEL II 3.0 w/QuickScore

KCS 3.0 w/QuickScore

TIGER Cub w/QuickScore

MRSV1.1

REALTIME

EOITORS/LIBRARIANS

X-OR (UNIVERSAL EDITOR)

CASIO VZ-RIDER (VZ SERIES)

CZ RIDER (CZ SERIES)

DX HEAVEN (DX/TX7)

EMU Proteus/PROTEUS XR

ESQ'apade ESQ-1/SQ-80

4-OP DELUXE (inc. TX81Z)

KAWAI K-1

KAWAI K-5

KORG M-1

LEXICON PCM-70

OBERHEIM MATRIX 6/1000

ROLAND D-1 10/1 0/20

ROLAND D-50/550

ROLAND MT-3I

IDRING

COPYIST APPRENTICE

COPYIST PROFESSIONAL

COPYIST DTP

FINGERS

"M-

MUSIC MOUSE
T-BASIC

TIGER (GRAPHIC EDITOR)

TUNESMITH

MISCELLANEOUS

GUITARISTICS

PHANTOM (SMPTE SYNC)

"Our hands-down favorite new piece

of software, TIGER... program whose

1 elegance is simply stunning. Finally, a

f program that bridges the gap between

1 cold, hard technology and the creative

f musician."

Michael Marans

I Keyboard Magazine

"Dr.T's KCS Level II still leads the

pack in terms of sheer editing

power..."

Jim Aikin

Keyboard Magazine

I

"TIGER Cub blows away all other pro-

grams in its class."
1

Jim Pierson Perry

Electronic Musician

220 Boylston Street, Suite 206

Chestnut Hill, MA 02167

(617) 244-6954 voice

(617) 244-5243 fax


